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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. GENERAL AIMS 
This thesis is directed towards the general problem of 
design for estimating the relationship of a response variable 
to experimentally controlled variables. Chapters II, III, 
and IV discuss the case in which the control variable is con­
tinuous. Chapters V and VI deal with the case in which 
there are several qualitative control variables, which is 
the situation for which factorial experimentation was 
developed. 
The set of prior possible values for the experimentally 
controlled variables is generally called factor space. The 
problem of design is to make a choice of points in the factor 
space at which to take observations, and a choice of how many 
observations to take at the chosen points. This problem is 
very difficult in general because almost any investigation 
has many aims and usually the aims conflict. The investigator 
will be concerned usually with making a choice of model on 
the basis of the observations. He will usually wish to make 
an estimate of the true response at each point of the factor 
space. Any estimate will be subject to variance of estimation 
due to error of observation, and to bias of estimation due to 
use of an irrproper model for fitting the observations. The aim 
of this thesis is to study bias and variance properties of 
2 
designs, to obtain/ if possible, optimal designs with respect 
to certain criteria and the relative values of different 
designs. 
We will consider first designs which minimize the 
maximal bias over the interval of interest when we fit a 
polynomial of degree p and the true underlying model is a 
polynomial of degree p+1, and bias and variance properties 
of such designs will be studied in detail. 
In many applications the experimenter prefers to use a 
low degree polynomial model even though a higher degree model 
seems to give a better fit. We will study the situation 
when this attitude is justified and determine designs which 
will give the experimenter an unbiased estimator of the 
average square deviation between the fitted polynomial and 
the assumed true underlying polynomial model of given degree. 
Box and Draper (1959) considered the study of the mean average 
square error, and obtained optimal designs with respect to 
the average square bias, and showed that for the fitting of 
polynomials of first degree those designs have good bias as 
well as variance properties. We shall consider the variance 
and bias properties of designs for the fitting of general one-
dimensional polynomial of degree p. We shall determine 
optimal designs with respect to the average square bias 
weighted with a positive function and study the bias and 
variance properties of such designs. We shall compare the 
3 
efficiency of the optimal designs obtained and the one given 
in the 1 iterkti^re^y Guest (1958), Hoel (1958), and others, 
with respect to several measures related to bias and variance. 
We shall then consider designs for estimating true 
yields on an n-dimensional lattice of points. Such a lattice 
of points is usually called a factorial system, and a design 
which consists of examining a subset of the points of the 
lattice is called fractional factorial design. We shall study 
two kinds of random fractional designs. Star designs will 
be defined and we will obtain the general form of the average 
mean square error for these designs in terms of bias and 
variance. 
For the case of symmetrical factorial systems with the 
number of levels of each factor a. prime or a power of a prime, 
a system for obtaining a subset of the totality of points is 
based on finite geometry. This is known as fractional repli­
cation and gives pleasing properties of balance. The bias 
and variance properties of such fractionation, in which a 
fraction is chosen at random, will be studied and the average 
mean square error over the totality of lattice points will 
be obtained. Finally the two systems for examining a lattice 
will be compared. 
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B. Review of Literature 
Since throughout this work we will refer extensively to 
orthogonal polynomials, for completeness we will briefly 
state some basic properties and definitions. These have been 
abstracted from Ghizzetti and Ossicini (1970), Sansone (1959), 
Isaacson and Keller C1966) , and Todd (1963). 
defined on the interval [a,b] and such that all moments 
exist and are finite. A sequence of polynomials p^(x), 
of degree n, is said to be orthogonal with respect to the 
weight function w(x) in [a,b] , if 
fb 
Pjjj(x)Pn(x)w(x) d(x) = 0 
•' a 
for m 7^ n. 
Three basic properties are as follows : 
1. We can always construct à sequence of polynomials 
p^(x) which are orthogonal with respect to w(x). 
2. All zeros of p^(x) are real, distinct, and lie in 
the interior of the interval [a,b]. 
Definition. Let. w(x) be a non-negative function 
r • • • 
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3. Denote by n^(x) the product (x-x^)...(x-x^) . 
The minimum of 
t 2 ' 
TT^ (X)W (X) dX 
^ a 
is achieved by letting x^,.../x^ be the zeros of a poly­
nomial orthogonal with respect to w(x) . 
There is a very wide variety of polynomials determined 
by the interval [a,b] and the weight function w(x). We 
present a table with the classes of polynomials that arise 
in the present work. 
We now review the design literature and we mention 
first the work concerned with the estimation aspect of poly­
nomial regression. 
G. Elfving (1952) considered the problem of allocation 
of observations to optimize the minimum variance unbiased 
estimator of a given linear function of the parameters. 
He planned to take N observations at R_<N different 
points. He let x^ be an allocation point and then consider 
the convex set determined by the vectors x^^, i = 1,...,R, and 
its negatives. 
It was then proved that the minimum variance unbiased 
estimator of a linear parametric function is given by 
&.'!= 2 il.y. 
i=l ^ 
Table 1.1. Orthogonal polynomials 
Polynomial Interval Weight 
(a,G) 1 n g n-k k a-1 6-1 
Jacobi; P„ (x) S (-1)* *(*Z*)(*Z*)(l-x) (1+%) , a>0, 0>O [-1,1] (1-x) (1+x) 
" k=0 ^ ^ 
1 
— 1 p "T" 
Chebyshev of 1st kind; (x) = cos(n cos x) [-1,1] (1-x ) 
1 
Chebyshev of 2nd kind; U (x) T'(x)= (n+l)cos—x}_ [-1,1] (l-xf )  
" " sin{cos"-^x} 
Legendre; P^(x)= [%"-
...+...] [-1,1] 1 
Laguerre; L (x)= E (-1)^("^^) fy , [0,«>) x^'^e"^ 
^ k=0 
Hermite; H^(x)= (2x)"- (Zx)""^ - ... (-=.,«,) e 
-x2 
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with 
R 
= 1 w. I Xl/| V, I , S w. = 1 
i=l 
R 
where v, = E + w.x. is a vector on the convex set deter-A 1 1 
mined by the vectors corresponding to the different alloca­
tion points and in the same direction as 
Commonly we will be interested not only in particular 
fmctions of the parameters but also in predicting responses 
at different points of the factor space. In any case, 
Elfving was one of the first to consider the problem of 
obtaining optimal designs in linear regression. 
De La Garza (1954) was the first to work on the 
problem of relating allocation of observations to the general­
ized variance of estimates of parameters of a polynomial 
model. He assumed that the true underlying relationship was 
a polynomial of known degree p and showed that the same 
information matrix, and hence the same generalized variance, 
can be obtained by replacing a given set of N^+1, observa­
tions at the points x^,X2, • ../X^^ by N observations made 
at only p+1 properly selected points in the interval from x^ 
to Xj^. De La Garza also did some work on a special case of 
the problem of minimization of the variance of the fitted 
polynomial inside the interval of experimentation. 
Guest (1958), continuing De La Garza's work, considered 
8 
how to allocate the N>p+1 observations over the [-1,+1] 
interval in order to minimize the maximal variance for pre­
diction over the whole interval. He proved that if the 
degree of the true underlying polynomial model is p, then 
to minimize the maximal variance of the fitted curve over 
[-1,+1] we should allocate an equal number of observations 
at the end points of the interval, as well as at the p-1 
zeros of the derivative of the Legendre polynomial of degree 
p. The variance of a fitted point inside the interval when 
using such allocation was found to be 
V[ypU) I = {1 + (X) } c,: (1.1) 
where P^Cx) is the Legendre polynomial of degree p. He 
considered polynomial fitting using equal spacing and ob­
tained an approximate expression for the variance of a fitted 
polynomial in terms of Legendre polynomials given by 
V[ypl-^{(p+l) p;2(x)}(p+l) ^  (1.2) 
Finally, he compared the behavior of the variance functions 
when fitting quadratic and cubic polynomials using the min-
imax variance designs and equal spacing of observations. 
Hoel (195 8) considered the generalized variance 
of the estimates as the criterion for optimization. He 
proved that when the degree of the true underlying polynomial 
is known, the allocation which is optimal using the generalized 
9 
variance criterion is the same one that Guest found optimal 
for the maximum of the variance criterion, i.e., equal number 
of observations at -1, +1 and at the zeros of the first 
derivative of a Legendre polynomial of the same degree as the 
true model. Using the same criterion, some results were 
obtained on the increase of efficiency arising from doubling 
the number of equally spaced observation points when the 
length of the interval is fixed and when it is doubled. Other 
measures of efficiency were also considered for polynomial 
models and for models based on a particular stationary 
process and a pure birth process. 
Hoel and Levine (1964) considered allocation of obser­
vations to minimize the variance of a predicted value of the 
fitted polynomial at a specified point beyond the interval 
of experimentation. They also assumed that the degree of the 
true polynomial model was known before hand. Their main 
results are the following: 
Lemma. If the p^, i = 0,1,...,p are allowed to 
P 
vary continuously in (0,1) under the restriction Z p. = 1, 
i=0 ^ 
then for a fixed x ^  x^, i = 0,1,...,p, the choice 
[l^(x)I 
Pi = — , i = 0,1,...,p 
Z |L.{x)| 
i=0 ^ 
where L^(x) is the Lagrange coefficient given by 
10 
(x) 
(x-Xq) (X-XJ^) ... ... (x-Xp) 
will minimize V[^(x)] 
Theorem. If the minimizing p's given by the 
formula above are used, the p+1 observation points that will 
minimize V[^(x)] at x>l are given by the Chebyshev points 
= -cos ^  , i = 0,1,...,p . 
It was also prove that the preceding Chebyshev solution 
becomes a minimax variance solution for the interval (-l,t), 
provided t > t^ > 1 when t^ is a value satisfying a 
certain equation. In later papers Hoel (1965a,b) extended 
the above work, determining minimum variance designs for two 
dimensional polynomial regression. 
Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960), and others unified and 
extended all the work on minimum variance and generalized 
variance mentioned above. They consider a polynomial re­
gression model in which E[^(x)] = Z 0^f^l{x) where f\(x). 
i = 0,1,...,p are real valued continuous functions, and 
mental design is regarded as specifying a probability measure 
concentrating mass p^,p2,...,p^ at the points x^,X2,...fX^ 
where the values n^ = p^N, i = l,2,...,r are integers. 
The associated experiment involves taking n^^ uncorrelated 
P 
i=0 
0  =  ( 0  Bp) is an unknown parametric vector. An experi 
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observations on the random variable y(x^), i = 1,2,...,r. 
Once a design is prescribed and the observations are made, 
the least squares method is used for estimating the parameters 
®0'®1'•••'®p* 
The problem then consists of deciding on an optimality 
criterion and finding a probability measure which is optimal 
for the criterion chosen. 
Kiefer (1959) considered optimization of several 
different criteria; 
1. M-optimality: Maximizing the infimum of power of 
test of a null hypothesis against a class of al­
ternatives . 
2. L-optimality: Maximizing the limiting power of 
test in the neighborhood of the null hypothesis, 
3. E-optimality: Minimizing the maximum eigenvalue 
of the variance-covariance matrix of estimates, 
used by Wald (1943) and Ehrenfeld (1955). 
4. A-optimality: Minimizing the trace of the variance-
covariance matrix of estimates. 
5. D-optimality: Minimizing the generalized variance 
of estimates of parameters. 
6. G-optimality; Minimizing the maximum variance of 
prediction over the experimental region. 
It should be noted that almost all the above criteria 
12 
are related only to the estimation aspect of the fitting 
problem and depend upon the assumption that the underlying 
model is known before experimentation. 
In the following paragraphs we will continue presenting 
in detail only the results related to G-optimality and D-
optimality. 
As mentioned above. Guest (1958) and Hoel (1958) 
obtained the same optimal designs for the G-optimality and 
D-optimality criteria. Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960) con­
sidered those problems under the probability measure approach 
and by using functional analysis proved that they were 
equivalent. Denoting by g the probability measure which 
determines the design, M(g) the information matrix, and 
N ^d(x,g) the variance function of the fitted curve, the 
main result of their paper is the following theorem; 
The conditions 
i. Ç* maximizes the determinant M(Ç) , 
ii. Ç* minimizes max d(x,Ç), 
iii. max d(x,Ç*) = p+1 
are equivalent. The set. B of all Ç satisfying these condi­
tions is convex and closed and M(Ç') . is the same for all ÇsB. 
Note here that this theorem is measure theoretic and has 
limited applicability because the design that achieves this ' 
optimality will consist of a probability distribution, say, 
Ç(x^), CfXg),..., g(x^) which gives the proportion of observa-
13 
vations at the points x^fXg'respectively. If the 
problem is to allocate a pre-chosen definite number of obser­
vations, say N, the solution may not be achievable because 
NÇ(x^) wilj not in general be an integer. 
Karlin and Studden (1966) considered experimental designs 
for the case where the functions f^, f ,..., f^ are of the 
form /w(x) x^, i=0,l,...,p and wCxi>0. For special choices 
of w(x) the optimal designs (optimality is meant in the sense 
that Ç maximizes |m(Ç)|) are obtained. When w(x) 
= (l-x)^^^(l+x)^*^(a>-l,6>-l) and x is in the interval 
[-1,+1], the optimal design Ç consists of p+1 equal mass 
points located at the p+1 zeros of the Jacobi polynomial 
Farrell, Kiefer and Walbran. (1965) studied optimum multi­
variate designs under the same approach described above for 
the case where the experimental region R is a compact sub­
set of an Euclidean k-dimensional space. The main concern 
of their paper is to characterize, for several regions R 
and functions f = (fQ,...,fp) some Ç which are D-optimum. 
They treat in detail three cases; 
k 2 
i. R = {x; S X. < 1} 
i=l ^ -
ii. R = {x; max |x.| C 1} 
l£i£k ^ ~ 
k 
iii. R = {x; X. ^ 0, (i = l,...,k) , Z x. = 1}. 
^ i=l ^ 
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All the work presented up to this point assumed that the 
model which explained the observations was known prior to 
experimentation. As a result, the several optimization 
criteria dealt only with estimation related aspects of poly­
nomial regression. The model discrimination part of the 
problem, the one that refers to wrong model assumption and 
bias, received no attention. 
Folks (1958) considered several criteria of optimality 
related to bias and variance in regression, like the minimi­
zation of the average mean square error, average mean square 
bias, maximal bias over a region, and so on. His results are 
limited to the fitting of polynomials of first degree. 
Box and Draper (1959) considered the average mean square 
error over the region of interest R, as a basic criterion. 
This criterion involves both variance and bias. 
They investigated the case where n(x), a polynomial of 
degree t, 
n^(x) = 
is to be approximated by the fitted equation, a polynomial 
of degree s, with s<t, given by 
y s = ïiS-i 
where the vector x^ is made up of the powers of the xx's in 
the polynomial of degree s, the vector Xg is made up of the 
15 
additional higher order x^'s terms in the polynomial of 
degree t, and and 0^ are the corresponding vectors 
of unknown coefficients. The estimator ^ is found by 
ordinary least squares to be 
^1 = y 
where is the matrix of values taken by the terms in xj^ 
at the locations of the independent variables and where y is 
the column vector of the observations 
Yi = i = 1,2,...,N 
where the e^'s have zero mean and are uncorrelated with com-
2 
mon variance a . 
The average mean square error over R is 
J = E[yL(x)-n^(x)]^ dx 
J p s T. R 
where 
= dx. 
R 
J can also be written as 
J = B + V 
where 
B = q[ E[y (x)-n. (x)]^ dx 
JR s t 
16 
and 
V = Q Vt^g Cx) ] dx 
Thus J is the sum of the average variance of the fitted 
polynomial, denoted by V, and the average square bias, 
denoted by B. 
As expected, the minimization of J with respect to 
the choice of a design depends on the relative magnitudes of 
the B and V contributions. When they considered the 
special case of s=l and t=2, the somewhat surprising 
conclusion of Box and Draper (19 59) was that unless the V 
contribution was many times larger than the B contribution, 
optimum designs for the minimization of the bias com­
ponent B alone were remarkably close to optimal designs 
for the case where the minimization was with respect to B+V. 
They showed that to minimize B alone, a design should 
satisfy the condition 
where is the matrix of values taken by the variables 
in Xg (the omitted part of the model) and the matrices 
and are defined by 
(Xi  X'  Xj  = W-1 «2 
R 
and 
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= 0 X, x' dx. 
2 J R -1 -2 
These are the moment matrices of a uni form distribution over 
the region of interest. 
We now consider the work on factorial experiments, 
i.e., the case in which the experimental variables are quali­
tative factors and the structure of the totality of possible 
information consists of the true yields and variability for 
each of the possible factor combinations. If one has factors 
say with levels x^,x2,...,x^, the 
underlying formula for yield will be of the form 
y(x^,x2,...,x^) = n (x^,x2 ,... ,x^) + error 
where the function is defined only for the factor levels 
X^/X2/.../X^. In other words, the model is classificatory. 
W e  w i l l  c o n s i d e r  o n l y  t h e  c a s e  w h e r e  n / X 2 • / X ^ )  i s  
a linear function of effects and interactions. There appears 
to be little general theory for non-linear classificatory 
models. 
The most commonly used factorial plans involve factors 
which all occur with the same number of levels. Experiments 
with those plans are known as symmetrical factorial. The 
general theory of symmetrical factorial experiments has been 
considered in detail by Bose and Kishen (1940), Fisher (1943, 
1945), and Bose (1947). 
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When a factorial experiment involves many factors, each 
of which is tested at several levels, it is well known that 
economy of space and material may be attained by observing 
only a fraction of all possible combination levels. Finney 
(1945) introduced the general idea of fractional replication. 
Kempthome (1947) related ideas of fractional replication to 
confounding, and some basic aspects of general theory of 
fractional replication for prime power factorial systems are 
given by Kempthorne (1952). One of the earliest fractional 
replication plans to appear in the statistical literature 
was introduced by Tij)pett (1934). He utilized a 5 x 5 com­
pletely orthogonalized square to construct an orthogonal plan 
of six factors, each having five levels, with twenty-five 
treatment combinations. 
Fisher (1945) using the properties of groups has given 
a system of confounding designs preserving main effects and 
all first order interactions. 
Plans for two level factors, where all interactions are 
absent, were developed from considerations of weighting 
objects on a chemical balance scale. These problems were 
studied by Yates (19 33) and Hotelling (1944) ; they obtained 
optimum weighing designs (in the sense of minimum variance) 
which yield orthogonal estimates of the weights. 
Plackett and Burman (1946) obtained plans which permit 
estimation without correlation of all main effects of a 
19 
factorial arrangement/ when the interactions are negligible. 
These plans are called orthogonal main-effect plans. 
Rao (1946, 1947) generalized the ideas above introducing 
the concept of hypercubes of strength d. These plans lead 
to the orthogonal estimation of main effects and inter­
actions up to the order k, when interactions of order 
greater than d(d > k) are absent, 
Bose and Bush (1952) presented \:pper bounds for the 
maximum possible number of factors that can be accommodated 
in orthogonal arrays of strength two and three. They also 
obtained methods for constructing these arrays. Addelman 
and Kempthome (1961) have a general procedure which yields 
many orthogonal plans. 
Methods for constructing fractional replicate plans in 
which all main effects are confounded with three-factors 
and higher order interactions are known as Resolution IV 
plans, and were developed by Box and Hunter (1961a). They 
also developed Resolution V plans (1961b), which allow ortho­
gonal estimates of all two-factor interactions. 
Frequently the Resolution V plans require more trials 
than one can afford to make. When this situation arises and 
some two-factor interactions are known to be important a 
compromise between main effect plans and Resolution V plans 
can be constructed. Three of such cases were discussed by 
Addelman (1962). 
20 
Chakravarti (1956) obtained fractional replicate plans 
for asymmetrical factorials arrangements. He constructed 
these plans by combining a main-effect plan for the r™ 
arrangement with a main effect plan for the s^ arrangement. 
These plans yielded orthogonal estimates of all main effects 
and all two-factor interactions which were comprised of one 
r-level factor and one s-level factor. 
A catalogue of orthogonal main-effect plans with up to 
eighty-one treatment combinations is presented by Addelman 
and Kempthome (1961). 
It is not always possible to construct plans which per­
mit orthogonal estimation of all important parameters with 
a small number of treatment combinations. Several procedures 
were developed for constructing non-orthogonal fractional 
replicate plans by Addelman (1961), and Whitwell and Morbey 
(1961)'. 
Irregular fractions plans for 2^ arrangement were con­
sidered by Banerjee (1950) and Kempthome (1952). Arrange­
ments in which a subset of the factorial or a subset of the 
regular fractional factorial is duplicated were discussed by 
Daniel (1956) and further described by Dystra (1959). 
Addelman (1961) presented a-.general procedure for construction 
of K/2^ replicate plans. 
Satterthwaite (1959) was the first to consider the idea 
of examining factorial experiments using random sampling on 
21 
the choice of treatment combinations. Later, Dempster 
(1960, 1961) presented a theory of inference based on pro­
cedures similar to the ones given by Satterthwaite (1959). 
Shah and Kempthome (1962), have done initial work on 
the role of randomization in fractional factorials where the 
interactions assumed negligible are not so and the estimates 
of the parameters of interest are biased. 
Ehrenfeld and Zacks (1967) established some procedures 
of testing hypothesis for random factorial experiments, which 
had been previously studied by them (Ehrenfeld and Zacks 
(1961, 1963)). 
The common ANOVA F-tests for fractional replications of 
factorial experiments do not attain the assigned level of 
significance and power if the alias effects are not zero. 
Ehrenfeld and Zacks. (1967) have shown that if the fractional 
replicates are properly randomized, then the usual F-like 
test statistics have asymptotically (for large number of 
nuisance parameters) the desired distribution. 
Parrel (1968, 1969) studied the admissibility of ran­
domized symmetrical designs. The problem is how to choose 
a design having a high power of the F-test, locally about the 
hypothesis. A partial theory of randomized designs is also 
developed from convexity considerations. 
Lentner (1969) studied properties of generalized least 
squares estimators of a subgroup of pre-assigned parameters 
22 
of a 2^ factorial system when the design is a randomized 
fractional replicate of order 2®(s<p) of the types suggested 
by Ehrenfeld and S. Zacks (1961) . The class of generalized 
inverse solutions of the normal equations is characterized 
with respect to unbiasedness and optimality. 
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II. MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS 
A. Introduction 
1. Aims 
In this chapter we consider the problem of determining 
2 designs which will minimize the maximum of the (bias) func­
tion over the interval of interest when we fit a polynomial 
of degree p and the true underlying functional relationship 
is a polynomial of degree p + q with q ^  1. Optimal 
designs will be obtained for the case where the fitted model 
has degree p and the true model has degree p + 1. It 
is shown that for these designs the optimality remains valid 
if a model of degree d < p is fitted and the true model has 
degree d + 1. The case of an underlying unknown nonlinear 
function is also considered and its relationship to the 
optimal designs mentioned above is established. 
2. Illustration of the problem 
Let us consider two special cases of the general problem. 
Since the linear transformation z = [(b-a)x + (b+a)]/2 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between any point x 
in the [-1, 1] interval and any z in the general interval 
[a,b], with a and b finite, without loss of generality, we 
let the region of interest be the interval [-1, 1]. We also 
present later a few results for the case of the extended 
intervals [0, "») and (-*, ==) « 
24 
First/ suppose that the true relationship is a quadratic 
polynomial 
tIQCX) = BQ + , 
while the model chosen for fitting is 
ïij = Go + + e.. 
i  —  l f 2 / « « « / X /  3  ~  l f 2 , « * « f n ^  
where n^ is the number of observations at the i-th location 
point, j is the j-th replication and the e^j's are un­
co r re la ted random errors with expectation zero and common 
2 
variance a . 
The properties of the least squares estimators are deter­
mined by the design matrix X in which rows relate the inde­
pendent variable to the points of observation and the fitted 
model. It then follows that 
X'X = N 
where 
u, = ^ Z Z n.x. , k = 1,2,... 
^ " i=l j=l ^ ^  
I 
is the general definition of design moments, and N = I n. 
i=l ^ 
is the total number of observations. 
25 
The least squares estimates of the parameters in the 
linear model are given by 
e, 
"2 -"1 
-Un 
where we set 
I n^ 
"'k = Jj. jfi ' k — 0 fli f 2 f. 
Under the assumption that the quadratic is the true 
model/ these estimates are biased, since 
2 
h 
= 
®0 ^2 ~ ^1^3 
h fl 
^ - Vj. U3 - yiii2_ 
^2 ' 
Hence the expected value of the fitted curve is 
V 
J. _ 
' 0  
y -U li Uo-UiW? 
EyL(x) = (3o + ^ 2 ^2) + (^1 + .. I ^2) ^ • 
%2-Wl 
2 ^2' 
2 We define the (bias) function, resulting from fitting 
a polynomial of i-th degree when the true model has degree 
j as 
. (x) = [E#. (x) - T\.(x)]^ . 
r J J 
It follows from the above that 
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2 
o ^*3 ^"^""^1 ^ 9 2 2 2 
Bt , (X) = I ^ I ^ + .3 t 2 X - x^r 3, . (2.1) 
It seems intuitively reasonable that a good design will 
be symmetrical in the sense that all odd moments 
will be zero. We consider this case so that the general 
ejçression given by 2.1 reduces to 
gfx) = [^2 " ^2 • (2.2) 
Let us find y2 such that 
2 2 
max (u_ - X ) 
-l<x<+l ^ 
is a minimum. 
If we put 
f(x) = (a - x^)^ 
then 
f•(x) = -4(ax - x^), f"(x) = -4(a - 3x^), 
so that 
2 f (x) = 0 for X = 0 or x - a., 
and 
f"(0) = -4a, f" (+ /â)  = +8a 
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Since we cannot have a negative second moment, the case 
a < 0 will not be considered. For a > 0, 0 is a point of 
relative maximum and the points + /â are relative minima. 
Note also that 
f(0) = f (+ /IK) = a^ and f(+ /â) = 0 . 
For X belonging to [-•/Sai, +/2%] we will have 
2 
max f(x) = a and for x outside the above interval 
x 2 
max f(x) > a . Thus in order to minimize the maximum of 
^ 2 2 (a-x ) in [-1, 1] we should have a = 1/2, 
Hence, if we restrict ourselves to symmetrical designs, 
2 in order to minimize the maximum of gfx) over [-1, 1], 
we should make ^2 ~ 1/2. 
Since in the following we will make use of the generalized 
beta distribution, it seems appropriate to make some remarks 
about it at this point. 
The beta distribution can be generalized to cover any 
finite interval. This leads to the following probability 
density function over the interval [a,b], which is expressed 
in the notation of Hahn and Shapiro (1967) 
!
1 r(a+B) ,x-a,o-l,^ x-b\G"l 
a-b r(a)r(B) ^a-b^ " i=b^ ' 
a < _ x £ b ,  a > 0  a n d  3  >  0 ,  
0, elsewhere. 
In the following, the interval is usually [-1, 1] and we 
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shall for brevity use the symbol Be (a, 3) to refer to the 
distribution over this interval. We now consider two special 
cases of the distribution above to which we will refer quite 
often in this work. 
When a = 3 = 1 and [a,b] - [-1, 1], the density 
function of this beta distribution reduces to 
(1/2, -1 £ X < 1 
f(x;l,l;-l/l) - < 
(o, elsewhere 
This is the uniform or rectangular distribution over the 
interval [-1, 1] and its moments are given by 
w2n+1 = 0' wzn = 2h^ ' ° 
The other case is the one in which a = B = 1/2 and 
[a,b] = [-1/ 1], the density function of this beta distribu­
tion is given by 
1 1 
f(x; 1/2,1/2,-1,1) = 
and its moments are 
, -1 < X < 1 
0, elsewhere , 
"an+l ' 0' "211 = * = 0,1,... . 
Note that the first two moments of the beta distribution 
Be (1/2, 1/2) over [-1, 1] are = 0 and ~ 1/2, and 
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that these are the design moments of the optimal design ob­
tained above. 
For the second special case, assume that the true 
underlying polynomial is a cubic 
= gq + 
and the fitted model is a quadratic. 
The X'X matrix for the fitted curve is 
1 
^1 ^2 
1^1 ^2 ^3 
^2 t'a ^4 
It follows that the least squares estimates of the 
parameters are given by 
~^o' ^2^4"^3 %2%3-%l%4 ^1^3"^^ 
1 
0
 
1 
^
 
:i -1 %2%3-Wl%4 U4-112 %l%2-%3 ?! (2.3) 
5. _|^1^3"^2 fl 
where 
4 = - *2 - *3 - "1*4 • 
Under the assumption that the cubic model is the true 
one, these estimates are biased, since 
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'
 
0
 
1 
^1 
1 
«1 + ï 
h 1 
t
o
 
2w2%3%4-*3-wl%4-w5%2 
where A is defined as above. 
It follows that the general form of the (bias)' 
2 function ^(x) is given by 
+ a^%2"3-%lw3w4+w4-%4*2+%lw2»5-w3%5) " 
where 
For symmetrical designs the above expression reduces to 
Bg^stx) = [(U4/U2) x-x^]^ 33 . (2.4) 
Putting 
f(x) = (ax - x^) 
we have 
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f (x) = 0 for X = 0, X = + /â/ X = + 
and 
f"(0) = 2a, f " (+ /â) = ^ ^ , f"(+ = -8a^ . 
Also 
f(0) = f(+ /a) = 0 
and 
f(+ = f (+ . 
It follows from the above that x = + are points 
of relative maxima and x = 0 and x = + /â are points of 
relative minima. 
Note that outside [- , ^ ^^^3 we will have 
f (x) > - Thus, the result follows making ^ /3a = 1 and 
a = 3/4. 
Hence, if we restrict ourselves to symmetrical designs, 
2 to minimize the maximum of B. _ (x) over [-1, 1] we should 
s 
have 
u4/u2 = 3/4. 
In particular 
^2 = 1/2 and = 3/8 
satisfy the above condition. 
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Note again that the moments of a beta distribution 
Be (1/2, 1/2) satisfy the particular conditions above. 
3. Statement of the general problem 
Suppose that the functional form that is chosen for 
fitting is a polynomial of degree p 
np(x) = 3q + + ...+ 
and the true underlying model is 
np+q(x) = go + ^1^ +'''+ gp^ 
with q ^ 1. 
The X'X matrix for the complete model can be partitioned 
as 
1 
^1 ... Up ; ^p+1 ••• Vq 
^1 ^2 ••• ^p+i ' 
1 
^p+2 ^p+q+1 
^p ^p+1 ... '2p ; ^2p+l *2p+q 
^p+q ^p+q+1 ••• ^2p+q| ^2p+q+l ••• %2(p+q) 
where the left upper submatrix is the X'X corresponding to 
the fitted p-th degree model. 
The normal equations for the parameters in the fitted 
model are given by 
33 
n 
1 u-
ml u 1 *"2 ••• ^p+1 
^p+1 *•• ^2p 
lip êo" 
W h 
= 
P :p 
p 
p 
Under the assumption that the polynomial of degree p+q 
is the true model/ the estimates of the parameters in the 
fitted model are biased and their expected values are given 
by 
— 
-1 1— -1 
1 
...Up Vi Vq 
E j = + 
5_ 
^p-1 ^2p ^2p+l*** ^2p+q 
or 
"êo" ^0 ^00 ^01 ^Oq Gp+1 
E = + ^10 ^11 ••• flq • 
I >_ v V ••• Apq ^p+q 
b p+1 
p+q 
where • •-• /Ujp+g) for i = 0,1,..., p and 
j = 0,l,«..,q. 
2 Hence the (bias) due to fitting a polynomial of 
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degree p when the true model has degree p + q» q ^ 1» can 
be expressed as 
^prp+q^^^ )gp+i(aoi 
+ a^^x +...+ ap^x^-x^ )gp+2 •*"••• 
+ (aoq+aiqx apgxp-xp+9)6p+g]2 . (2.5) 
It is the aim of this chapter to study the conditions 
under which one can obtain designs which will minimize the 
2 
maximum of B . (x) over the interval of interest. p,p+q 
B. Characterization of the Minimax 
Bias Designs 
1. The Chebyshev allocation 
We will study first in detail the case in which the 
fitted model is a polynomial of degree p and the true under­
lying functional relationship is a polynomial of degree p+1. 
The statistical expression of the observations in terms 
of the fitted model is given by 
ï i j  =  S ( ,  +  + . . . +  6 p x f  +  e . . ,  
i = 1,2,...,p+1, and j = 1,2,...,n^, where the euj's 
are un correlated random errors each with mean zero and 
2 
variance a . 
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If we let be the mean of the observations at 
then the least squares fit is determined completely by 
y^,... ,yp_i_^ and is the unique polynomial of degree p which 
passes through these points. This curve can be expressed in 
terms of a Lagrange interpolation polynomial as 
P+1 
y(x) = Z L. (x)y. , 
i=l ^ 1 
where 
(x-x.)(x-x_)...(x-x. ,)(x-x. 1)...(x-x .T) 
T (x) = 1 £ 1-1 1+1 p+1 
i  ( X i - X i ) ( X ^ - X g ) . . . • • • ( X i - X p + i )  
It follows that the expected value of the fitted curve 
is the interpolation polynomial through the points with 
coordinates (x^, Hp+^Cx^)), for i = 1, 2 , . . . , p+1; hence 
from the expression of the error in polynomial interpolation 
2 (Isaacson and Keller, 1966), the (bias) function is 
where 
TTp (x) = (X-X^) (X-Xg) ... (X-Xp^^) . 
For the case under consideration from 2.5 we can also write 
2 the (bias) function as 
bp.p+l'x) = "^0 + a]* +---+ 
where we put = ^io' ^ ~ 0,1,...,p . 
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Since of all polynomials of degree p+1 having a leading 
coefficient equal to 1 the polynomial 2 ^ ^ p+l' has the 
smallest least-upper bound for its absolute value in the inter-
2 
val [-1,1], it follows that the maximum of (x) will p/p+x 
be minimum if and only if = 2 ^ Note that 
2 from the expression for B ^  p+iwhen we fit a p-th 
degree polynomial using only p+1 allocation points it follows 
that the condition above will be satisfied if we take the allo­
cation points x^,x2,...,Xp^^ equal to the zeros of (x). 
Thus we are led to the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose a polynomial of degree p is 
fitted and let the true underlying model be a polynomial of 
degree p+1. The necessary and sufficient condition for a de-
2 
sign to minimize the maximum of the (bias) function over 
the interval [-1,+1] is to have B .(x) equal to p ,p+i 
2 ^ Tp^^(x), where T^^^fx) is the Chebyshev polynomial of 
degree p+1. The design which places the observations at the 
zeros of T^^^Cx) satisfy the above condition. 
The allocation with an unequal number of observations at 
the Chebyshev zeros is optimal only for the case considered 
above. It will not be optimal if we fit a polynomial of 
degree d < p and the true model has degree d + 1. As we 
will see in the following the optimal property of the Chebyshev 
allocation will hold through sequential fitting only when we have 
have an equal number of observations at each of the Chebyshev 
zeros. 
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2. The beta distribution Be(1/2, 1/2) moment conditions 
The general expression of the Chebyshev quadrature formula 
(Ghizetti and Ossicini, 1970) is 
f ^ dx = ^  f (X.) + , f(S) (2.6) 
J-1 i=l ^ (p+2)2P+l 
where 
is i < 1 
and 
x^ = cos{||j^ j), i = l,2,...,p+l 
are the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial of degree p+1 
over [-1, 1]. 
Putting f(x) = x^, in 2.6, for k = l,2,...,2p+l we 
will have 
' dx = Z x. . (2.7) 
^ ^-1 i=l ^ 
The left-hand side of the last equality is the k-th 
moment of the beta distribution Be(1/2, 1/2) over [-1, 1], 
It follows that a design which consists of an equal number 
of observations at each of the zeros of the Chebyshev poly­
nomial of degree p+1 has its design moments up to the 
order 2p+l equal to the moments of the beta distribution 
under consideration. 
According to Theorem 2.1, the allocation above minimizes 
2 the maximum of B ^ (x) over [-1, 1]. Also as noted above p,p+x 
for our case 2.5 reduces to 
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bp,p+l(x) = (ao+al* +...+ (2-8) 
where the bias terms 5 A^^, i = 0,...,p, how depend on 
the design moments up to order 2p + 1, or, = 
A^ (u^ ,y2 /. .. ,U2p+i^ • Hence it follows that the design 
2 
moments, which minimize the maximum of (x) , over p jrptx 
[-1, 1] are the first 2p + 1 moments of the beta distribu­
tion Be(1/2, 1/2). Note that using the appropriate denomina­
tor in the right-hand side 2.7 holds for the zeros of any 
Chebyshev polynomial of degree d^p+1. We can now state the 
following: 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose a polynomial of degree p is 
fitted and the true underlying model has degree p + 1. A 
2 
sufficient condition to minimize the maximum of the (bias) 
function over the interval of interest is to have the design 
moments up to the order 2p + 1 equal to the corresponding 
moments of the beta distribution Be (1/2, 1/2) defined in the 
same interval. In particular, the above condition is satisfied 
by allocating an equal number of observations at the zeros of 
a Chebyshev polynomial of degree n, with n ^ p + 1. 
Note that an attractive feature of these designs is 
that the optimality remains valid if a model of degree d < p 
is fitted and the true model is of degree d + 1. 
The designs which are optimal with respect to the minimax 
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bias criterion will be called "minimax bias" designs through­
out the remainder of this thesis. 
3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for minimax bias 
designs for fitting linear and quadratic polynomial models 
According to 2.8 we can write 
where 
Ai = for i = 0,1,...,p. 
It follows from Theorem 2,2 that if we make the u^'s 
in the expression for the A-'s equal to the corresponding 
moments of the beta distribution Be(1/2, 1/2) we will obtain 
the A^'s values which will minimize the maximum of 
bp,p+l(x)' 
Thus, if we solve the system of equations in the y^'s 
Aj^ / • • • '^2p+l^ ~ ^ i ' ^  ~ 1,2,... ,p 
we will obtain the necessary and sufficient design moments 
conditions for the problem under consideration. 
When we fit a linear polynomial and the true model is 
2 
a quadratic polynomial, according to 2.1, the (bias) 
function is of the form 
= [aq + a^x - $2 
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where 
2 
If we substitute the moments of the beta distribution 
Be(1/2, 1/2) in the above expression, we will have 
AQ = J and = 0. 
Hence we have the nonlinear system 
and :™ = 0 , 
^2"^1 ^2~^1 
which yields 
1 ^1 
^2 ~ T ^3 2— * (2.9) 
We summarize the above as follows: 
Theorem 2.3. The necessary and sufficient design 
moment conditions for the maximum of the (bias) function 
to be minimum over the [-1, 1] interval when a first degree 
polynomial is fitted and the true polynomial model is a quad­
ratic polynomial are given by 
with U2 4 that we will obtain the moments of a 
beta Be(1/2, 1/2) distribution over [-1, 1] if we let 
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yjl = 0. 
Let us now consider the case where the model fitted is 
a quadratic and the true model is a cubic. 
bg gfx) = [aQ + a^x + - x^] $3 
where 
- ii3w2 + w1w2w4 - w3w4 + *2^5 - w^^5)/a 
and 
a = *4^2 2ul%2%3 - ^ 2 " %3 " ^1^4 " 
Substituting the moments of a beta distribution 
Be(1/2/ 1/2) in the expressions above we will have 
aq (y^,. ../u^) = 0, a^ . .. fug) = / 
and 
a^ (li^,. . • /u5) = 0 . 
For purposes of sequential fitting of polynomials of 
increasing degree we are interested in minimax bias designs 
that will also be optimal if we fit a linear polynomial and 
the true polynomial is a quadratic, so let us put 
^2 = 1/2 and = u^/2 in the system above, and solve for 
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the remaining parameters. We will then have the following 
solution 
= I and = 0 . 
We state the above as follows: 
Theorem 2.4. The necessary and sufficient design 
2 
moment conditions for the maximum of the (bias) function 
to be minimum over the [-1, 1] interval when a linear poly­
nomial model is fitted and the true model is a quadratic 
polynomial/ or when the fitted model is a quadratic poly­
nomial and the true model is a cubic polynomial is given by 
yi = 0, U2 "= 1/2, Wg = 0, = 3/8, and = 0 . 
(2.10) 
Note that the design moment values above are the ones of a 
beta Be(1/2/ 1/2) distribution over the [-1, 1] interval. 
4. Properties of the minimax bias design 
Because of the design moment properties of the Chebyshev 
allocation given in Theorem 2.2, any minimax bias design is 
such that 
i.p+lw = • <2-"> 
Another property of the Chebyshev polynomial (Todd, 
1963), is that 
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,2, , 1 r T. (x)dx = 1 - —s / j = 0,1,..., (2.12) 
J _ i  ]  4 4 ^ .  
-1 J j"-l 
so substituting in 2.11 we have 
1/2 
Also note that the minimum of the modulus of is 
attained at its zeros and that its maximum value 1 is 
attained at the points 
x^ = cos / i = 0,1,...,p+1, (2.13) 
(Isaacson and Keller, 1966). Hence we can state the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 2.5. For any minimax bias design, the 
2 (bias) function and the mean average square bias, respective­
ly, are given by 
and 
The points of zero bias are the zeros of T^^^fx) and the 
maximum (bias)^ 4 is attained at the points x^ = 
cos (i~), i = 0,1,...,p+1. 
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From Table 1.1 the Chebyshev polynomial of degree 
p+1, is defined as 
(x) = cos[(p+1) cos ^x], p = 0,1,... 
and as noted before, its zeros are given by 
x^ = cos 0^, where 0^ = j , i = 1,2,...,p+1 . 
We also have (Hildebrand, 1956), 
10 (j ^  k) d+1 (i = k ^ 0) , (2.14) p+1 (j = k = 0) 
where j and k are nonnegative integers not exceeding 
p + 1, so the Chebyshev polynomials TQ(x), T^(x),...,Tp(x) 
are orthogonal under summation over the zeros of T^(x), 
with r _> p + 1. 
The above facts lead to the well-known fact that the 
Chebyshev zeros provide orthogonal least squares when we 
fit a p-th degree polynomial 
P 
n_(x) = Z c.T. (x), 
P i=o ] ] 
taking an equal number of observations at the zeros of T^fx) 
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with r p + 1. The property just mentioned allows us to 
obtain a general form for the maximum of the variance func­
tion of a p-th degree polynomial, fitted using a minimax 
bias design. 
The variance function of a fitted polynomial depends 
on the design only through its corresponding design moments. 
Hence, without loss of generality, the variance function of 
a p-th degree fit using a minimax bias design is the same 
as the variance function of the orthogonal fit mentioned 
above. Thus taking n observations at each zero of T^^^fx) 
we can write 
p ( t?(x) ) „2 
i=l ] ^ 
and since N = n(p+l) it follows that 
p T^ (x) I 2 
V[y„(x)] = < 1 + (p+1) Z j. a 
•p i 4^1 2 
z t; (x. ) 
i=i ] 1 
From the orthogonality property given in 2.14, we can write 
the above as 
P o ^2 
j= 
V[yp(x)] = |l + 2 Tj(x) . (2.16) 
Since |Tj(x)| £ 1, j"= 0,1,2,..., and, as given in 2.13, 
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|Tj(x)| = 1 at the points = cos ^ ~ 0,1,...,]+!, 
it follows that -1 and 1 are the only common points where 
(x), Tgfx),..., assume maximum modulo. It is therefore 
easy to see from 2.16 that the following result holds. 
Theorem 2.6. If a p-th degree polynomial is fitted 
using a minimax bias design the maximum of its variance func-
2 tion is equal to (2p+l)a /N and that value is attained at 
the points +1 and -1. 
According with 2.12 we have 
(2.17) 
and it can be proved by induction that 
(2.18) 
Since from 2.15 
P f+1 5 
1 + Z T:(x)dx 
j=l '-l ^ 
it follows from 2.17 and 2.18 that 
p 2p+l N • 
We can summarize the above result as follows 
v = 2p2+2p+l i_ 
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Theorem 2.7. If a p-th degree polynomial is fitted 
using a minimax bias design the mean average variance is given 
VP = [(2P^+2P-1)/(2P+1)]0VN . 
C. Considerations of the General Problem 
I. The existence of an optimal design when the difference 
between the degree of the fitted and true polynomial is 
greater than 1 
Let the fitted linear polynomial be 
and assume that the true underlying model is a cubic polynomial 
given by 
Following the general procedure presented in Section A.3 of 
this chapter 
by 
Yl/x) = So + 
n^{x) = 3q + $2^ + ^2*^ + ggx^ 
2 ^1^3 + ey^^x) - n^jcx) 
+ (2.19) 
and for any minimax bias design 2.19 reduces to: 
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Ey^(x) - 1^(x) = [ 1/2-x^]32 ^  I(3/4)x-x^]32 ( 2 . 2 0 )  
It follows from 2.20 that for gg ^ 0 and = 0 we have 
and -1,0 and +1, are the only three points at which the 
difference 2.21 assumes its maximum absolute value with 
alternating signs. 
For ^2 = 0 and ^ 0 the difference 2.20 reduces to 
and -1, -1/2, +1/2, and +1 are the only four points at 
which the difference 2.22 assumes its maximum absolute value 
with alternating signs. 
It follows from the above and Chebyshev's Theorem 
(Isaacson and Keller, 1966) that the minimax approximation 
for Ti0'(x) depends on the values of its parameters and so 
there is no design which minimizes [Ey^^x) - n^(x)]^ 
independently of 6^ and 3^ over the [-1, 1] interval. 
The relationship between the result above and the general 
problem mentioned in Section A.3 of this chapter is immediate, 
and can be stated as follows. Let the fitted model be a poly­
nomial of degree p and the true underlying polynomial model 
-have degree p+q with q>l. There exists no design which 
2 2 
minimizes the (bias) function, B „.„(x), q>l, over p'p+g 
the interval of interest independently of the values of the 
Ey^(x) - n^(x) = [1/2-x^]62 » (2.21) 
Ey^ (x) - = [(3/4)x-x^]62 ' ( 2 . 2 2 )  
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omitted parameters. 
In summary, there exists no optimal design for the 
maximum bias criterion if the difference between the degree 
of the fitted and true polynomial models is greater than 1. 
In the next section we consider approximate solutions for this 
more general case. 
2. Optimal allocation for non-linear models 
We now consider the general case where the true underlying 
model is an unknown function, f(x), and then apply our 
results to the case where the fitted polynomial has degree p 
and the true model has degree p + q with q > 1. 
Under the assumption above, let the observational model 
be 
y. = f(x^) + 
where the errors of observation e^'s have expectation zero, 
2 
common variance a , and are uncorrelated. 
Suppose that a polynomial of degree p is fitted taking 
an arbitrary number of observations at p + 1 different values 
of X: X^,X2,...,Xp^^. As in the derivation of Theorem 1.1, 
the expected fitted polynomial is the interpolation poly­
nomial of degree p passing through the points with coordi­
nates (x^, f(x\)) for 1 = l,2,...,p+l. Hence (Isaacson 
and Keller, 1966) , 
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2 
f(g)(P+1) 
(n+1) i 
where 
mxn (Xf f * * * t ^ ^ ^ max (x / x^ / • • « /x^^^ ) y f (x) 
2 is p + 1 times differentiable, and ^(x) stands for 
the (bias) function resulting from fitting a polynomial 
of degree p where the true model is given by f(x). 
Since Ç = S(x,x^,...,Xp^^), we cannot be sure that the 
2 Chebyshev zeros will minimize the maximum of B ^(x). On 
P/1 
the other hand/ if is the maximum of 
f (x) (P+1) 
we can minimize the quantity 
2 2 
max B ^(x) max ir , (x) 
eii = eii (p+1) ' 
by choosing x^,...,Xp^^ to be zeros of Tp_^^(x). 
We have then insured that 
- 2p(p+l)! • 
Moreover, if is finite for all p the . (bias) 2 
2 function B ^(x) -»• 0 as p -»• «». 
P / ^  
It follows that for analytic functions f(x) we can 
approximate as closely as desired, at all points in [-1, 1], 
by choosing polynomials of successfully higher degrees whose 
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expected values agree with f(x) at the zeros of the rele­
vant Chebyshev polynomials. 
In fact, the following theorem (Isaacson and Keller, 
1966), shows the appropriateness of the Chebyshev allocation 
for least squares fit relaxing the analyticity condition men­
tioned above. 
Theorem. Let f(x) have continuous second derivative 
on [-1, 1]. If , (x) is the discrete least squares p F k 
approximation of degree at most p to f(x), with 
_< k £ p, based on the p + 1 points 
x^ = cos(||^-j), i = l,2,...,p+l 
then P_ , (x) converges to f (x) on [-1, 1] as p -> «>. p / K 
The above results are particularly interesting since 
for other selections of the p+1 points of observation, 
the bias may not tend to zero as p increases. For equal 
2 —1 
spacing for example, and the function (l+25x ) the bias 
increases without bound, at all except the points of observa­
tion, in the approximate range 0.7 £ |x| _< 1.0, (Fox and 
Parker, 1968). 
It is important to notice that the comments above hold 
for the case where f(x) is a polynomial of degree p + q 
with q >; 1. Note that since any equal allocation of observa­
tions at the zeros of T^^^Cx) has its first 2p+l moments 
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equal to the corresponding moments of the beta distribution 
Be(1/2/ 1/2), it follows that minimax bias designs have the 
properties described above. 
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III. MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS 
A. Introduction 
1. Aims 
There are many situations in which we have enough data 
to fit a polynomial of high degree but the fit of a low de­
gree model is preferred. In most applications, a lower de­
gree model is easier to interpret. If the lower degree model 
predicts reasonably well it may be considered more appropriate 
than a more sophisticated model. However, even though the 
fitting of a low degree model is preferred, an essential con­
dition is that on the average the model fitted should deviate 
little from the true model and an estimate of such deviation 
be available. 
Designs which will minimize the average mean square bias 
and allow its estimation are useful to experimenter if 
he needs to fit a low degree model when the true ^odel has a 
higher degree. The determination of designs which satj..- r,' 
both of the above conditions is one of the aims of the work in 
this chapter. 
We will 'generalize the criterion of optimalization con­
sidered by Box and Draper (1959), considering optimal designs 
with respect to the average square bias weighted with a 
general class of functions. The particular cases where the 
optimal allocations are at the zeros of classical orthogonal 
polynomials are studied. Special attention is given to the 
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case of the Chebyshev weight function# and it is shown that 
the corresponding class of optimal designs and the minimax 
bias designs are the same. 
2. Statement of the problem 
The previous chapter was concerned with one-dimensional 
designs. In the following section both one-dimensional and 
multi-dimensional problems are considered. We therefore 
give the necessary multi-dimensional formulation, which was 
originally presented by Box and Draper (1959). We then 
state the specific problem to be considered in this section. 
Let us assume that the true response surface is an un­
known polynomial whose degree and form we want to ascertain 
from the observations yj^/...,yjj taken at properly chosen 
allocation vectors Xj^,... ,2^, and suppose that the true 
model is a polynomial of degree s given by 
Hg (x) = 25.1 il (3.1) 
where 
2 2 
2^2 (1 f f > * '' t f ' ' ' * ' ^2.^2 ' * * * ) 
ê-l ~ / / $21 ' • • • / ' ^12'*'* 
contain terms up to the order s . 
With observations at N points we can define the design 
matrix X^, and denoting by y the observed values at those 
points we will have 
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y = ® 
xn = $-iu 
v ' 
-IN 
where the column vectors of are assumed to be linearly 
independent and the column vector of the errors has expecta-
2 tion zero and variance - covariance . 
If the assumed polynomial model given by 3.1 is the true 
one, the best linear unbiased estimator b^ of is given 
by the least squares estimate 
-1 
= (%) x^y (3.2) 
and its variance-covariance matrix is given by 
The fitted polynomial is thus 
y - Xj_b^ . 
Suppose that the model assumed in 3.1 is not correct, 
and that additional terms are needed, so the true underlying 
polynomial model has degree t > s, or 
(x) = + ^2^2 • (3.3) 
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The corresponding X matrix is now given by 
X = (X^, Xg) 
with Xg and similar to X^ and defined above, 
but with terms from order s +1 up to t. 
Now the least squares estimate given by 3.2 is 
biased for 
E(b^) = 6 + ABg 
where A = (X^X^) ^ X^Xg is the so-called "alias" matrix. 
The residual sum of squares will now also be a biased esti-
2 
mator of (N-s )a , and we will have 
E(y'y-bj^(X^X^)"^b^) = (N-s )a^+NB^(X^X2-X^X^(Xj^X^)"^X^X2)32 • 
We will consider as the overall measure of the goodness 
of the design the well known average mean square error 
J = [j^ [E^g-n^(x)]^dx] / [j^dx] . 
We can partition this measure into two terms 
J = V + B 
where 
V = Qj V[y(x)]dx, B = of [Ey (x)-ti (x)]^dx 
jr jr ^ ^ 
and 
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It is easy to see the reason for the use of such a 
criterion by the relationship of V and B to estimation and 
model discrimination. 
Notice that the primary aim of the type of investiga­
tion under consideration is to determine a relationship be­
tween the dependent variable n and the independent variables 
which reasonably represents the true relationship. 
It is the accuracy of the determined relationship and not 
any particular feature of the determined relationship that 
is important for many usages. Thus the problem is one of 
constructing a metric between the fitted function and the 
true function, defined, of course, over the region of 
interest. 
As mentioned in the review of literature, a meaningful 
criterion considered by Box and Draper (1959) is the average 
of the squared deviations over the region R. This is the J 
criterion given above. 
Once we agree upon a criterion of goodness of a design, 
it is desirable to obtain designs which are optimal and also 
allow the estimation of its value for each particular situa­
tion. 
We will refer to designs having this property as min-
average bias estimable designs. It is the aim of this work 
to determine such designs as well as to study their properties. 
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B. Min-average Bias Estimable 
Designs 
1. A basic result 
Let the fitted model be a polynomial of degree s 
yg(x) = x^b^ (3.4) 
and the true underlying model a polynomial of degree t > s 
%%(%) = xîii + ^ 2^2 ' (3-5) 
where the least squares estimator of ^ ^ b^, the design 
matrices X^, X = (X^, Xg), and the vectors 6^ and 
all have the forms given in the previous section. Let the 
true model be the one expressed by 3.5. Then the value of 
the J criterion for the fitted polynomial given by 3.4 is 
equal to 
J = x^(X^X^)"^x^ dx+n| (x^-Ax^)•(X£A-X^)£2 
where A is as defined previously. 
The bias component of J can be written as 
b = êà a gj ' 
with 
a=ew3-w^w^^w2] + r(x£x^)"^xj^x2-w^^w2] 'w^i(x{x^)"^x|x2-w^^w2] 
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where 
x^x^dxf Wg = 0j x^x^dx, x^x^ dx 
are the moments of a uniform distribution over the region R. 
Box and Draper (1959) showed that and are 
positive semi-definite, so the minimum B value is given by 
Min B = 
and is achieved under the condition 
(Xi%i)"^ Xl%2 ^1^2 * (3.6) 
In particular, the minimum is achieved when 
—1 —1 N (X^Xj^) = and N ^XXjXg) = . (3.7) 
Notice that X^X^, X^Xg and XgXg involve the cross-
products of the design variables so N~^(Xj_X^), n"^(X^X2) are 
called "design moment matrices." 
We can restate the condition given by 3.7 as follows. 
If a polynomial of degree s is fitted and the true polynomial 
has degree t > s, the minimum average square bias is 
achieved by designs with design moments up to order s + t 
equal to the corresponding moments of a uniform or beta 
distribution Be(1,1) over the region of interest. 
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2. Characterization of the min-average bias estimable 
designs 
The residual sum of squares of the model fitted according 
to 3.4 is given by 
SS^ = y'(I-Xj^(X^X^)"^X^)y . 
Since the true model is n\^(x) = + x^Gg 
e(ss^) = n3^[x^x2-x^x^(xj^x2)"^xj^x2]62 + , 
where 
V = N - s . 
Let us now impose on the design matrix for the complete 
model given by 3.5 the minimum bias conditions given by 3.6, 
and the additional condition N ^(^2X2) = so that we will 
have 
N"^(Xj^X^) = w"^(x£X2) = Wg, and N'^fX^^g) = W3. 
(3.8) 
It will then follow that 
n"^(x^x2-x^x^(xj^xj^)"^x^x2) = w2-wjw^^w2 
and 
ss  
^2 2 If we have an unbiased estimator a  o f  a  
SS 
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so the average square bias B will be estimable. 
We can now obtain an unbiased estimator for the average 
mean square error, or J-criterion, by adding to the expression 
given above an unbiased estimator of the average of the 
variance function of the fitted polynomial over the region R. 
Let us summarize the result above as follows: 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose we fit a polynomial of degree 
s and the true underlying model is a polynomial of degree t, 
2 
with t > s. If we have an unbiased estimator of o , a 
sufficient condition to have the average square bias estimable, 
is that the design moments up to the order 2t be equal to 
the corresponding moments of a beta distribution Be(1, 1) 
over the region of interest. 
Under the condition above it follows that an unbiased 
estimator of the average square bias is given by 
bs,t = 
where SS^ is the residual sum of squares, N is the total 
2 
number of observations, v = N - s, and d  is an unbiased 
2 
estimator of a . 
An unbiased estimator of the average mean square error 
is then 
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where 
V = 
s 
x^(X|X^) dx 
An additional property of the designs above is that they 
also minimize the average square bias. 
An example of a case in which the use of min-average 
bias estimable designs leads to smaller average mean square 
error than by fitting the complete model is the following. 
Let us assume that the true underlying model is a poly­
nomial of degree t and using a min-average bias estimable 
design we fit a polynomial of degree s < t. It follows 
from the above, that 
= c.2 + nb' 
and 
Note that for the case under consideration 
NJ^ NJ. 
< —— 
if and only if 
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nâ.2 < c^ft-s) , 
and the SS for lack of it has expectation 
a^(t-s) + (W2-W^W^^W2 ) S.2 • 
From the last two equations 
NJ NJ 
—_ < 5. Q n 
if and only 
F* = E[mean square for lack of fit] ^ g 
E[pure error mean square] 
The above leads then to the following: if a min-average 
bias estimable design is used and if the ratio F* above 
is smaller than 2, one will have a smaller average mean square 
error by fitting the incoirçlete model. This suggests that 
one should use an actual F-ratio of 2 as a cut-off point 
in sequential fitting of a sequence of models. 
To illustrate the results obtained in the previous 
section, consider the case of a single experimental variable. 
3. Illustrative examples 
We first take the sirtple case of fitting a linear 
relation 
= bq + 3^x 
when the true relationship has the form 
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hQcx) = 3Q + . 
If we have observations at points X^/X2/•../X^^ of 
the interval [-1, 1], the matrices involved are as follows; 
^1 = 
x, 
x 2 = 
^1 
X = 
x. 
^2 
Hence we can write 
1 
^1 ^2 
x'x = n 
^1 ^2 ^3 
^2 ^3 ^4 
Therefore, 
xi*! = N 
#1 
^1 
f x^xg = n 
u. 
(x^x^) -1 
n(]i2-uj) 
^2 -^1 
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(xj^xi)~^xj^x2 = 
(wj-vi) 
un - w 
u-
1 ^3 
^1 ^2 
and 
= uy, - 2 (^2 ^ ^ 3 2w1w2w3) 
u2-u1 
^^4^2 ~ ^4^1 " ^ 2 " ^ 3 ''" ^^1^2^3^ 
%2-%l 
(3.9) 
Also we have 
w- W2 
*2 *3 
I V, 
V2 ,0 
v2 0 <\ 
where 
= ?r dx = 0: / 
-1 
1 
3 
-1 
dx = J 
We have therefore 
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V, 
so 
w' = 0], w, = tv^l/ = 
"3 - "2"ls " ^4 - ^ 2 = 4t • 
Also 
(x'x^)-^ - m-\ = 
mj-pl 
^2 ^1 ^3 
^3. " ^ 1 ^2 
Hence 
a = 45 + 
u2-u1 
1^2 
^3 " ^ 1^2 
^2 1 • 
1 0
 
1 
0
 
1 
0 
^2 
^2-^1 
u2 - %i%3 
u3 - ^ 1^2 
or 
%2-%l ^2-^1 
Substituting for yields 
2" 1 2 ^1 
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From the design moment conditions given by 3.8 
wl =0, yj = 3, v3 = 0 , 1 5' (3.11) 
and it follows that the right-hand sides of 3.9 and 3.10 
are equal, and hence ^ is estimable if we have an inde-
L f ^  
2 pendent unbiased estimator of a . 
Also note that from 3.10 it follows that the expression 
of the average square bias for a symmetrical design is given 
by 
«1,2 = '1*2 - . (3.12) 
We now consider the case where we fit a quadratic 
polynomial and the true underlying model is a cubic 
= gg + . 
We consider only symmetrical designs. The X'X matrix 
for the conplete model can be partitioned as 
1 0 
^2 0 
0 
^2 0 u 
i;2_ 
0 !^4_ 0 
0 
^4 0 y 
where the upper left submatrix is the matrix correspond­
ing to the fitted quadratic model. 
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(x£xi)"^ xjxg = to' wj/wg' 0] ' 
and 
n-^x'xj - x'x^(xix^)-l x^xj) = 1^6 - ^  (3.13) 
Also we have 
wi 
^2 ^3 
0 V, 
0 V2 0 
"^2 0 "^4 
0 0 V, 
where as above, / ^4 Vg stand for the moments of the 
beta distribution Be(1,1) over the [-1, 1] interval, or: 
^2 = 1' "t'k "6 = t -
Note that 
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so 
wi = p, v., 0], W- = [Vg ] 
Hence 
= [0, vj/vg, 0]' , 
2 
«3 - = ^6 - ë = 175 • 
Also 
(x'ixi)"^xix2 - w"^2 = [of w4/u2 - v4/v2, 0]' . 
Hence 
Substituting for and yields 
the general expression of the average mean square bias for 
a symmetrical design when we fit a quadratic polynomial and 
the true model is a cubic. 
Notice that by making the design moments / ^4' Ug 
equal to the corresponding moments of a beta distribution 
Be(1,1) over the [-1, 1] interval, we will have the ex­
pression given by 3.13 equal to the one given by 3.14 so that 
2 estimable assuming we have an unbiased estimator of cr 
Finally, consider fitting a linear polynomial when the 
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true one is cubic. We consider only symmetrical designs, 
and find the relevant matrices to be as follows: 
X'X = N 
1 0 
^2 0 
0 0 y 
^2 0 ^4 0 
0 
^4 0 u 
X'Xi = N 
u-
(x^x^) -1 1 
nu. 
0 
^2 0 
0 u. 
u. 
uo 0 
0 u, 
and 
= 
u4 0 
0 y. 
Hence 
ilx'xj - x'x^(x^x^)-1 x^x^l 
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Also 
-1  
"iS = 
1 0 v2 0 
1 
- ^2_ 0 v4 ^2 
n? 0 
0 V, 
ai = w3 - w'w^ -1 = V. 
v2v4-v2 
"2^6-^4 
Hence 
-2^1-2 ("4-^2)92 + '^6" 3%)4 
It follows that with ^ and 
^2^1-2 4t ^ 2 + 175 ^3 * 
1 
5 ' 
(3.15) 
Also note that 
a2 = {[(x^x^) ^xjxg - w^-^w2 3'w^[ (xj^x^) -xjxg - w^-wg]} = 
2 
-1, -1 -1 
0 4 ° 
V 
1 0 
0 V, 
0 
0 
^2 0 
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so that for and as above 
^2 = 
(%2-
1^4 3.2 
3<ïïj - s' 
If we now impose the moment conditions given by 3.8 
or, 1^2 ~ "3 it will then follow that Ag = 0 and 
#<4^2 - x;Xl<XlXl)"^XiX2) = 
Thus, B is estimable if we also have an unbiased esti­
mator of a . 
Note that from the above equation the general expression 
of B, _ for symmetrical designs is 
x/ o 
®1,3 = 'ïf + '"2- + l'§- - #''4 
hence for symmetrical designs we have 
(3.16) 
®1,3 = ^ 1.2 + 4,3 • 
That is, the average mean square bias resulting from fitting 
a linear polynomial when the true model is cubic, is equal 
to the sum of the corresponding expressions for fitting a 
linear polynomial when the true model is a quadratic poly­
nomial and for fitting a quadratic polynomial when the true 
model is a cubic. The above property does not hold in general. 
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4. Some min-averaqe bias estimable designs 
We will now obtain some one-dimensional min-average bias 
estimable designs. 
Consideration will be given to designs for fitting 
polynomials of up to the third degree because those are the 
cases of more common practical use, although these methods 
can be applied to polynomials of any degree. Without loss 
of generality, as we have been doing earlier, we will consider 
only symmetrical designs in the [-1, 1] interval of the 
real line. 
Suppose we are going to fit a first degree polynomial 
but are concerned with appropriateness of this model compared 
to a second degree model. 
To have the minimum average square bias estimable, we 
impose the moments conditions given by 3.8 which can be 
written as 
I I 
U, = N ^ Z njXj = 0, = N ^ I i , 
•L i=l 1 1 ^ i=l 1 1 j 
- 1 ^ 3  - 1 ^ 4 1  
u, = N z n-x. = 0, li. = N I n.Xj = T ' 
i=i 1 1 ^ i=i 1 1 3 
where are one dimensional x-allocations, n^ is the 
number of observations taken at x^ and I is the number of 
different allocations. 
We consider one-dimensional symmetrical designs with 
3, 4 or 5 allocation points, although of course we do not 
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need to restrict ourselves only to such situations. 
It is easy to prove that the only min-average bias 
estimable designs with 3 allocation points are the ones of 
the form 
5n Obs 8n Obs 5n Obs 
_) 1 h 
-1 0 ^ +1 
where N = 18n, n = 1,2,..., is the total number of 
observations. 
Symmetrical designs with 4 or 5 different allocations 
are of the form 
^2 ^1 ^0 ^1 ^2 
1 i 1  i  1 1 1_ . 
-1 -xg -x^ 0 x^ xg +1 
They can be obtained by solving systems such as 
2 2 6n^x^ + GngXg = N 
lOn^x^ + lOn^x^ = N 
2(n^+n2) = N 
where N and n^(or n^) are fixed in advance, and ngfor n^) , 
x^ and x^ are meaningful solutions. 
Table 3.1 contains a list of some designs of interest. 
We now consider the case where we take the fitted curve 
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Table 3.1. Min-average bias estimable designs for linear 
fits 
x, n. n. n. N 
5+v/2Q 
15 
5-/20" 
15 n n 4n 
5+/ir 
20 
5-/11 
20 n n n 5n 
5+/5 
10 
5-/5 
10 n n 2n 6n 
5+2/ÎÏÏ 
15 
5-2/ÏÔ 
15 n 2n 6n 
35+/35 
60 
35-/35 
60 n n 3n 7n 
10+/IÔ 10-/10 
20 20 .  n 2n 3n. 9n 
5+3/15 
40 
5-3/15 
40 2n 2n n 9n 
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to be a second degree polynomial but the true response curve 
is a third degree polynomial. The design moments conditions 
in this case are 
I _n I 2 1 
VIT = N Z n.x. =0, = N S n.x. = 
^ i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 j 
-1 ^ 3 -1 ^ 4 1 U, = N Z n-x.=0, Uyi = N Z n.x. = -r, 
J i=i ^ i=l ^ 
- 1 ^  5  - 1 ^  6 1  y_ = N Z n.x. =0, = N Z n.x, = -s 
5 i=i 1 1 ^ i=l 1 1 / 
Those conditions include the ones for first versus 
second degree polynomials, so, as mentioned earlier, these 
conditions are sufficient to maintain estimability and minimum 
bias in the sequential discrimination of models from the first 
to the third degree. 
For designs with symmetrical allocation at six or seven 
points our system of equations is: 
2^3*3 ~ 3" 
4 4 4 N 
2^1*1 •*" ^^2^2 = 5* 
2n^x^ + ^^2^2 ZKgXg = y 
2 (n^+ng+rg) + n^ = n . 
If we restrict ourselves to designs with an equal number 
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of observations n at the symmetric points, our system will 
be: 
*1 + *2 + *3 = # 
*1 + *4 + 4 =îô 
*1 + *2 + *3 = 14 
6n + nQ = N, 
where as above n^, is the number of observations at x = 0, 
We can reduce the above systems to the general form: 
+ tg + t] = 
2 2 2 
ti + tj + 4 = 02 
ti + = 03 
with 
ti, tj, tj > 0. 
The general approach to solving these systems is as 
follows. Write 
(ti+tz+tg) ^=-2(tj+t2+t3) + 3(t^+t2+t3) (ti+tg+tgi-st^tgtg, 
or 
°1 = -2=3 + 3=2°! " :<t.':2c3 
from which we get 
i 
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and similarly from 
(ti + tg + t^) 
1^^ 2 + HH + tztg = (oj - c2)/2 
Now let us consider t^, t2 and t^ as solutions of a 
third degree equation, 
t^ + a^t^ + agt + ag = 0 . 
The well-known relationship between coefficients and 
roots of an 3-rd degree polynomial give 
+ ^ 2 + t, = 
^1^2 + h^ 3 * = aj 
*2^2*3 = -^3 . 
So that 
®1 "°1 
^2 = (cl-c2)/2 
^3 ~ -(c^+2c2-3c2c^)/6 
and t^, t^ and t^ are determined by solving the above 
equation. 
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We now list some designs obtained as above. 
Table 3.2. Min-average bias estimable designs for quadratic 
fits 
^1 ^2 ^3 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^0 N 
.36 .42 .86 n n n n 7n 
. 32 .52 .88 n n n 2n 8n 
.44 .57 . 89 n n n 3n 9n 
We cannot increase the number of observations at zero 
to obtain designs with a greater number of observations be­
cause the corresponding systems will have complex solutions. 
We may consider, however, designs with more numbers of allo­
cation points and apply the above general method. 
C. Minimum Average Weighted 
Bias Designs 
1. General results 
We will generalize the work on the minimization of the 
mean average square bias done by Box and Draper (1959), by 
considering the average mean square bias over a pre-chosen 
region of interest weighted with a non-negative function, sat­
isfying certain integrability conditions, as the criterion of 
optimality. We will restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional 
case, although as we will see in the following the results of 
this section can be easily generalized to k dimensions. 
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The use of a weight function has been suggested by 
G. E. P. Box. 
Suppose we take observations at values of x equal to 
x^rxg,...,*^, and that we choose for fitting an s-th degree 
polynomial 
yg(x) = Bg + Bj^x +...+ 0gx® 
or 
yg(X) = x'ê^ 
with 
XQ^ — (lfXf,*.,x )/ and B~ 
Let the true underlying polynomial model be 
n^(x) = $0 + b^x +...+ b^x^ 
or 
it'*' = ï-iâl + ï2ê.2 
with 
1 ^ 
Xg ~ /•••*x)/ and ^2 ~ ^^s+1'* * *'^t^ * 
The design matrix corresponding to the complete model 
can be partitioned as 
x = (x^/xg) 
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where 
^1 = 
1 x]_ . 
^ • 
5 
and 
xo = 
s+1 
X-, x, 
4 
Hence the fitted value for the true yield at the point x is 
yg(x) = x]^[3^+(X^Xj^)"^Xj^X2i2+(X£X3^)"^Xj_e] , 
the error in this fitted value is given by 
yg(x)-n^(x) = [x^(x^x^)"^xj_x2-x^]$2+xj_(xj_x^)'^x£e , 
and the bias is 
eyg(x)-ti^(x) = [xj^(xj^x^)"^x£x2-x^]b2 • 
2 It follows immediately that the (bias) function is 
Bg (x) ^2 2^ 2^ —2 (3.17) 
where 
a = (x]^x^)"^x£x2 
We define the mean average weighted square bias as 
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rb 
a 
= I [Eyg(x)-Ti^(x) ]^w(x)dx , 
where w(x) ^  0 over [a,b] and is such that the moments 
with respect to it 
f b  
= J X w(x)dx, n = 0,1,2,... (3. 
exist and are finite. 
w From 3.17 it follows that we can express B as, 
s, t 
fh 
B%,t = J Bg [x{A-x^] ' [xiA-x• 3 32^(X)dX]_ 
or 
where 
= (a'w^a-w^a-a'wg+w ^) 
with 
f b  r b  
= 
•D £)
xix^w(x)dx, = x^x^w(x)dx, 
a •'a 
and 
= j x2x^w(x)dx . 
We can also express as 
a^ = (wg-w^w^^wg ) + {a-w^^w2) '(a-w^^w^ ) 
or 
a* = a^ + a* f 
with A^ independent of the design. Note now that 
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[(x£,x^)^] w(x)dx = 
Hence 
and 
*1 *2 
w' *3 
= g' 
r % 
^1 w: 
^2 w. 
[xj^/x^]w(x) dx 6^ 
3 . 
are both positive semi-definite. Since we can write 
0
 r
—
1 
H
 0
 1 
_0 A^ _ 
_0 W3-W'W-\ 
where 
U = 
= U' 
*1 *2 
w- w3 
u 
I -W^^W2 
w, 
it follows that is also positive semi-definite. 
Thus, as well as are positive semi-definite. 
2 It then follows that we will minimize independently 
of the value of B_2 by taking 
A = 
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or 
In particular 
N"^(Xj^X^) = and N"^(Xp2) = ^ 2 
satisfy this condition. 
The proof above closely follows the one given by Box 
and Draper (1959) for the minimization of the average mean 
square bias. Notice that its generalization to the multi­
dimensional case is immediate. 
The generalization to the multi-dimensional case is ob­
vious in that the weight function is to be defined over the 
chosen multi-dimensional region, and the averaging is over 
this region. However, the implementation of the prescription 
is not obvious, because while there exists an extensive theory 
of polynomials of a single variable over a segment of the real 
line, there appears to be little theory of polynomials over 
multi-dimensional regions that are not generalized rectangles 
or hyperspheres. 
We can summarize the above as follows; 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose a polynomial of degree s is 
fitted and the true underlying functional relationship is a 
polynomial of degree t, with t > s. A necessary and 
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sufficient condition to minimize the criterion defined 
above is that 
= w-\ 
where and are obtained substituting in the design 
moment matrices N ^ (Xj^X^) and N ^XX^Xg) the corresponding 
moments over the chosen region with respect to w(x). A 
particular solution for the equation above is 
n~^(x[xi) = 
and 
n"^(xj^x2) = wg . 
This is equivalent to making the design moments up to 
the order s+t equal to the corresponding moments with respect 
to w{x) . 
A special case of the theorem above which deserves con­
sideration for its relationship to orthogonal polynomials is 
the situation where the fitted polynomial has degree s and 
the true underlying polynomial model has degree s+1. If 
the s-th degree polynomial is fitted taking observations at 
only s+1 allocation points, the expression of the (bias) 
function is 
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(3.19) 
where 
Hence, the average weighted square bias can be expressed as 
where w(x) satisfy the conditions mentioned previously. 
It follows that the polynomial which minimizes 
the integral above is the polynomial of degree s+1 and 
leading coefficient 1 which is orthogonal to w(x). From 
the above we can state the following result. 
fitted and the true underlying model is a polynomial of 
degree s+1. The design which places the observations at the 
zeros of a (s+l)-th degree polynomial orthogonal with 
respect to the weight function w(x) is optimal with respect 
®s,s+l' 
A consequence of the above result is of special interest, 
because it relates probability density functions to orthogonal 
polynomials. It is easy to see from Theorem 3.3 and properties 
of orthogonal polynomials that the following result holds. 
b 
(3.20) 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose a polynomial of degree s is 
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Theorem 3.4. Let w(x) be one of the following 
weight functions: 
(i) density of a beta B(a,g) distribution and 
[a,b] = [-1, 1], a>0, 3>0; 
(ii) density of a gamma distribution G(a) and [a,b] 
= [0 , oo), a>0 ; 
(iii) density of a normal N(0, distribution and 
[a,b] = (-00 ,+oo). 
Then the average weighted square bias ^s^s+1 minimized 
by the design which places the observations at the zeros of 
the polynomials: 
(i) (x), the (s+1)-th Jacobi polynomial; 
f qt ) (ii) Lg^^(x), the (s+1)-th Laguerre polynomial; 
and (iii) the Hermite polynomial Hg^^(x) . 
A listing of the zeros of the various orthogonal poly­
nomials considered above is given in Abramovitz and S te gun 
(1968). 
2. Additional properties of the min-average bias designs 
Note that putting a=3=l in part (i) of Theorem 3.4, 
we will have the mean average bias criterion considered in 
the previous sections of this chapter and the optimal alloca­
tion given by this theorem is a design which places the 
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observations at the zeros of the Legendre polynomial of degree 
s+1. It follows from the above that the polynomial with 
leading coefficient 1 in the expression 3.19 for 
is given by 
where Pg^^(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree s+1. 
Since (Sansone, 1959) , 
|Ps+l(x)| < 1 for |x| < 1, Ps+i(+l) = 1 
and 
rl 
pLI (x) dx = ^ 
s+1^ ' 2s+3 ' 
it follows that 
is attained at the points +1, and 
»s+lr,_ ,,. . ,2 
i 1'• s+l(x)dx=^ 
It follows from the above, 3.19 and 3.20 that the following 
result holds. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose a polynomial of degree s is 
fitted and the true underlying polynomial model has degree 
s+1. Then the design which places the observations at the 
zeros of the Le gendre polynomial of degree s+1 is optimal with 
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respect to the average square bias criterion. The expression 
2 for the (bias) function and the mean average square bias 
are given respectively by 
and 
= ,2s+l[(s+l)!.2t 2 
"s,s+l 2s+3 ^ (2s+2)! ' • 
2 The maximum of the (bias) function over the interval 
[-1, 1] is attained at the points -1 and 1, and is given 
by 
= ['"la'"':' • 
As we will see in the following example, in general, 
the above designs will not be optimal if a model of degree 
d < s is fitted and the true model has degree d + 1. Also, 
they do not necessarily satisfy the condition for the esti­
mation of the minimum average square bias. 
In the illustrative example given at Section A.3 of this 
chapter the fitted model is a quadratic polynomial but the 
true model is a cubic polynomial. 
The general conditions for minimum average bias, imply 
that for the case under consideration 
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_ *4 
where = 1/3 and = 1/5 are the moments of the beta 
distribution Be(l, 1)/ or 
— = I . (3.21) 
As mentioned earlier, a particular solution for the 
above is 
^2 ~ ^ 2 ^4 ~ ^ 4 * (3.22) 
Let us now consider the Legendre allocation for the quadratic 
fit. The zeros of the Legendre polynomial of degree 3 are 
=  O f  ^ 2  ~  — /  a n d  
and if we take an equal number of observations at each of 
the above points, the corresponding design moments are 
wl = 0' *2 = ^3=0, = j| , ana wg = %# • 
It is easy to see that the design moments above satisfy 
the general conditions given by 3.21 but do not satisfy the 
\i2 = 1/3 condition given by 3.11. Hence these designs will 
not minimize the average square bias if the fitted model is 
linear and the true model is quadratic. Note also that the 
design above does not satisfy the condition for the estimation 
of the minimum average bias, i.e., Vg 5^ Vg = 1/7. 
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3. Relationship between the minimax bias designs and a . 
special average weighted square bias désigh 
It is easy to see from Theorem 3.2, that an optimal allo­
cation with respect to is not necessarily optimal 
if the fitted model has degree d < s and the true model has 
degree d+1. This was just exemplified for allocation at 
the zeros of a Legendre polynomial and also holds for all the 
other orthogonal polynomials except the Chebyshev, which from 
Theorem 3.4 (i) is optimal for the case where the weight func­
tion in Bg is the beta Be(1/2, 1/2) density function. 
The above follows from the fact that the Chebyshev quadrature 
formula for an equal allocation at the zeros of T^^^fx) has 
design moments up to the order 2s+l equal to the correspond­
ing moments of the beta Be(1/2, 1/2) distribution defined 
over the interval under consideration. From Theorem 3.2, 
this property also leads to the result that the Chebyshev 
allocation at the zeros of T^(x) with n ^  [(s+t+l)/2] is 
optimal with respect to the B^ where w(x) is the beta 
Be(1/2, 1/2) density function. As proved in the second 
chapter, the Chebyshev allocation is also optimal for the 
maximum bias criterion. 
The properties of the Chebyshev allocation mentioned 
above, as well as the fact that the min-average bias designs 
obtained by Box and Draper (1959), have variance and bias 
functions which assume large values at the end portions of 
the interval, motivates a preference for the beta Be (1/2, 1/2) 
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density function in the criterion over the ones which 
give more weight at the extreme portions of the interval, 
and suggests a more detailed study of the properties of the 
corresponding optimal designs. From the remarks above and 
Theorem 3.4 the following result holds. 
Theorem 3.6. Let us consider as criterion of optimality 
the mean average square bias weighted as follows, 
_ 1 ,1 [eys(x,-nt(x)]2 ^  
1-X 
A necessary and sufficient condition to minimize sY . S / u 
is that 
(xix^)-^xixj = w-\ 
where and W2 are obtained by substituting in the design 
-1 -1 
moments matrices N (X^X^) and N (X^X2) the corresponding 
moments of the beta distribution Be(1/2, 1/2). A particular 
solution for the equation above is 
N"^(Xp^) = and N'lfX^Xg) = . 
This is equivalent to making the design moments up to the 
order s+t equal to the corresponding moments of the beta 
Be (1/2 , 1/2) distribution under consideration. 
We now notice that the procedure for obtaining necessary 
2 
and sufficient conditions to minimize the maximum of B . (x) 
S / S*! X 
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given in Section B.3 of the second chapter is equivalent to 
obtaining designs which satisfy the following matrix equation 
(x'x^)-ixix2 = w-\ 
where 
y 
s ^s+1* 2s 
s+1 
'2s+l 
and and are obtained by substituting the design 
-1 -1 
moments in the N (Xj^X^) and N (X^X2) matrices by the 
corresponding moments of the beta Be(1/2, 1/2) distribution 
defined over the interval of interest. 
On comparing the last conditions with the ones given in 
Theorem 3.6, it is immediate that the designs which minimize 
Bg with w(x) = ^  (1-x?) and the ones which minimize 
2 the maximum of B^ s+1^^^ over [-1, 1] are identical. 
When we consider the more general case of minimizing 
,w B" . with w(x) as above, we have S / "C 
xix, = 
^s+l ^s+2 ••• ^t 
^2s+l ^2s+2 * *" ^s+t 
and so from the matrix equation in Theorem 3.6 and the ones 
for minimax bias designs given above, it follows that the 
optimal designs for B^ ^ above satisfy the minimax bias 
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conditions. 
Note also that the Chebyshev allocation is also optimal 
for both of the criteria under consideration. The above can 
be summarized as follows. 
Theorem 3.7. The maximum bias and the criteria, 
w(x) = -^(l-x^) are equivalent/ i.e., a design which is 
optimal with respect to one of those criteria is also optimal 
with respect to the other. 
The Chebyshev allocation satisfy the particular con­
ditions for minimization of both criteria. 
Figures 1,2,3,4, and 5 show the graphs of the variance 
and bias functions of the min-average bias designs and the 
optimal designs with respect to the criterion considered 
above, i.e., minimax bias designs. Note the improvement 
achieved by the minimax bias designs at the extreme portions 
of the interval. 
We mentioned in the preceding chapter properties of the 
designs which place an equal number of observations at the 
Chebyshev zeros, or the Chebyshev allocation. Since the 
zeros of other orthogonal polynomials do not have as many 
special properties, it seems appropriate to conclude this 
section with statement summarizing all the properties of the 
Chebyshev allocation. 
The designs which place an equal number of observations 
Figure 3.1. Graphs of V[y (x)]. The variance functions of 
a linear polynomial model fitted using the 
designs indicated in the figure. The unit for 
the variance scale is a^/N 
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Figure 3.2. Graphs of V[y (x)]. The variance functions of 
a quadratic polynomial model fitted using the 
designs indicated in the figure. The unit for 
the variance scale is a /N 
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Figure 3.3. Graphs of V[y (x)]. The variance functions of 
a cubic polynomial model fitted using the designs 
indicated in the figure. The unit for the 
variance sacle is a^/N 
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2 2 Figure 3.4. Graphs of gf*)» The (bias) functions 
resulting from the fitting of a linear poly­
nomial model using the designs indicated in the 
figure, when the true underlying model is a 2 
quadratic polynomial. The unit for the (bias) 
scale is 3^ 
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2 2 Figure 3.5. Graphs of _(x). The (bias) functions 
resulting from the fitting of a quadratic poly­
nomial model with the designs indicated in the 
figure, when the true underlying model is a 
cubic polynomial. The unit for the (bias)2 
scale is 3| 
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at the zeros of a Chebyshev polynomial T^(x), with 
n > [(s+t-l)/2] have the following properties; 
(i) they minimize the mean average weighted square bias 
B: for w(x) = (1-X^) ; 9 "G 
2 (ii) they minimize the maximum of the (bias) function 
2 Bn with n as defined above; 
(iii) they maintain the properties (i) and (ii) above 
in sequential least squares fitting of polynomial of degree 
d < n when the true model has degree d+1; 
(iv) they provide orthogonal least squares fitting if 
the polynomial fitted is expressed in terms of Chebyshev 
polynomials ; 
(v) in the case where the true underlying function is 
a general continuos function f(x) with two derivatives, the 
corresponding least squares fitting converges uniformly to 
f{x) in the interval of interest. 
4. Another criterion of optimality 
Let us now consider as criterion of optimality the mean 
average absolute bias, or 
fl |Ey (x)-Ti. (x) I dx 
J_1 s T: 
where y^fx) is the s-th degree fitted polynomial and 
ri^(x) is the t-th degree true underlying polynomial model 
with t > s. 
We will restrict ourselves to the determination of optimal 
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designs with respect to the above criterion for the case 
where t = s+1. As noted previously * without loss of generality 
we may consider a least squares s^-^th degree fit where we take 
observations at only s+1 distinct allocation points. The ex­
pression of the bias function is then 
Note that the zeros of the (s+1)-th degree Chebyshev poly­
nomial of second kind, Ug+^fx), minimize the integral 
I 1 l«s+l<x)|dx ' 
-1 
and its value is 2^ ^  (Timan, 1963) , so it follows from the 
above that the following result holds. 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose a polynomial of degree s is 
fitted and the true underlying model has degree s+1. A 
sufficient condition to minimize the average absolute bias 
rl I |eyg(x)-ng+i(x)|dx . 
-1 
is to allocate an arbitrary number of observations at the zeros 
of the (s+l)-th degree Chebyshev polynomial of second kind, 
Ug^^(x), the corresponding mean average absolute bias is 
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IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN OPTIMAL DESIGNS 
FOR REGRESSION 
A. Introduction 
1. Aims 
In this chapter we will coup are the minimax bias designs 
with some of the optimal designs available in the literature. 
We will consider the designs which minimize the average square 
bias, or min-average bias designs, developed by Box and 
Draper (1959) , the designs which minimize the maximum of the 
variance function over the interval of interest, or minimax 
variance designs, developed by Guest (1958), and the standard 
equal spacing designs. The behavior of the variance and 
2 (bias) functions over the interval of interest will be 
studied and comparisons will be made among the values of 
several criteria of optimality for each of the designs above. 
Note that the min-average bias designs and the min-
average bias estimable designs obtained in the last chapter 
differ only with respect to estimation of the average square 
bias. It follows that the bias and variance properties 
stated in this chapter for the min-average bias designs also 
hold for the min-average bias estimable designs. 
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B. Variance Properties 
1. Min-average bias designs 
Guest (1958) obtained the limiting expression when the 
number of allocation points increases indefinitely, for the 
variance function of a polynomial fitted using an equal spac­
ing design. Since as we will show in the following, the equal 
spacing designs converge to the min-average bias designs 
as the number of allocation points increases, the variance 
function obtained by Guest is exactly the variance function 
of a polynomial fitted using min-average bias design and it 
is given by 
2 2 
V[yg(x)] = [(s+1) Pg(x) - ^ p^Pg^(x)](s+l) ^  , (4.1) 
where Pg (x) is the Le gendre polynomial of degree s defined 
over [-1, 1]. 
Guest also proved that the variance function for .the 
minimax variance fit 
V[y3(x)] = [IH. U) 1 (s+1) (4.2) 
2 
attains its maximum equal to (s+1) at the end of the in­
terval [-1, 1] and at the zeros of Pg(x) , the derivative of 
the Le gendre polynomial of degree s. We can write the right-
hand side of 4.1 in terms of the expression given by 4.2. 
2 Since the maximum of the absolute value of P^fx) is equal 
to 1 and is attained at the points -1 and 1, the above 
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leads to the following result: 
Theorem 4.1. The maximum of the variance function of 
a s-th degree polynomial fitted using a min-average bias 
design is attained at the points +^1 and is given by 
Let us now consider 4.1, and determine the average 
variance of a s-th degree polynomial fitted using a min-
average bias design. 
We have the following recurrence relation for Legendre 
polynomials (Sansone, 1959) 
(s+1)" & 
2 
(x^-1) Pg(x) = sxPg(x) - sPg_^(x) 
hence 
The following relationship also holds (Sansone, 1959) 
Pg(-l) = (-1)^, Pg(l) = 1 
and 
P;(x) = (2s-l) Pg_3_ + (2s-5) Ps_3(x) + ... 
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Thus, we have 
i; X (x) P'(x) dx = , s s 2s+l 
-1 
and 
P_ 1(x) P'(x) dx = 2 . 
s X s 
It then follows that for the right-hand side of 4.1 
above, we will have 
1 
2 
1  , 2  
p'2(x) dx = — 
s+1 s 2s+l 
and 
& ' p2(x) dx = 2 s'"' 2s+l • 
Adding the last two integrals we immediately obtain 
the following result: 
Theorem 4 . 2 ,  The average variance of a s-th degree 
polynomial fitted using a min-average bias design is given 
by Vg = (s+1) a^/N. 
It follows from 4.1, that the variance functions for 
the linear, quadratic and cubic polynomials fitted using 
min-average bias designs are given respectively by: 
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2 
V[y^lx)l = (1 + 3x^) 2- ,  
v[ye(x„ = 1^154^1521, 
and 
vtj^(x)l = 9 + 45x^ - 165x^ + 175x^ gl . 
For the same fits above, from Theorem 4.1 we have 
2 2 
max V[y (x)] = , min V[y (x) ] = , 
-l<x<l ^ ^ -l<x<l ^ ^ 
and 
2 
max Vly (x)] = . 
-l<x<l ^ ^ 
Result 2 implies that: 
= 1^- ' = t ' ^ 
where and stand for the average variance of the 
linear quadratic, and cubic fits, respectively. 
2. Equal spacing designs 
We can write K + 1 points equally spaced in the 
[-1 1] interval as 
Xj_ = , i = 0,1,...,K . 
It is then easy to prove that the first six moments of 
an equal spacing design are given by 
Ill 
-«i = 0 , 
K+2 
.3K / 
w3 = 0 ' ^ 4 (3K^ + 12K^ + 8K - 8) , 
15K 
u5 = 0 , u, = (3K^+21K^+42K^-56K^+32)/(21K^(K+1)). o 
It is easy to see that equal spacing designs converge 
to min-average bias designs as the number of allocations 
increase. The limits of the design moments above, as K 
increases, are the corresponding moments of a beta distribu­
tion Be (1,1). 
The variance functions of the linear quadratic and 
cubic polynomials fitted using equal spacing designs with 
K+1 allocation points are obtained by substituting the design 
moments above in the general expressions of the variance 
functions for symmetrical designs. These variance functions 
are given respectively by 
2 
V[y^(x) ] 
2 
veygtx) ] 
V[y^(x) ] ^4 [( %) + ( 
(4.3) 
+ ( 
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Similarly, we will obtain the average variances for the 
equal spacing designs, substituting their moments in the 
corresponding average variance general expressions 
3ïïj^ ît" ' 
Q 
and 
= —J ~ (3^2+5%^)] 2— , 
u2u4-u2 
2 
+ ^ (2y2u4+u2vig~3u4) + 7^^2^4~^2^ 
where 
3. Minimax variance designs 
The expression of the variance of a polynomial of 
degree s fitted using a minimax variance design was obtained 
by Guest (1958) and is given by 
= ti + st5tit (s+i) r 
where (x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree s defined 
in the [-1, 1] interval. 
Guest also proved that the maximum of the variance func­
tion of a s-th degree polynomial fitted using minimax-
variance design is given by (s+1) ^  . 
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Let us compare the 4.1 and 4.2 which give the variance 
functions of s-th degree polynomials using min-average bias 
designs and minimax variance designs. From the value of the 
average variance for the min-average bias fit, we can easily 
obtain the corresponding value for the minimax variance de­
signs and state the following result: 
From the above, we can write the variance functions of 
the linear, quadratic, and cubic polynomial fits using mini­
max variance designs as follows; 
Theorem 4.3. The average variance of s-th degree 
polynomial fitted using a minimax variance design is 
[2s (s+l)/(2s+l) jo^/N. 
vey^cx)] = i 9x^ + 9x'^ 2 N ' 
and 
13 + 33x 2 losx* + 75x6 0^ 
N 
V[y^(x) ] 4 
The maxima of the variance functions are 
max V[y (x)] = , max V[y^(x)] 
-l<x<l ^ ^ -l<x<l " 
and 
4a  
N 
2 
max V[y (x)] 
-l<x<l ^ 
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From Theorem 4.3, the average variance values for the 
fits under consideration are given by 
' Vq = g- , and v^, = ^  . 
4. Minimax bias designs 
From 4.3, the expressions of the variance functions 
for the linear, quadratic, and cubic polynomial fits using 
minimax bias designs are given by 
2 
V[y^(x)] = (1 + 2x2) a_ ^ 
2 
V[yQ(x)l = (3 - 6x^ + 8x4) 0_ ^ 
and 
2 
V[y^(x)] = (3 + 12x2 _ aox* + 32x6) a_ ^ 
From Theorem 2.6, Chapter II, it follows that the maxima 
of the variance functions are 
2 2 
max V[y (x) ] = , max VEy^tx)] = , 
-l<x<l ^ ^ -l<x<l " ^ 
and 
2 
max V[y„(x)] = -S— 
-l<x<l ^ ^ 
From the Theorem 2.7, the average variances have the 
following values: 
2 rr^ _ 
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C. VARIANCE COMPARISONS 
IN THIS SECTION WE WILL COMPARE THE BEHAVIOR AS WELL AS 
THE AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS CORRESPONDING 
TO THE SEVERAL DESIGNS CONSIDERED ABOVE OVER THE [-1, 1] 
INTERVAL. WE WILL DEFINE THE FOLLOWING MEASURE OF EFFICIENCY 
WHICH WE WILL ALSO USE FOR COMPARISONS OF BIAS. 
LET D AND D* BE TWO DIFFERENT DESIGNS USED TO FIT 
POLYNOMIALS OF THE SAME DEGREE. DESIGNATE BY M(D) AND M(D*) 
THE VALUES OF SOME CRITERION WHICH WE ARE INTERESTED IN 
MINIMIZING, FOR DESIGNS D AND D*. 
WE THEN DEFINE AS THE EFFICIENCY OF DESIGN D WITH 
RESPECT TO DESIGN D* 
- M(D*) 
®D,D* M(D) • 
IF  E ,  , *  <  1  THEN D*  IS  SAID  TO BE MORE EFFIC IENT THAN d/q* 
D FOR THE CRITERION UNDER CONSIDERATION. 
1. LINEAR FIT 
LET MMB, MMV, MAB, E(4) AND E(8) STAND FOR MINIMAX BIAS 
DESIGNS, MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS, MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS, 
AND EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS WITH 4 AND 8 POINTS OF ALLOCATION, 
RESPECTIVELY. 
WHEN COMPARED WITH THE MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS THE 
EFFICIENCIES OF THE SEVERAL DESIGNS WITH RESPECT TO THE 
MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OVER THE [-1, 1] 
INTERVAL ARE THE FOLLOWING; 
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MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS: 
MAX {V [YJ_U) } :  
AND 
AVERAGE {VEY^FX) ] } :  '  
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS; 
MAX {V [Y^ (X) } :  ~  
AND 
AVERAGE {V [Y^ (X) ] } :  =  .80 .  
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS: 
MAX {V [Y^ (X) ] } :  ® e ( 4 ) , MMV~  ® e ( 8) , M M V ~  
AVERAGE {V [YJ^ (X) ] } :  J  =  .  83 ,  AND 
®E(8 ) ,MMV "75  '  
FIGURE 4 . 1  GIVES THE GRAPHS OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS 
OF THE LINEAR POLYNOMIAL LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR THE DESIGNS 
WE HAVE BEEN CONSIDERING. WE SUMMARIZE IN THE FOLLOWING 
THE CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE BEHAVIOR OF THE VARIANCE FUNC­
TION AND THE EFFICIENCIES OF THESE DESIGNS WITH REGARD TO 
MAXIMA AND AVERAGES OF THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTIONS OVER THE 
[-1, 1] INTERVAL. 
FIGURE 4.1. GRAPHS OF V[YJ.(X)]. THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF 
A LINEAR POLYNOMIAL MODEL FITTED USING THE 
DESIGNS INDICATED IN THE FIGURE. THE UNIT FOR 
THE VARIANCE SCALE IS A^/N 
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MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS; 
FOR A LINEAR FIT THE MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS GIVE A 
VARIANCE FUNCTION THAT IS UNIFORMLY SMALLER THAN THE ONE 
OF ANY OTHER DESIGN. ITS AVERAGE VARIANCE FUNCTION IS ALSO 
THE SMALLEST ONE. 
MIN-AVERAQE BIAS DESIGNS; 
THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTION TAKES THE LARGEST VALUES ALL 
OVER THE INTERVAL. THEY ALSO ARE THE LEAST EFFICIENT DESIGNS 
WITH RESPECT TO THE MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE OF THE VARIANCE FUNC­
TION. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS; 
THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTION ASSUMES REASONABLE VALUES WHEN 
COIRPARED WITH THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF THE OTHER DESIGNS. 
THE SAME CAN BE SAID ABOUT EFFICIENCIES WITH RESPECT TO 
MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE OVER THE [-1, 1] INTERVAL. 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS; 
THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTION APPROACHES THE ONE OF THE 
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS AS THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATIONS INCREASE, 
SO THEIR BEHAVIOR WITH REGARD TO AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM VALUE 
TENDS TO THAT OF THE PREVIOUS CLASS. 
2. QUADRATIC FIT 
LET US FIRST CONSIDER EFFICIENCIES RELATIVE TO THE 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGN WITH RESPECT TO THE MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE 
FIGURE 4.2. GRAPHS OF V[Y (X)]. THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF 
A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL MODEL FITTED USING THE 
DESIGNS INDICATED IN THE FIGURE. THE UNIT FOR 
THE VARIANCE SCALE IS CR^/N 
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QUADRATIC FIT 
• MINIMAX BIAS 
6 MIN-AVERAGE BIAS 
O MINIMAX VARIANCE 
• EQUAL SPACING (4) 
O EQUAL SPACING (8) 
.00 .14 .28 .71 .85 1.00 
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OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTION. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS; 
MAX {V L yqC x) ] } :  
AND 
AVERAGE {VFYGFX) ] } :  =  .90  
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS; 
MAX {V [YQ(X) ] } ;  =  .30 ,  
AND 
AVERAGE {V E Y QC x) ] } ;  
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS; 
MAX {VEYqCx) ] } :  ®U(4 ) ,M]Y IV~  ®U(8 )  ,MMV ~  
AVERAGE {VEY^CX) ] } :  E^J  =  1 .04 ,  
AND 
®U(8) ,MMV ^ • 
WE NOW COMMENT ON THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS FOR THE QUADRATIC 
F ITS  GIVEN BY F IGURE 4 .2  AS WELL  AS ON THE L IST  OF EFF I ­
CIENCIES GIVEN ABOVE. 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS: 
IN THE INTERVAL |X| £ .45 THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF THESE 
DESIGNS TAKES REASONABLE VALUES ALTHOUGH THEY ARE THE LARGEST 
ONES WHEN COITPARED WITH THE VALUES OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS 
OF THE OTHER DESIGNS. IN EXTREME PORTIONS OF THE INTERVAL 
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(FOR |X [  >  . 70 )  THE MIN IMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS HAVE THE 
SMALLEST VARIANCE FUNCTION. THEIR AVERAGE VARIANCE VALUE IS 
ALSO SMALLER THAN THAT OF ANY OTHER OF THE DESIGNS UNDER CON­
SIDERATION . 
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS: 
FOR IX| £ .45 THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF THE MIN-AVERAGE 
BIAS DESIGN TAKES SMALLER VALUES THAN THE VARIANCE FUNCTION 
OF ANY OTHER DESIGN. FOR |X| > .45 THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF 
THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGN IS THE ONE WHICH TAKES THE LARGEST 
VALUES, SO ITS EFFICIENCY WITH REGARD TO MAXIMUM OF THE 
VARIANCE FUNCTION IS VERY LOW. THE AVERAGE OF THE VARIANCE 
FUNCTION IS REASONABLE. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS: 
THEY HAVE A VARIANCE FUNCTION WHICH ASSUMES REASONABLE 
VALUES ALL OVER THE INTERVAL WHEN COMPARED WITH THE VARIANCE 
FUNCTION OF ANY OTHER DESIGN, AND THE SAME IS TRUE FOR THE 
MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE OF THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTION. 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS: 
THEY HAVE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE SMALLER THAN 
THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF THE MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS OVER 
AT LEAST 50% OF THE INTERVAL, ON ITS CENTRAL PART. THE 
VARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS TAKE SMALLER 
VALUES OVER THE CENTRAL PART OF THE INTERVAL AND LARGER VALUES 
OUTSIDE OF IT AS THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATIONS INCREASE AND THEY 
FIGURE 4.3. GRAPHS OF V[Y„(X)]. THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF 
A CUBIC POLYNOMIAL MODEL FITTED USING THE DESIGNS 
INDICATED IN THE FIGURE. THE UNIT FOR THE 
VARIANCE SCALE IS CF^/N 
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16.00 -1 CUBIC FIT 
• MINIMAX BIAS 
A MIN-AVERAGE BIAS 
o MINIMAX VARIANCE 
a EQUAL SPACING (4) 
• EQUAL SPACING (8) 
14.28 j 
12.56 -
I 10.84 -
o 
o 
li. 
LU 
" 7.40 -
5.68 -
3.96 -
2.25-f-
.00 ,71 .85 1.00 .28 42 .57 .14 
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CONVERGE TO THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS. THE EQUAL SPACING 
DESIGN WITH 4 POINTS OF ALLOCATION IS VERY EFFICIENT WITH 
REGARD TO MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTION. 
3. CUBIC FIT 
WE NOW EXAMINE THE MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE VARIANCE 
EFFICIENCIES WITH RESPECT TO MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS FOR 
THE CASE OF CUBIC F IT .  
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS: 
MAX {V [Y^ (X) ] } :  =  -57 ,  
AND 
AVERAGE {V [Y^ (X) ] } ;  =  .96  
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS: 
MAX {V [YC(X) ] } :  =  "25 '  
AND 
AVERAGE {VEY^(%) ] } :  =  ' ^6  
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS: 
MAX ( v l y ^ t x ) ] } :  ® e(4 ) , M M V ~  ® e{8 ) / M M V ~  
AVERAGE {V [Y^ (X) ] } :  EE(4 ) ,MMV'^  -92 ,  AND 
® E ( 8 ) , M M V  =  
FIGURE 4.3 SHOWS THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS FOR THE CUBIC 
FITS OF THE DESIGNS WE HAVE BEEN CONSIDERING, AND OUR COMMENTS 
ABOUT THESE AND THE CORRESPONDING MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE VARIANCE 
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EFFICIENCIES ARE AS FOLLOWS. 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS; 
THEY HAVE A VARIANCE FUNCTION WHICH IS QUITE REASONABLE 
ALL OVER THE INTERVAL, ALTHOUGH IN THE CENTRAL PART FOR 
IXI _< .70, IT TAKES LARGER VALUES THAN THE VARIANCE FUNCTION 
OF THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS. THESE DESIGNS ALSO HAVE 
SMALLER AVERAGE VARIANCE THAN ANY OF THE OTHER DESIGNS WE 
ARE CONSIDERING. 
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS; 
THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTION IS SMALLER THAN ANY OTHER ONE 
FOR |X| ^ .70. OUTSIDE THE |X| £ . 80 INTERVAL IT ASSUMES 
LARGER VALUES THAN THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF ANY OTHER 
DESIGNS. THE EFFICIENCY WITH RESPECT TO THE AVERAGE VALUE 
IS HIGH, BUT THE VARIANCE FUNCTION ASSUMES VERY LARGE 
VALUES AT THE EXTREME PORTIONS OF THE INTERVAL. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS : 
THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF THESE DESIGNS IS QUITE CLOSE 
TO THE ONE OF THE MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS FOR | X| < .80 AND 
ASSUMES LARGER VALUES OUTSIDE THAT INTERVAL. WE CAN SAY 
THAT THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF THE MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS HAS 
A GOOD PERFORMANCE WHEN COMPARED WITH THE VARIANCE FUNCTION 
OF ANY OF THE OTHER DESIGNS. 
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EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS: 
FOR 8 ALLOCATION POINTS THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF THE 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS TAKES VALUES NEAR TO THOSE OF THE 
VARIANCE FUNCTION OF A MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS OVER THE 
INTERVAL DEFINED BY JXJ _< .70. OUTSIDE THAT INTERVAL, THE 
VARIANCE FUNCTION OF THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS HAS BETTER 
BEHAVIOR THAN THE VARIANCE OF THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGN; 
AND IT DOES NOT TAKE AS LARGE VALUES AS THE.LAST ONE. WITH 
REGARD TO MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE VALUE THE DESIGNS WITH 8 
ALLOCATION POINTS ARE VERY EFFICIENT. 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ABOUT VARIANCE PROPERTIES OF THE 
LINEAR, QUADRATIC AND CUBIC POLYNOMIAL FITS ARE AS FOLLOWS. 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS; 
THEY HAVE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS WHICH ASSUME QUITE REASON­
ABLE VALUES ALL OVER THE INTERVAL OF INTEREST. THEY ALSO 
HAVE THE SMALLEST AVERAGE VARIANCE VALUES AND, OF COURSE, 
MINIMIZE THE MAXIMUM OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OVER THE INTER­
VAL OF INTEREST. 
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS: 
AS NOTED EARLIER, FOR THE LINEAR FIT THESE DESIGNS HAVE 
VARIANCE FUNCTION WHICH ASSUMES THE LARGEST VALUES THROUGH­
OUT THE INTERVAL. FOR QUADRATIC AND CUBIC FITS, THE MIN-
AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS HAVE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS WHICH TAKE 
SMALLER VALUES THAN THE VARIANCE FUNCTION OF ANY OTHER DESIGNS 
IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE INTERVAL, BUT ARE THE LARGEST 
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ONES AT THE EXTREMES. TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE GOOD VARIANCE 
PROPERTIES OF THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS WE NEED TO KNOW 
BEFORE-HAND IF THE TRUE MODEL IS QUADRATIC OR CUBIC AND IF 
THE POINTS WHERE WE WANT TO PREDICT ARE IN THE CENTRAL PART 
OF THE INTERVAL. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS; 
THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTIONS ARE FAIRLY GOOD ALL OVER THE 
INTERVAL AND AS FAR AS THE MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE OF THE 
VARIANCE FUNCTIONS ARE CONCERNED, THEY ARE MORE EFFICIENT 
THAN THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS. THE ABOVE INPLIES THAT 
THEY ARE THE MORE SUITABLE FOR USE IN MOST OF THE FITTING 
PROBLEMS WHERE WE DO NOT KNOW BEFORE-HAND THE DEGREE OF THE 
TRUE UNDERLYING MODEL NOR THE REGION WHERE WE WOULD LIKE TO 
PREDICT LATER. 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS; 
IF WE RESTRICT OURSELVES TO APPROXIMATELY 8 ALLOCATION 
POINTS IN THE QUADRATIC AND CUBIC CASES, IN THE CENTRAL PART 
OF THE INTERVAL THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS TAKE AS SMALL 
VARIANCE VALUES AS THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS. OUTSIDE, 
THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTIONS TAKE CONSIDERABLY SMALLER VALUES THAN 
THOSE OF THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS. IT IS INTERESTING TO 
NOTE THAT FOR LINEAR FIT THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS WITH 2 
ALLOCATION POINTS ARE ALSO MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS, AND 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS WITH 5 POINTS ARE MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS. 
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IN THE QUADRATIC CASE, THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS WITH 3 
ALLOCATION POINTS ARE ITDNIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS. ALSO NOTE 
THAT SINCE THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS CONVERGE TO THE MIN-
AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS AS THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATIONS INCREASES, 
THE BEHAVIOR OF THEIR VARIANCE FUNCTIONS APPROACHES THE 
BEHAVIOR OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS 
DESIGNS AS THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATION POINTS GETS LARGE. 
D. BIAS PROPERTIES 
1. MIN-AVERAQE BIAS DESIGNS 
LET THE FITTED MODEL BE A LINEAR POLYNOMIAL AND ASSUME 
THAT THE TRUE UNDERLYING MODEL IS A QUADRATIC MODEL. 
2 FROM THEOREM 3.5 IT FOLLOWS THAT THE (BIAS) FUNCTION 
FOR THE CASE ABOVE IS GIVEN BY 
IF THE MODEL FITTED IS A QUADRATIC MODEL AND THE TRUE POLY­
NOMIAL IS A CUBIC, ALSO FROM THEOREM 3.5 WE HAVE 
3= 3(x) = [1 x _ x3]2 . 
2 FROM THEOREM 3.5, THE MAXIMA OF THE (BIAS) FUNCTION 
FOR THE LINEAR AND QUADRATIC FITS CONSIDERED ABOVE ARE ATTAINED 
AT THE POINTS -1 AND +1 AND ARE GIVEN BY 
2 4 2 2 4 2 MAX B, _ (X) = Q- B-5» AND MAX B (X) = . 
-LJ<X£L ' ^ ^ -L<^X_<L ^ 
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THE MEAN AVERAGE SQUARE BIAS FOR EACH OF THE CASES ABOVE 
IS ALSO OBTAINED FROM THEOREM 3.5 AND IS GIVEN BY 
®1,2 = 45 ^2 ®2,3 Ï75 ^3 * 
SINCE THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS ARE SYMMETRICAL, FROM 
SECTION A.3, CHAPTER III, IT IS SEEN THAT WE WILL HAVE 
^1,3 ^  \,2 ^2,3 • 
HENCE THE AVERAGE SQUARE BIAS WHEN WE USE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS 
DESIGNS TO FIT A LINEAR POLYNOMIAL AND THE TRUE MODEL IS A 
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL, IS 
®L/3  45  ^2  *  175  ^3  '  
2. EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS 
WE NOW STUDY BIAS PROPERTIES OF THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS. 
THE (BIAS) FUNCTIONS FOR THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS 
WILL BE OBTAINED SUBSTITUTING THE VALUES OF ^2 AND U4 
IN 2.2 AND 2.4. THE AVERAGE SQUARE BIAS WILL BE OBTAINED 
PROCEEDING S IMILARLY WITH 3 .12  AND 3 .14 ,  
3. MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS 
LET THE FITTED POLYNOMIAL HAVE DEGREE S AND ASSUME 
THAT THE TRUE UNDERLYING MODEL HAS DEGREE S+1. IT THERE 
2 FOLLOWS FROM GUEST (1958) THAT THE (BIAS) FUNCTION IS 
GIVEN BY 
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bs.s+i'*) = [(i-x^p-(x)i2 eji+i 
WE HAVE 
[  (L -X^ )P^ (X) ] ^  =  (L -X^ )P^ (X) -2XP^(X)  
AND SINCE (SANSONE, 1959) 
(L -X^ )P^ (X) -2X  P^ (X)  =  -N(N+L)PG(X)  ,  
IT FOLLOWS THAT WE HAVE AN INTERIOR STATIONARY POINT AT SAY 
XQ IF  AND ONLY IF  P^FX^)  =  0 .  
THE RELATIONSHIP 
(x2-l)p.(x) = , 
HOLDS FOR LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS (WHITTAKER AND WATSON, 1934), 
AND AS STATED IN SECTION B.L ABOVE, WE ALSO HAVE 
rl 2 2 
P: (X)DX =  S 2S+L 
IT THEN FOLLOWS THAT 
!s+l(s+l)2[(s,)]4 
(2S-L )  (2S+L)  (2S+3)  (2S ! )  
J j [ ( 1 -X^ )  P^ (X) ] ^DX =  — ^s+1) —_ 
AS AN IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCE OF THE ABOVE WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING 
RESULT. 
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THEOREM 4.4.  SUPPOSE A  POLYNOMIAL  OF DEGREE S  IS  
FITTED USING A MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGN, WHEN THE TRUE MODEL 
2 IS OF DEGREE S+1. THE (BIAS) FUNCTION IS 
AND FOR S > 1 ITS MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM IN THE INTERIOR OF 
[ -1 ,  1 ]  OCCUR AMONG THE ZEROS OF (X ) .  
THE MEAN AVERAGE BIAS IS GIVEN BY 
B  =  23+1 ( 5 + 1 ) 2 [ ( s ! ) ] 4  g 2  
(2S-L )  (2S+L)  (2S+3)  (2S ! )2  
IT FOLLOWS FROM THE ABOVE THEOREM THAT FOR THE MINIMAX 
VARIANCE DESIGNS WE HAVE 
gg ' and bg ^(x) = [x-x3]2 g2 ^ 
2 2 THE MAXIMA OF AND B^  ^ (X )  ARE ATTAINED 
RESPECTIVELY AT THE POINTS 0^ AND + /3/3 AND GIVEN BY 
2 2 2 4 2 MAX B, „ (X) = 3-, AND MAX B_ _ (X) = ÔT 3^ • 
-L<X<L ' ^ -L<X<L ^ 
IT ALSO FOLLOWS FROM THEOREM 4.4 THAT 
®1,2 " it ^ 2' ®2,3 ^  los" ^ 3* 
SINCE MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS ARE SYMMETRICAL, THE MEAN 
AVERAGE SQUARE BIAS FROM FITTING A LINEAR MODEL WHEN THE 
TRUE POLYNOMIAL IS A CUBIC IS GIVEN BY 
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r = _1 gz _8_ 2 
\ , 3  15  ^2  105  ^3  '  
4. MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS 
WE NOW CONSIDER THE CASE OF LINEAR AND QUADRATIC POLY­
NOMIALS FITS WHEN THE TRUE MODELS ARE RESPECTIVELY QUADRATIC 
AND CUBIC. 
IT FOLLOWS FROM THEOREM 2.5 THAT 
2(x) = [l/2-x2]2 8% gfx) = [|-x-x^]^ 
2 ^2 2 ^3 MAX B, „ (X) = TF— , MAX _(X) = , 
-L<X<L  ^  
AND THAT THE MEAN AVERAGE SQUARE BIAS ARE RESPECTIVELY 
®1,2 ^ 6ô" ®2' ^2,3 = 56ô" ^ 3 ' 
SINCE THE ABOVE DESIGNS ARE SYMMETRIC/ WE HAVE 
B - 7 2 17 2 
^1,3 60 ^2 560 ^3 * 
E. BIAS CÔMPARISONS 
1. FITTING A LINEAR POLYNOMIAL WHEN THE TRUE MODEL IS A 
QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL 
WE F IRST COMPARE THE EFFIC IENCY OF THE ABOVE DESIGNS 
WITH THE MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS AND MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS 
2 FOR THE MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE VALUE OF THE (BIAS) FUNCTION. 
FROM THE PREVIOUS SECTION WE OBTAIN THE FOLLOWING VALUES: 
2 2 FIGURE 4 .4 .  GRAPHS O F  G F X ) '  THE (BIAS) FUNCTIONS 
RESULTING FROM THE FITTING OF A LINEAR POLY­
NOMIAL MODEL USING THE DESIGNS INDICATED IN THE 
FIGURE, WHEN THE TRUE UNDERLYING MODEL IS A 
QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL. THE UNIT FOR THE (BIAS)^ 
SCALE IS 
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• EQUAL SPACING (8) 
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MIN-AVERAQE BIAS DESIGNS: 
MAX ~ 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS : 
MAX ®e(4),mmB ' ^  ^%(8),MMB ^ 
AVERAGE ®E(4),MAB * ' ^^®E(8), 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS: 
MAX ®mmV,MMB ~ 
AVERAGE = .17 . 
MAB =  .91  
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS: 
=  .76  .  
2 
AVERAGE 5^118,MAB 
FROM FIGURE 4.4 WHICH SHOWS THE GRAPHS OF THE (BIAS)' 
FUNCTIONS WHEN THE MODEL FITTED IS LINEAR AND THE TRUE MODEL 
IS QUADRATIC, AS WELL AS FROM THE LIST OF EFFICIENCIES GIVEN 
ABOVE/ THE FOLLOWING CONCLUSIONS CAN BE REACHED ABOUT THE 
DESIGNS UNDER CONSIDERATION. 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS: 
2 THEY HAVE A (BIAS) FUNCTION, WHICH ASSUMES VERY LARGE 
VALUES OVER 80% OF THE INTERVAL. THEY ARE THE LEAST EFFICIENT 
IN THIS CASE. 
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MIN-AVERAQE BIAS DESIGNS: 
2 THEIR (BIAS) FUNCTION TAKES VALUES SMALLER THAN ANY 
OTHER ONE FOR |X| ^ .58, BUT IT IS VERY LARGE OUTSIDE OF 
2 THE ABOVE INTERVAL WHEN CONPARED WITH THE (BIAS) OF OTHER 
DESIGNS. AS IN THE CASE OF THE VARIANCE FUNCTION, THE 
2 (BIAS) FUNCTION ASSUMES VERY LARGE VALUES IN THE EXTREME 
PORTIONS OF THE INTERVAL. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS; 
2 THEY HAVE A (BIAS) FUNCTION WITH A QUITE REASONABLE 
BEHAVIOR OVER THE WHOLE INTERVAL. IT DOES NOT ASSUME AS 
2 SMALL VALUES AS THE (BIAS) FUNCTION OF THE MIN-AVERAGE 
BIAS DESIGNS OVER THE CENTRAL PART OF THE INTERVAL BUT IT IS 
BETTER OUTSIDE. THEIR AVERAGE BIAS EFFICIENCY IS REASONABLY 
HIGH. 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS : 
2 THEY HAVE (BIAS) FUNCTIONS WHICH ASSUME LARGER VALUES 
2 THAN THE (BIAS) FUNCTION OF THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS 
IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE INTERVAL, BUT SMALLER VALUES OUT­
SIDE. FOR THE REASONS MENTIONED EARLIER, THE BEHAVIOR OF THE 
2 (BIAS) FUNCTIONS OF THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS APPROACH THAT 
OF THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS AS THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATION 
POINTS INCREASES. 
2 2 FIGURE 4 .5 .  GRAPHS OF _ (X ) .  THE (BIAS) FUNCTIONS RE-f O 
SUITING FROM THE FITTING OF A QUADRATIC POLY­
NOMIAL MODEL WITH THE DESIGNS INDICATED IN THE 
FIGURE, WHEN THE TRUE UNDERLYING MODEL IS A. 
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL. THE UNIT FOR THE (BIAS) 
SCALE IS E| 
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2. FITTING A QUADRATIC WHEN THE TRUE MODEL IS A CUBIC 
A LIST OF EFFICIENCY COMPARISONS SIMILAR TO THE ONE CON­
SIDERED IN THE LINEAR CASE FOLLOWS; 
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS: 
MAX {BG ^ (X ) } :  ~  '  
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS; 
MAX '^5, ®e( 8 ) , M M B ~  ' ^ 8 ,  
AVERAGE {B^_ 3 (X )L :  E^ ,  J  .  30  ,  AND 
®E(8 )  ,MM =  - ' 8  •  
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS: 
AND 
AVERAGE E^_^ = .30 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS; 
AVERAGE {BG GFX)}: 
THE LIST OF EFFICIENCIES ABOVE AND THE GRAPHS IN FIGURE 
4.5 LEAD US TO THE FOLLOWING REMARKS. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS ARE THE ONES WITH BETTER VARIANCE 
PROPERTIES ON THE AVERAGE, AND THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS 
ARE SUITABLE FOR FITTING WHEN PREDICTIONS ARE TO BE MADE AT 
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THE CENTER OF THE INTERVAL. EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS ARE CLOSE 
TO MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS WHEN THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATION POINTS 
IS SMALL. IN THIS CASE THE BEST EQUAL SPACING DESIGN HAS 8 
DISTINCT ALLOCATION POINTS. AS THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATION 
POINTS INCREASES THE EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS CONVERGE TO THE 
MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS. THE BIAS PROPERTIES OF THESE 
DESIGNS PRESENT THE SAME PATTERNS AS IN THE PREVIOUS CASE. 
3. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
WE SUMMARIZE IN TABLE 4.1 THE GENERAL VALUES OBTAINED 
FOR THE SEVERAL CRITERIA INVOLVED IN THIS THESIS FOR EACH OF 
THE DESIGNS CONSIDERED. 
FROM THE BEHAVIOR OF THE VARIANCE AND BIAS FUNCTIONS AS 
WELL AS FROM TABLES 4.1 AND 4.2, AND BY COMBINING THE VARIANCE 
AND BIAS PROPERTIES OF THE SEVERAL DESIGNS, OUR CONCLUSIONS 
ARE AS FOLLOWS; 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS; 
THEY HAVE GOOD VARIANCE RELATED PROPERTIES AND SO ARE 
EFFICIENT WHEN THE TRUE UNDERLYING MODEL IS KNOWN BEFORE 
EXPERIMENTATION. OTHERWISE, THE MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS ARE 
VERY INEFFICIENT. THEY ARE VERY SENSITIVE TO DEPARTURES FROM 
THE TRUE MODEL. 
TABLE 4.1. EXPRESSIONS FOR VALUES OF THE VARIOUS CRITERIA IN THE DESIGNS CONSIDERED 
IFEASURE OF 
GOODNESS 
AVERAGE VAR. AVERAGE BIAS MAX. BIAS MAX. VAR. 
DESIGN 
* 
MINIMAX VAR. 2S(S+L)  0^  (S+1  )  ^  [  (S  !  )  ]  ^  P2  (G+ I )  
^  (2S-L ) (2S+L) (2S+3) (2S ! )2  S+1  N  
MIN-AVG. BIAS (S+L);! 
MINIMAX BIAS GÎ 4-(S+L) 2S^+4S+L  ^ -S  ^2  (2S+L)^  ^  
^!S+I W 4S +8S+3 ® ^ 
OBTAINED BY GUEST (195 8) . 
TABLE 4.2. DESIGNS EFFICIENCIES FOR LINEAR, QUADRATIC AND CUBIC FITS 
EFFICIENCIES LINEAR FIT QUADRATIC FIT CUBIC FIT 
MEASURE OF 
EFFICIENCY 
DESIGNS 
MAX. 
BI AS 
AVG.  
BIAS 
MAX. 
VAR. 
AVG.  
VAR. 
MAX. 
BIAS 
AVG. 
BIAS 
MAX. 
VAR. 
AVG. 
VAR. 
MAX. 
VAR. 
AVG. 
VAR. 
MINIMAX BIAS 1 .00  . 76 . 66 . 80 1 .00  .75  .60  .90  . 5 7  .96  
MIN-AVG. BIAS .56  1 .00  .50  . 6 7  . 39 1 .00  . 4 2  . 86 .26  . 85 
MINIMAX VAR. .25  .17  1 .00  1 .00  .42  . 30 1 .00  1 .00  1 .00  1 .00  
EQUAL SP. (4) . 81 . 76 . 71 . 83 .45  . 30 . 77 1 .04  . 84 . 9 2  
EQUAL SP, (8) . 6 5  . 91  .60  .75  . 9 8  . 78 . 5 3  . 9 7  . 5 5  1 .05  
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MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS; 
THE VARIANCE FUNCTION FOR THE LINEAR POLYNOMIAL FIT IS 
VERY LARGE. FOR THE QUADRATIC AND CUBIC FITS, THE VARIANCE 
AND (BIAS) FUNCTIONS HAVE VERY SIMILAR BEHAVIOR. THEY ARE 
THE BEST ONES IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE INTERVAL AND THE 
WORST OUTSIDE. THUS, TO USE THESE DESIGNS EFFICIENTLY WE 
SHOULD KNOW BEFOREHAND IF THE TRUE MODEL IS QUADRATIC OR CUBIC 
AND IF THE REGION FOR WHICH WE WISH TO MAKE PREDIC­
TIONS LIES IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE INTERVAL OR NOT. 
EQUAL SPACING DESIGNS; 
WHEN THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATION POINTS IS BETWEEN 6 AND 
2 10, THOSE DESIGNS HAVE (BIAS) AND VARIANCE FUNCTIONS QUITE 
CLOSE TO THE ONES FOR THE MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS. SINCE THEY 
CONVERGE TO THE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS, AS THE NUMBER OF 
ALLOCATIONS POINTS INCREASES, THEY DISPLAY SIMILAR PROPERTIES 
WHEN THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATIONS IS BIGGER THAN 10. 
MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS; 
AS WE HAVE SEEN ABOVE, THESE DESIGNS ARE GOOD AS FAR AS 
BOTH VARIANCE AND BIAS PROPERTIES. THE USE OF THE CHEBYSHEV 
ALLOCATION ALLOWS ORTHOGONAL FITTING AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
SECTION C, OF CHAPTER II THEY SHOULD GIVE GOOD APPROXIMATIONS 
EVEN IF THE TRUE UNDERLYING MODEL IS NOT A POLYNOMIAL. THESE 
COMMENTS LEAD US TO CONCLUDE THAT THE MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS 
ARE THE MOST SUITABLE FOR MOST PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS. 
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WE FINALLY NOTICE THAT WHILE MIN-AVERAGE BIAS DESIGNS 
AND MINIMAX BIAS DESIGNS HAVE FAIRLY GOOD VARIANCE PROPERTIES, 
MINIMAX VARIANCE DESIGNS ARE QUITE INEFFICIENT WITH RESPECT 
TO BIAS. THE ABOVE LEADS US TO INFER THAT USUALLY OPTIMAL 
DESIGNS FOR BIAS RELATED CRITERIA ARE ALSO GOOD FOR SITUATIONS 
WHERE THERE IS BOTH BIAS AND VARIANCE. A SIMILAR CONCLUSION 
WAS REACHED BY BOX AND DRAPER (1959) IN THEIR CONSIDERATION 
OF FIRST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL MODELS. 
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V. RANDOM STAR DESIGNS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
1. FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS 
MUCH EXPERIMENTATION IS CONCERNED WITH THE EFFECTS OF 
CATEGORICAL FACTORS ON A YIELD OR RESPONSE VARIABLE. A 
SIMPLE ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE IS THE EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF 
STUDENTS AT THE END OF A COURSE ON A DEFINED BODY OF KNOWLEDGE. 
THIS PERFORMANCE CAN BE MEASURED BY SOME TEST WHICH HAS BEEN 
CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED. IT IS CLEAR THAT PERFORMANCE IS IN­
FLUENCED BY THE TEXT-BOOK USED, THE INSTRUCTOR, THE INSTRUC­
TION METHOD, THE BACKGROUND OF STUDENT, AND SO ON. THERE IS 
INDEED, A VERY LARGE NUMBER OF POTENTIALLY RELEVANT FACTORS 
AND MANY OF THESE ARE CATEGORICAL OR QUALITATIVE. 
THE WHOLE THEORY OF FACTORIAL DESIGNS HAS BEEN DIRECTED 
AT THE FORMULATION OF USEFUL PLANS OF OBSERVATION FOR SUCH 
SITUATIONS. THERE IS A WIDE SPECTRUM OF SITUATIONS RANGING 
FROM THOSE IN WHICH THERE IS A SMALL NUMBER OF FACTORS WHICH 
ONE ATTEMPTS TO STUDY IN FULL DETAIL TO THOSE IN WHICH THE 
NUMBER OF FACTORS THOUGHT TO BE POSSIBLY RELEVANT IS LARGE AND 
ONE MAKES AN EXPLORATORY STUDY. IN ALL CASES, THE DESIGNER OF 
THE EXPERIMENT MUST MAKE A CHOICE BETWEEN EXAMINING A FEW OF 
THE POSSIBLE FACTORIAL COMBINATIONS VERY CAREFULLY AND DEEPLY 
OR EXAMINING A LARGE NUMBER OF COMBINATIONS WITH SMALL EFFORT 
ON EACH COMBINATION. A FURTHER EXTENSION OF THIS NOTION IS 
THE USE OF FRACTIONAL REPLICATION IN WHICH ONLY A SELECTED 
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SUBSET OF THE POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS IS EXAMINED. BASIC IDEAS 
OF THIS PROCEDURE ARE GIVEN BY KEMPTHOME (1952). 
THE NOTION OF FRACTIONAL REPLICATION IN BROAD TERMS IS 
THAT INSTEAD OF EXAMINING ALL M, SAY, OF THE COMBINATIONS OF 
FACTORS ONE LOOKS AT A SUBSET OF SIZE SAY, OF THESE. 
THE ROLE OF FRACTIONAL REPLICATION IS DISCUSSED BY KEMPTHOME 
(1952). THE SUBSET OF COMBINATIONS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT IS 
CHOSEN FROM THE TOTALITY ON THE BASIS OF ASSUMPTIONS OF THE 
MAGNITUDES OF EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS. IF, FOR INSTANCE, 
IT IS THOUGHT THAT THERE ARE NEGLIGIBLE INTERACTIONS, A MAIN 
EFFECT PLAN WILL BE USED (KEMPTHORNE, (1952> AND ADDELMAN AND 
KEITPTHOME (1961) ). 
TO DESCRIBE THE SITUATION, IT IS NECESSARY TO GIVE SOME 
NOTATION. WE SUPPOSE THAT WE HAVE N FACTORS, SAY. 
, . . . W I T H  L E V E L S  D E N O T E D  B Y  X ^ , X 2 , . . . / X ^ .  
IF THE FACTOR F^^^ HAS N^ LEVELS, THE POSSIBLE VALUES 
FOR ARE USUALLY TAKEN TO BE L,2,...,N^ OR 0,1,2,..., 
N^-1. WHILE THESE ARE INTEGERS THEY ARE REALLY ONLY LABELS 
OF THE POSSIBILITIES AND DO NOT HAVE AN ARITHMETIC NATURE. 
THEN WE CAN ENVISAGE THAT THERE IS A TRUE YIELD, SAY 
N ( X ^ , X 2 , . . . , X ^ )  A S S O C I A T E D  W I T H  T H E  C O M B I N A T I O N  L E V E L  X ^  O F  
FACTOR F^^^, LEVEL X2 OF FACTOR F^^^ , . AND SO ON, TO LEVEL X^ 
(n ) OF FACTOR F . WE CAN ALSO ASSUME, UNLESS WE HAVE REASON 
TO SUPPOSE OTHERWISE, THAT AN OBSERVATION ON THE COMBINATION 
X = (X^,X2,...,X^), SAY, Y(X^,X2/.../X^) IS REPRESENTABLE BY 
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THE OBSERVATIONAL EQUATION 
y ( ' ^2 ' ' ' ' ' ) ~ n ( ' ^2 * ' ' ' ' ^ ' 
OR WHEN WE ASSUME THE EXISTENCE OF AN ADDITIVE ERROR TERM, BY 
y(x^,x2,...,x^) = n(x^,x2,...,x^) + e(x^,x2 ,.. . ,x^) 
WHERE E(X^,X2,...,X^) IS AN ERROR OF OBSERVATION. USUALLY, 
WE ASSUME THAT THE E'S FOR DIFFERENT VECTORS (X^,X2,...,X^) 
OR DIFFERENT OBSERVATIONS ON THE SAME VECTOR ARE UNCORRE-
2 LATED WITH MEAN ZERO AND COMMON VARIANCE A . 
A MAIN EFFECT PLAN IS ONE WHICH IS AIMED AT THE EXAMINA­
TION OF THE MAIN EFFECTS UNDER THE ASSUMPTION THAT THERE ARE 
NO INTERACTIONS. FORMALLY, THIS IS REPRESENTABLE BY THE 
RELATION 
N  . . .  
N  ( X ,  , X , , . . .  , X  )  =  Y  +  Z  
J. Z N I=I 
IN WHICH FOR X. = L,2,...,N. ARE ADDITIVE 
XJ^ I . -1-
CONTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF THE 
FACTOR A TWO-FACTOR-INTERACTION DESIGN IS ONE WHICH 
ALLOWS THE ESTIMATION, SUBJECT TO THE STANDARD NON-ESTIMABILITY 
FEATURES OF A CLASSIFICATORY LINEAR MODEL OF THE RELATIONSHIP, 
OF THE MODEL 
N ( X ,  , X _ , . . . , X _ )  =  Y  +  Z  E ^ X ^ +  Z  ( E ( I ) E ( I ) )  
^ ^ I=L II,J=L *I*J 
I < J  
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THE POTENTIAL AIMS OF FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS INCLUDE 
FACTOR SCREENING, THAT IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF IDEAS OF WHETHER 
FACTORS HAVE A NEGLIGIBLE ROLE IN EXPLAINING N(X2,X2'''''%N)' 
THEY ALSO INCLUDE ESTIMATIONS OF RESPONSES ASSOCIATED WITH 
SOME OR ALL OF THE POSSIBLE VECTORS (X^YXG,...,*^). 
THE AIM OF STUDYING THE NATURE OF THE FUNCTION 
N T X ^ R X G , . . . / * ^ )  F O R  T H E  P O I N T S  ( X J ^ , X 2 / .  •  . / X ^ ^ )  O F  T H E  F U L L  
FACTORIAL SET IS THE ONE WITH WHICH WE SHALL BE CONCERNED. 
THIS FUNCTION EXISTS JUST FOR THE FULL SET OF FACTORIAL COM-
N 
BINATIONS, WHICH WILL BE A SET OF N L. POINTS ON A LATTICE 
I=L ^ 
IN N DIMENSIONS. 
THE CASE IS INTERESTING BECAUSE OF THE ANALOGY TO THE 
PROBLEM DISCUSSED IN THE FIRST PART OF THIS THESIS. IN THAT 
PART, WE SAW THAT IT WAS USEFUL AND PERHAPS NECESSARY TO 
INTRODUCE A WEIGHTING FUNCTION W(X^,XG..,X^) WHICH RE­
FLECTS THE INTEREST OF THE EXPERIMENTER IN THE PARTS OF THE 
WHOLE EXPERIMENTAL REGION. IN THE CASE OF MOST QUALITATIVE 
FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS, IT SEEMS QUITE COMPELLING TO TAKE THE 
VIEW THAT INTEREST OF THE EXPERIMENTER WILL OFTEN BE IN ALL 
N 
THE POSSIBLE N N. POINTS IN THE FACTORIAL SPACE, BECAUSE 
I=L ^ 
THERE IS USUALLY NO NATURAL ORDERING OF THE LEVELS OF 
CATEGORICAL FACTORS. SO ONE AIM OF THE EXPERIMENTER WILL OFTEN 
BE TO FORM AN IDEA, E.G., TO OBTAIN AN ESTIMATE OF THE FUNCTION 
N(X^,X2,...,X^) OVER THE LATTICE OF POINTS, WITH EQUAL 
WEIGHT ASSOCIATED WITH EVERY POINT. 
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WE NOW PROCEED BY PRESENTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE CONCEPTS AND IDEAS DESCRIBED ABOVE AND THE GENERAL AIMS 
OF THIS CHAPTER. 
2 - AIMS 
THE PROBLEM OF FORMING SOME CONCLUSIONS ABOUT A POPU­
LATION OF N INDIVIDUALS WHERE ONE IS ABLE TO INVESTIGATE 
M, LESS THAN N, IS A STANDARD ONE OF STATISTICAL PRACTICE. 
A SOLUTION WHICH IS WIDELY, BUT NOT CONPLETELY, ACCEPTED 
IS TO SELECT THE M INDIVIDUALS AT RANDOM FROM THE POPU­
LATION OF N INDIVIDUALS. IN THE CONTEXT OF FACTORIAL 
EXPERIMENTS, THIS AMOUNTS TO A RANDOM SELECTION OF A SUBSET 
OF TREATMENT COMBINATIONS FROM THE FULL FACTORIAL SYSTEM. 
ONE THEN ESTIMATES THE UNOBSERVED POINTS OF THE LATTICE BY 
THE FITTING OF SOME STATISTICAL MODEL. WE WILL CONSIDER 
THE CASE WHERE THE POINTS OBSERVED AND USED FOR ESTIMATION 
ARE THE ELEMENTS OF WHAT WE CALL A "STAR DESIGN" WHICH WE 
WILL DEFINE. WE WILL BE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING THE 
EXPRESSION OF THE AVERAGE MEAN SQUARE ERROR OF PREDICTION 
OF THE NUMBERS N(X^,X2,...,X^) FOR ALL POINTS OF THE LATTICE, 
AND THE ACTUAL SET OBSERVED IS A RANDOM ONE FROM A CLASS OF 
SETS. THE FINAL AIM WILL BE THE OVERALL OPERATING CHARAC­
TERISTICS OF THE RANDOM SAMPLING PROCEDURE. 
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B. RANDOM STAR DESIGNS 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
CONSIDER THE CASE WHERE WE HAVE N FACTORS 
... WITH RESPECTIVELY '•••LEVELS AND WE 
DENOTE THE TRUE YIELD AT THE POINT BY 
N F X ^ F X G ' " ' D E F I N E  A  S T A R  D E S I G N  A S  F O L L O W S :  
( I )  C H O O S E  A T  R A N D O M  O N E  L E V E L  O F  E A C H  F A C T O R ,  A N D  
D E N O T E  T H E  S E L E C T E D  L E V E L S  B Y  A ^ , A G , . . . ,  ;  
(II) OBSERVE THE SET OF POINTS 
d{(a^/^2 t 1 ^ 2 '•••''^ 2'''''^  ' * * * ' 
( A ^ , A 2  / . . . / X ^ )  W I T H  X : ^ = L , 2 , . . . , L ^ ,  •  ( 5 . 1 )  
THE POINT (3^,82,...,^^) IS SAID TO BE THE CENTER OF THE SET 
AND THE OBSERVED POINTS CONSIST OF ALL POINTS ON LINES PARALLEL 
TO THE EDGES OF THE LATTICE WHICH PASS THROUGH THE CENTER. 
THE RANDOM FEATURE OF THE DESIGN IS THAT THE CENTER IS CHOSEN 
AT RANDOM FROM THE TOTALITY OF POINTS OF THE LATTICE. SO, 
IF WE USE L TO DENOTE THERE ARE L POSSIBLE 
REALIZATIONS OF THE DESIGN. EACH REALIZATION CONSISTS OF N 
N 
POINTS WHERE M = Z L.-MH. THIS DESIGN IS OF INTEREST 
I=L 1 
BECAUSE IT CAN BE USED FOR ANY COMPLETELY CROSSED FACTORIAL 
STRUCTURE, IN CONTRAST TO FRACTIONAL REPLICATION DESIGNS WHICH 
ARE POSSIBLE ONLY WITH SOME SYMMETRIES. FURTHERMORE, THE STAR 
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DESIGNS PERMIT THE FITTING OF A MAIN EFFECT MODEL. SO THE 
O V E R A L L  P R O C E D U R E  I S  T O  P I C K  A  S T A R  S E T ,  F I T  T H E  M A I N  E F F E C T  
MODEL AND THEN USE THE FITTED MODEL TO ESTIMATE EVERY POINT 
OF THE LATTICE. OUR FINAL INTEREST IS THE AVERAGE MEAN SQUARE 
ERROR OF ESTIMATION OF THE NUMBERS FOR ALL 
POINTS OF THE LATTICE. THE PROCEDURE USED WILL BE TO CONSIDER 
ERROR CONDITIONAL ON THE RANDOM CENTER, AND THEN AVERAGE THIS 
OVER ALL POSSIBLE CENTERS. 
2. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
TO ILLUSTRATE THE IDEAS CONTAINED IN THIS CHAPTER, CON­
SIDER THE SPECIAL CASE WHERE WE HAVE THREE FACTORS 
( 3 )  
AND F WITH RESPECTIVELY AND LEVELS. A 
TRUE YIELD AT THE LATTICE POINT (X^/XGYX^) CAN BE WRITTEN 
IDENTICALLY AS 
n(x^,x2,x3) = w+sjl) + + e^3) ^ ^g(l)g(2)j^^ 
=2 
+ (e(1)e(3)) + (e(2)e(3))x x 
*1=3 2 3 
+  ( E ^ ^ ^ E ^ 2 ) G { 3 )  J  ,  ( 5 . 2 )  
=1=2=3 
WHERE E^^^ , (E^^^E^^^) ETC. ARE THE STANDARD EXPRESSIONS 
=I =I=J 
FOR EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS. EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS IN 
GENERAL CAN BE SPECIFIED IN SEVERAL WAYS, ALL SOMEWHAT 
TEDIOUS (ZYSKIND, 1962 AND WHITE, 1963). FOR 
PRESENT PURPOSES WE GIVE A HIGHLY ABBREVIATED REPRESENTA­
TION. CONSIDER THE AVERAGE OF THE N (XJ^,X2»... ,X^) FOR WHICH 
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=  U ,  /  X ^  =  U _ , . . . , X ^  =  U .  A V E R A G I N G  B E I N G  O V E R  A L L  
1 2 K 
O T H E R  X - V A L U E S ,  A N D  D E N O T E  I T  R I  , U J ^ , * , U 2  F *  R U ^ , . . .  )  
IN WHICH OCCURS IN THE R^-TH POSITION, UG IN THE R^-TH 
POSITION ETC., AND ALL OTHER POSITIONS ARE OCCUPIED BY *'S. 
THIS IS AN ADMISSIBLE MEAN. NOW CONSIDER ALL ADMISSIBLE MEANS 
WHICH DIFFER FROM THIS ONE BY AVERAGING OVER ONE OR MORE OF 
THE NON-AVERAGED COORDINATES. THEN FINALLY FORM THE LINEAR 
COMBINATION OF THESE WITH COEFFICIENT (-1)^, WHERE S IS 
THE NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL COORDINATES AVERAGED OVER. THE RE-
( R , )  ( R , )  ( R ,  )  
SULTANT NUMBER IS DENOTED BY (E E ...E ) 
^12 
WE NOW RETURN TO THE EXAMPLE. LET THE MODEL ASSUMED 
FOR EXPRESSING THE YIELDS AS FUNCTION OF THE FACTOR LEVELS 
BE 
y ( x ^ , X 2 , X 3 )  =  y  +  E < 1 >  +  E « )  +  ^ ^ 3 )  ^  
WITH 
XJ^ 1,2,...,L^, ^2 1,2,..*,^2 AND X^ — 1,2,...,1^2 . 
IT THEN FOLLOWS FROM THE ABOVE THAT 
/ 
AND SO FOR ANY TRIPLE (X^FXG/X^) 
• ]  
eifx^fxgfxg) = (a^,a2,a2)} = g-
ALSO NOTE THAT THE STAR WITH CENTER (A^,A2,A2) IS MADE UP 
O F  T H E  S E T  O F  P O I N T S  D E F I N E D  B Y ;  
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dta^fagfa^) = { (x^,x2/x^) : (a^/a2/a2) # (x^fag/ag), (a^fxg/ag), 
( A ^ F A G F X G ) ,  W I T H  X ^  =  1 , 2 , . X ^  ^  A ^ > .  
SINCE THE STAR DESIGNS ARE "SATURATED DESIGNS" WE WILL NOW 
GIVE THE CORRESPONDING DEFINITION. 
A DESIGN-MODEL IS SATURATED IF ITS RANK IS EQUAL TO THE 
MAXIMAL RANK FOR THE MODEL, AND THERE IS NO LINEAR FUNCTION 
OF THE OBSERVATIONS WITH ZERO ES^E C TAT ION. 
WE CONSIDER FIRST THE CASE FOR WHICH THERE IS NO ERROR OF 
OBSERVATION. IT FOLLOWS THAT FOR ANY OBSERVED POINT WE HAVE 
y(x^,x2,...,x^) = n(x^,...,x^). 
UNDER THE ASSUMED MODEL, WE HAVE 
=  ( U  +  E ^ ^ )  +  E ^ ^ )  +  E ^ ^ ) )  -  ( L I  +  E ^ ^ )  +  E ^ ^ )  
^1 ^1 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^1 ^2 
+ e^^)) 
^3 
( E ^ ^ ) -  E ^ ^ ) )  =  ( Y  +  +  E  ( 2 )  +  E ^ ® ^ )  -  ( Y  +  E ^ ^ )  +  E ^ ^ )  
^2 ^2 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^1 ^2 
+ ef>) 
^3 
AND 
(e^^) - e^^)) = (u + + e^^) + e^^)) - {]l + e^^) + e^^) 
*3 *3 *2 *3 *1 *2 
+  E  ( 3 ) ) ,  
^3 
FURTHERMORE, THE MAIN EFFECT MODEL IS SATURATED SO THE ESTI­
MATES FOR THE PARAMETRIC FUNCTIONS ABOVE ARE GIVEN BY 
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/V. 
I l  ^  (E 
-x^' • 2^^') = ytxi'sz's]) - ytai-aj'^s'' 
- 2^2') = yfai'xz-as) " 
AND 
(si;' - = y(ai'a2'*3) " ï<®1'^2'®3> 
UNDER THE FITTED MODEL, 
N ( X  , X  , X  )  =  ( V  +  S J L )  +  +  E ( 3 ) )  +  ( E J L )  -  S J L )  +  
1 2  3  & !  ^ 2  * 3  * 1  ^ 1  
+ - e^z)) + ( E ^3) _ 2(3))^ 
*2 ^2 3 3 
HENCE THE ESTIMATE OF N{X^/X2,X2) GIVEN THAT WE HAVE OB­
S E R V E D  D F A ^ F A G F A ^ )  I S  
ntx^fxgfxgla^fagfag) = yfx^ragfag) + yta^/xgra^) 
+  y t a ^ r a g f X g )  -  2 y ( a ^ ^ , a 2 / a ^ )  ( 5 . 3 )  
AND SINCE WE OBSERVE TRUE YIELDS, 
ntx^fxgfxg) = ntxi'agfag) 4 nfa^fxg/ag) 
+  n t a ^ f a g f X g )  - 2n(a^,a2,a2) . 
IT FOLLOWS FROM ABOVE THAT THE EXPRESSION OF THE BIAS AT 
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THE POINT (X^FXGFX^) IS GIVEN BY 
b (xji^ / xg / xg i ^2 / ^ 2 ^2 ) ~" n (^2 ' ^2 ' ^3 i ' ^2 ' ^3 ^ ™ h ( ' ^2 ' ^3 ^ 
= ntxifagfa^) + nca^ F X G F A G )  
+ nfa^ragfxg) - 2n(a2,a2,a2) 
- nfxifxg'xs) • 
IF WE NOW EXPRESS EACH OF THE TRUE YIELDS IN TERMS OF 
THE IDENTITY 5.2, WHICH IS THE TRUE MODEL, AFTER CANCELLATION 
WE WILL HAVE: 
^1^2 *1*2 *1^3 
+ _ (e^l^ef^)) _ (e^l^e^^)) ] 
^1*3 ^1^3 *1*3 
*2*3 *2*3 *2*3 
- (e^^^e^^)) ] + [ (e^^^e ^^^e ) 
*2*3 *1^2*3 
+ (E ^ ^^E ^ ^^E ) + (E ^^^E ^ ^^E ) 
51*2*3 *1*2*3 
- 2(e^^^e^^^e^^^) - (e^^^e ^ ^^e ) ]} 
^1^2*3 *1*2*3 
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WE NOW SQUARE THE ABOVE EXPRESSION AND AVERAGE OVER ALL 
POINTS OF THE LATTICE, AND THEN AVERAGE THE 
RESULTANT OVER ALL POSSIBLE DFA^FAGFAG) STARS BY AVERAGING 
OVER (A^FAGFAG). BY USING THE RELATIONS 
sjl) = I e(2) = ... = (e(2)e(3)) 
x^=l *1 x2=l 2 x3=l *2*3 
= ... = (E(1)E(2)E(3)) = 0, 
xg=l *1*2*3 . 
IT IS FOUND THAT 
g ^ 1 ^ ^ ^  (*l'*2'*3l^l'*2'^3) 
^l'^2'^3 *1'*2'*3 
L, ,L- H'^2 _ 4L^ ^R'^3 
z ( E ^ ^ ^ E ^ 2 )  j 2  ^  ^ 2  ^g(l)g(3)j2 
/ 
1 
^ xi'x2 l xl*] 
1 
4T. 
+ ^  z (e(2)e(3) 
X g f X g  2*3 
1 
+ i x x (5.4) 
x^/x^fx^ 12 3 
1 
WE NOW CONSIDER THE CASE IN WHICH EACH OBSERVATION IS 
EQUAL TO THE TRUE YIELD PLUS AND ADDITIVE ERROR TERM, OR 
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AND WHICH THE ERRORS ARE ASSUMED TO BE UNCORRELATED, WITH 
M E A N  Z E R O  A N D  T H E  S A M E  V A R I A N C E  A ^ .  
ACCORDING TO 5.3 
^(x^fxgfxg) = ycx^fagfa^) + yta^fxgfa^) + y(a^,a2,x2) 
- 2Y {sL^ ia^ ta^ )  ,  
SO THAT 
V [ N  ( X J ^ , X 2 / X 2 L  A ^ , A 2 / A ^ )  3  =  3 A ^  +  4 C R ^  
+ 26(x^,a^)6(x2,a2)a^ + 26(x^,a^)6(x2,à2)a^ 
+ 26 (x2 ,32)6 (x2,a2)a^ - 46(x^,a^)g^ - 4ô(x2/a2)ct^ 
-  4 6 ( X G R A ^ )  
WHERE <S(X^,A^) IS THE WELL-KNOWN KRONECKER DELTA. 
THE AVERAGE OF THE VARIANCE OVER ALL THE POINTS OF THE 
LATTICE GIVEN WE ESTIMATE WITH THE ELEMENTS OF THE 
DCA^FAGFA^) STAR IS 
^1'^2'^3 
%,a,,a =r ^  : v[fiu^,x2,x3|aj^,a2,a3)]. 
1' 2' 3 
1 
A SMALL AMOUNT OF COMPUTATION YIELDS 
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-  4 ( ^  +  ^  +  ^ ) ] A ^  ( 5 . 5 )  
li l2 l3 
SINCE THE EXPRESSION ABOVE IS INDEPENDENT OF THE STAR 
CHOSEN AT RANDOM, THE AVERAGE VARIANCE OVER THE SET OF ALL 
POSSIBLE STARS IS THIS SAME EXPRESSION. 
FROM 5.4 AND 5.5, THE EXPRESSION OF THE AVERAGE MEAN 
SQUARE ERROR IS THEN; 
^ ^ '^2 * vs 4^3'  * ^ 2 + l3' 1"^ 
+ 4[^ \ ^ ^ (e'^'e'^') 
^ x^,x2 12 ^ 13 
1 1 
+ ^  (e(2'e<3),2 ^ 1 
X g / X g  2*3 
+  | -  [  ^  ^  ( E ( 1 ) E ( 2 ) E ( 3 ) ) 2  ]  ( 5 . 6 )  
X ^ , X 2 , X 3  * 1 2  3  
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3. THE J CRITERION FOR PURE SAMPLING ERROR 
WE NOW CONSIDER THE GENERAL PROBLEM. WE TREAT FIRST THE 
SITUATION WHERE THERE IS JUST SAMPLING ERROR AND SO EACH 
OBSERVED VALUE IS EQUAL TO THE TRUE YIELD AT THE POINT. 
ASSUMING WE HAVE N FACTORS F... ,F WITH 
^L'^2'***'^N LEVELS RESPECTIVELY, WE CAN WRITE THE TRUE 
Y I E L D  A T  T H E  L A T T I C E  P O I N T  ( X ^ F X G / " « ' / % % )  A S  
n(x ,x ,...,x ) =y+ Z E(r) + Z (E(r)E(s) 
^ ^ " R=L *R R<S *R*S 
+ z ^ ^  )v x x + + 
R<S<T R S T 
1 
N  ( R ^ )  ( R _ )  ( R , )  
+  Z  ( E  ^  E  ^  . . . E  *  )  „  + . . . +  
ri<.^.<r]^ ^l"* 
+ (e(l)e(2)...e(*))x ^ . (5.7) 
1* * * N 
WE CONSIDER THE CASE WHERE THE MODEL ASSUMED FOR THE 
LEAST SQUARES FITTING CONTAINS ONLY MAIN EFFECTS AND IT IS 
GIVEN THEREFORE BY. 
y(xl'x2 v = " + + e<2) + ... + e^n) 
12 N 
NOTICE THAT FOR R = 1,2,...,N 
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= (w + +...+ + e^r) 
+ +...+ e^*)) - (y + + ei^^ + ...+ 
^r+1 ^n ^1 ^2 ^r 
+...+ e^*)) , 
SO THAT THE ESTIMATES OF THE ABOVE PARAMETRIC FUNCTIONS ARE 
- y(ai'a2''"''*r-l'*r'^r+l'"'"'3h) 
~ y ( a^ / ^ 2 r ' ' ' t / • • • / 3^ ) • 
SINCE THE MAIN EFFECT MODEL FITTED IS SATURATED, IT 
FOLLOWS THAT 
n(xl'=2 = o' + =1^' + isjll-e(l)) 
1  n i l  
+ ...+ (e(*)-e(*)), 
^n ^n 
AND SO FROM ABOVE 
+  Y  ( A ^ F X 2 ' ^ 2 ' *  *  * ' ^  Y  ( A ^ '  '  '  ' )  
- (N-1) Y(A^,A2,...,A^) . (5.8) 
SINCE IN THIS FIRST CASE WE ARE ASSUMING NO ERROR OF 
OBSERVATION 
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n ( X ^ , . . .. ,x^) = y (x^,...,%%) / 
AND FROM 5.8 WE HAVE 
f) ( f . » . f x^ i a^ / • • • » ) ~ 11 ( x^ r  3^2 / • • • » ) 
+ n ( a^ / xg / a^ / • • • f a^ ) +•..+ t| ( a^ / • • • » ) 
-  ( N - L ) N ( A ^ , . . . , A ^ )  ( 5 . 9 )  
IT IS OF SOME INTEREST TO NOTE A PROPERTY OF THE ESTI­
M A T E S  O F  M A I N  E F F E C T  W I T H  T H E  S T A R  D E S I G N  A N D  A  M A I N  E F F E C T  
MODEL. THE ESTIMATE OF THE MAIN EFFECT OF THE FACTOR 
AT LEVEL IS EQUAL TO 
=  Y ( A ^ , .  . . , A ^ _ ^ / U ^ , A J , ^ ^ , . . . , A ^ )  
L. 
1 ^ 
~ l7 y(ai,...,ai_^,v\,ai+i,...,a^) . 
1 vj^—1 
THIS HAS AN EXPECTATION GIVEN (A^,A2 F • ' RA.^) EQUAL TO THE 
SAME EXPRESSION WITH Y*S REPLACED BY N'S. THE CONDITIONAL 
EXPECTATION INVOLVES INTERACTIONS OF ALL DEGREES. WE CAN 
SEE VERY QUICKLY THAT THE EXPECTATION OF THE ESTIMATE OF ANY 
MAIN EFFECT, WHEN EXPECTATION IS TAKEN OVER ALL VECTORS 
'  '  *  * ' ^ N ^  I S  T H E  M A I N  E F F E C T .  T H I S  F O L L O W S  F R O M  T H E  
DE F I N I T I O N  O F  A  M A I N  E F F E C T  W H I C H  S T A T E S  T H A T  T H E  M A I N  E F F E C T  
IS EXACTLY THE AVERAGE OF THE EXPRESSIONS ABOVE OVER ALL 
P O S S I B I L I T I E S  F O R  A ^ , A 2 , . . . , A ^ _ ^ , A ^ ^ ^ , . . . , A ^ .  
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IT FOLLOWS FROM 5.9 THAT THE BIAS AT THE POINT 
X^) GIVEN WE OBSERVE THE D (A^^,... ^ A^^) STAR IS 
b(x^,«««f x^ i / • • • / a^ ) = t^(xq^/««. / x^ [ a^ » • • • / ) 
"" n ( x^ / • • • / x^ ) — t) ( x^ / 3.^  / • • • f a^ ) 
• 4" ri ( a^ / • • • / —2_ ' ) "" (n'"l)ti( a^ / • • • / ) 
" n^xj^/».» /x^) • 
SUBSTITUTING FOR THE TRUE YIELDS THEIR CORRESPONDING 
EXPRESSIONS GIVEN BY 5.7, WE OBTAIN AFTER SOME REDUCTIONS 
B ( X - , X 2 , . . . , X  | A . , A _ , . . . , A  )  =  {  Z  
^ ^ N 1 2 N R<S ^R S 
+ (e(=^e(s)) - (e(r)e(s)) - (e(z^e(s)) ] 
^r% ^r^s 
+  Z  [  ( E  ^ ^ ^ E ^ ® ^ E  ^  +  ( E ^ ^ ^ E ^ ® ^ E ^ ^ )  
;S 
1 
R < < T  ^ R ^ S ^ T  ^ R ^ S ^ T  
-  2  ( E  ^ ^ ^ E  ^ ® ^ E  )  -  ( E  )  ]  
ar^sat '=r=s*t 
N  ( R \ )  ( R , )  ( R , )  
+ . . . +  Z  [ ( E  ^  E  . . . E  A  
ri<r2<...<rk r,'"' r^ 
1 
( R ,  )  ( R _ )  ( R . )  
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( R \ )  ( R - )  ( R , )  
+ . . . +  ( E  ^  E  ^  . . . E  K  )  
^1*" ^ k-1 
( R ^ )  ( R „ )  ( R , )  
(K-1) (E ^ E ^ ...E K ) 
^1 ^2 ^k 
( R ,  )  ( R . )  ( R . )  
( E  1  E  . . . E  K  )  ^  ]  
^1 ^2 ^k 
+ ...+ [(e(1)e(2)...e(*)) 
x- I  • • • a 12 N 
+ (e(1)e(2)...e(*)) 
^1 2 3* *"&n 
+ ...+ (e(1)e(2)...e(*)) 
^1^2••'^n-a 
(n-l)(e(l)e(2)...e(*)) 
*1^2'''*n 
(e^^^e^2) _g(n) ]} (5.10) 
1^^ 2 n 
WE NOW SQUARE THE EXPRESSION ABOVE AND AVERAGE OVER ALL 
THE POINTS (X^,...,X^) OF THE LATTICE TO OBTAIN THE MEAN 
AVERAGE SQUARE BIAS GIVEN D(A^^,. .. ,A^) AND THEN AVERAGE 
AGAIN OVER THE POINTS (A^,...,A^) TO OBTAIN THE EXPECTED 
V A L U E  O F  T H E  A V E R A G E  S Q U A R E  B I A S  O V E R  A L L  P O S S I B L E  S T A R S ,  
OR 
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L l ' - ' - ' L n  b ^ ( X T l a , , a ^ )  
B = I E Z 2—^!: ^ . 
a^ / • • • f a^ x^ / • • • # x^ il 
1 1 
WE RECALL THAT 
(£.(1)^(3)) = z^(e(i)e(i)) 
x^=l *i*i xj=l *i*i 
L 
( Z L )  ( R _ )  ( R . )  
=  2  ( E  1  E  ^  . . . E  *  _  
%" ::k 
=  . . . =  L  ( E ( L ) E ( 2 ) . . . E ( N ) )  = 0 .  ( 5 . 1 1 )  
xn=l *1' 3% 
IN THE OVERALL AVERAGE OF THE SQUARE OF THE BIAS EX­
PRESSION GIVEN BY 5.10 WE WILL OBTAIN PRODUCTS OF TERMS OF 
DIFFERENT TYPE. IT IS EASY TO SEE THAT WHEN WE CONSIDER THE 
TERMS IN TWO DIFFERENT BRACKETS AT LEAST ONE PAIR (X^,A^) 
OCCURS IN THE TERMS OF ONE BRACKET AND NOT IN THE OTHER. 
IT FOLLOWS FROM 5.11 THAT SUMMATION OF THE BRACKET WHICH CON­
TAINS (X^,AJ^) OVER THEM ALONE GIVES ZERO. HENCE THE OVERALL 
SUM OF THE PRODUCT OF TWO DIFFERENT BRACKETS IS ZERO. CON­
SIDER FOR EXAMPLE, THE PRODUCT 
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v2 *1*2 v2 
- (e(1)e(2)) _ )] x [(e(1)e(3)) 
*1*2 *1&3 
+ (e(1)e(3)) - (e(1)e(3)) - (e(1)e(3)) ] 
^1*3 ^1*3 13 
THIS IS TO BE SUMMED OVER ALL (X^FXG'*'"'%%) AND (A^YAG, 
. . . , a^ ) .  IF  WE CONSIDER SUMMATION F IRST OVER AND a^ ,  
A PAIR WHICH OCCURS IN THE SECOND FACTOR AND NOT IN THE 
FIRST, THE SECOND FACTOR GIVES 
X g r a g  *1^3 *1*3 
*1*3 *1*3 
AND FROM THE RELATIONS ABOVE, THE SUM OF THIS TERM IS ZERO. 
WE NOW CONSIDER THE SUM OF THE PRODUCTS OF TERMS WITHIN 
A BRACKET. NOTICE THAT WITHIN A BRACKET TWO TERMS DIFFER 
BY AT LEAST ONE SUBSCRIPT AND SINCE THE SUM OF ANY TERM ON 
ANY SINGLE SUBSCRIPT IS ZERO, IT FOLLOWS THAT THE SUM OF THE 
CROSS PRODUCTS OF PAIRS OF TERMS IN THE SAME BRACKET IS ZERO. 
HENCE NOW WE ARE LEFT ONLY WITH THE SQUARES OF THE INTERACTIONS 
INSIDE EACH BRACKET. CONSIDER THE BRACKET INVOLVING K-TH 
ORDER INTERACTIONS: 
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( R  )  ( R _ )  ( R . )  
[(e ^ e ...e ^ ) 
^1 ^2 " 
( R \ )  ( R _ )  ( R  )  
+  ( E  1  E  2  . . . E  N  )  
^1 ^2 ^3 * 
( R , )  ( I G )  ( R  )  
+  . . . +  ( E  1  E  . . . E  )  =  
^l"* ^ k-1 ^ k 
( R ,  )  ( R . )  ( R . )  
- (K-1) (E ^ E ^ ...E K ) 
^1 ^ 2* * ^k 
( C N )  ( R - )  ( R , )  
-  ( E  1  E  ^  . . . E  *  )  ]  
^1 ^2 ^k 
EACH SQUARED TERM INVOLVES THE TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES OF 
THE INTERACTIONS OF ANY PARTICULAR TYPE. THE COEFFICIENT OF 
2 THE SUM SQUARED IS CLEARLY K+(K-L) +1, WHICH EQUALS 
2 K -K+2. THE FINAL EXPRESSION FOR THE AVERAGE MEAN SQUARE 
BIAS IS THEN 
N 
n L. 
b. 4 S  -j- î = 
R<S X ,X VS 
1 \ 
N 
n L. 
j l ,l .l 
+ be I (e(^^e(s)e(t))2 
t  ' x  x  x  
N 
R < S < T  X _ / X ^ / X ^  R  S  T  
1 R' S' T 1 
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N 
+ ...+ (k^—k+2) 
N 
z 
1 
L 
Z (E 
1 x  N 
( 5 . 1 2 )  
1 
THE EXPRESSION ABOVE CAN BE WRITTEN IN A SLIGHTLY SIIIPLER 
FORM AS FOLLOWS. SUPPOSE A COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IS 
MADE OF THE TOTALITY OF NUMBERS N(X^,X2/-.-/X^). FROM THIS 
WE SHALL OBTAIN WHAT WE MAY TERMY S^/ I=L,2,...,N AS THE SUM 
OF SQUARES DUE TO THE I-TH ORDER INTERACTIONS. WITH THIS 
NOTATION WE HAVE THAT 
4. THE J CRITERION IN THE CASE WHERE THERE IS SAMPLING AND 
OBSERVATIONAL ERRORS 
WE NOW CONSIDER THE CASE WHERE WE HAVE AN ADDITIVE 
RANDOM ERROR ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OBSERVATION, SO THAT 
b  =  ^  { 4 s 2  +  8 s g  + . . . +  ( k ^ - k + 2 ) s j ^  + . . . +  
+...+ (n^-n+2)s^} ( 5 . 1 3 )  
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y (x^,x2/... fXj^) = ntXi + Xg'+ efx^rxg'"' 
WHERE THE RANDOM ERRORS ARE ASSUMED TO BE UNCORRELATED WITH 
2 MEAN ZERO AND SAME VARIANCE A . SINCE THE AVERAGE MEAN 
SQUARE BIAS IS THE SAME AS IN THE ABSENCE OF ERROR, TO OBTAIN 
THE GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE J-CRITERION IN THIS CASE 
WE WILL NEED ONLY TO ADD THE AVERAGE VARIANCE COMPONENT WHICH 
WE WILL NOW DERIVE. 
ACCORDING TO 5.9 THE EXPRESSION OF THE ESTIMATED TRUE 
YIELD AT THE LATTICE POINT (X^,X2/ •. •IS GIVEN BY 
t) (x^ / xg /. ». / x^ i a^ )  f ) "" y 13-2  1 * * *1  
+ y (a^rX2/ a^/* • • /3^) y (a^>^2 ' • • * '^n~l'^n^ 
- (n-l)y(a^,a2,...,a^). 
THIS IS A LINEAR FUNCTION OF RANDOM VARIABLES WITH THE 
2 SAME VARIANCE A . THE COVARIANCE OF ANY TWO OBSERVATIONS 
WITH DIFFERENT COORDINATES IS ZERO. WE CAN WRITE IMMEDIATELY 
cov[y(x^,a2,. .. ,a^) , y(a^,x2,a2,... ,a^) ] 
= a^5(x^,a^)ô(x2,a2) 
WITH OTHER SIMILAR EQUATIONS, WHERE 
5 (u,v) = 1, if u = V 
=0, OTHERWISE. 
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SIMILARLY 
2 
cov[y(x^,a2/—' y ^ ~ ^  ^^*1'^1^ 
WITH OTHER SIMILAR EQUATIONS. HENCE 
2 2 V [ N ( X ^ , X 2 , . . . / X ^ ) 1 ( A ^ , A 2 / . . . / A ^ ) ] / A  =  N + ( N - L )  
+ 26(x^,a^)6(x2,a2) + 26(x^,a^)6(x2,a2) 
+ ...+ 26 (X^_^,A^_J_)6 (X^,A^) - 2 (N-1) 6 (X^, A^) 
- 2 (N-1) 6 (X2/A2) - « - 2(N-L)Ô(X^,A^) . (5.14) 
WE NOW OBTAIN THE EXPRESSION OF THE AVERAGE VARIANCE OVER 
ALL POINTS OF THE LATTICE 
^'^2' * • * '^n 
V | A , , A _ , . . . , A  =  L  ^  ^  V [ N  ( X 3 L / X 2  , . . .  , X ^  |  A ^  , A 2 , . .  • / A ^ ^ )  ]  
z 6 n / ^ 2 / • • • ' 
IT FOLLOWS FROM 5.13 ABOVE THAT 
V |  _  =  ( N ^ - N + L ) F F ^  +  R  Z  Ô ( X  , A  ) Ô ( X  , , A  , ) A ^  i  /  q g  j j  5  5  o s  
S , S ' = L  
s^s ' 
-  )  Z  Z  S ( X  , A  ) A ^  .  
S=1 X ^ , . . . , X  
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SINCE THE NUMBER OF POINTS WITH THE SAME S-TH AND 
N 
S ' - T H  C O O R D I N A T E S  I S  . N ^  L J  AND THE NUMBER OF POINTS 
N 
N  L . ,  T H E  E X P R E S S I O N  
=1 ] WITH THE SAME S-TH COORDINATE IS J=L 
jj^s 
FOR THE VARIANCE REDUCES TO 
V 
^l'^2" • • '^n 
^ T 2 
-  2 ( N - L )  Z  
S=L S 
( 5 . 1 5 )  
NOTICE THAT SINCE V IS INDEPENDENT OF THE 
SAMPLED POINT (3%'&2'"""'^N) FOLLOWS THAT ITS EXPECTED 
VALUE OVER THE POPULATION OF STARS IS THAT GIVEN BY 5.15. 
ANOTHER GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THIS EXPECTED AVERAGE 
VARIANCE SEEMS WORTH PRESENTING. WE WRITE DOWN AGAIN THE 
GENERAL EXPRESSION OF AN ESTIMATED LATTICE POINT. 
n (x^ / f.. « f x^ i a^ r 9^2 t ' * ' I ~ y (^2 ' ^2 ' • * * ' ) 
-  ( N - L ) Y ( 3 ^ , 3 2 / . . . .  
NOTICE THAT IF IN N (X2,X2 ,... ,X^) WE HAVE X^ = A^ 
FOR R=L,...,K, THE VARIANCE OF. THE FITTED VALUE IS 
+  y t a ^ f X g / a g  / • • • # 
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V [ F Î ( X ^ , X 2 / . . .  , X ^ | A J ^ , A 2 # . . .  F A ^ )  =  ( N - K ) A ^  +  ( K - N + L ) ^ A ^ .  
WE CAN NOW PARTITION THE L = L^LG.'.L^ LATTICE POINTS INTO 
DISJOINT SETS OF POINTS WITH RESPECTIVELY 0,1,2,...,N 
COORDINATES IN COMMON WITH THE CORRESPONDING COORDINATES OF 
N 
Y ( A ,  , . . . , A  ) .  I T  T H E N  F O L L O W S  T H A T  W E  W I L L  H A V E  C ^ =  I I  ( L . - L )  in u ] 
POINTS WITH NO COORDINATES IN COMMON WITH Y(A^,...,A^), 
N N 
CN= Z H (L.-L) POINTS WITH ONE COORDINATE IN COGGNON 
R=L J=L ] 
j5^r 
N N 
WITH Y (AW... ,A^) ,..., C. = Z H (L.-L) 
1  ^  ^  R . < . . . < R .  J = L  :  
POINTS WITH K COORDINATES IN COMMON WITH Y(A^,...,A^) 
AND SO ON, WITH C^=L. N 
OF COURSE. 
C R T  +  C ,  + . . . +  C „  =  L .  0 1 N 
WE CAN NOW WRITE THE VARIANCE FUNCTION AVERAGED OVER 
ALL POINTS OF THE LATTICE AS; 
P N N 
VI ^ ^ = [(N'^-N+L) Z C. + E K(K-L)C. 
I ^ L ' ^ 2 ' * * * '  N  K = 0  ^  K = 0  ^  
N 2 
-  2 ( N - L )  E  K C .  ]  ~  .  ( 5 . 1 6 )  
K=0 ^ ^ 
SINCE THE ABOVE EXPRESSION IS INDEPENDENT OF THE STAR 
USED FOR ESTIMATION, IT FOLLOWS THAT IT IS ALSO THE EXPRESSION 
FOR THE EXPECTED VALUE OF THE AVERAGE VARIANCE OVER THE SAMPLED 
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S T A R S .  
WE NOW SUMMARIZE THE RESULTS ABOVE IN THE FOLLOWING 
THEOREM. 
THEOREM 5.1.  C O N S I D E R  A  F A C T O R I A L  E X P E R I M E N T  W I T H  
FACTORS ,... WITH RESPECTIVELY 
LEVELS AND THE CORRESPONDING LATTICE OF POSSIBLE POINTS OF 
OBSERVATION. IF WE CHOOSE A POINT (A^,A2,...,A^) AT RANDOM 
WITH EQUAL PROBABILITY ASSIGNED TO EVERY POINT AND USE THE 
POINTS OF THE STAR D(A^,A2,...,A^) TO ESTIMATE THE REMAIN­
ING POINTS OF THE LATTICE THE EXPRESSION OF THE EXPECTED 
VALUE OF THE AVERAGE MEAN SQUARE ERROR OVER THE POPULATION 
OF STAR DESIGNS IS GIVEN BY 
n L. 
n ]  L ,L 
J = 4 Z E 
R<S ^ X ,X VS 
N 1 
N L. 
L ,L ,L ^ L /L .L 
+ 8 e —h e 
R < S < T  ^  X ^ , X G , X ^  * R * S * T  
^ 1 
N 
N L. 
+ (K -K+2) Z -I-I = 
f l / • • • /l 
1  2  ( R J  ( R , )  _  
E  ( E  1  . . . E  K  
^1 ^2 ^k ik 
1 
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+ ...+ (n^-nf2) ^  ^ Z ^  
^ xifxg,...,*^ *1 *h 
+ [(n^-n+1) + Z f\-+ 2(n-l) Z . (5.17) 
r,s=l r s=l 
r?^s 
2 The portion of this involving a is the average variance 
2 
and the portion not involving a is the mean average square 
bias. 
Using the notation introduced in the last section we can 
also write the mean square error in the following form; 
J = ^^^®2 ^  {k^-k+2)Sjç +...+ 
. ..+ (n^-n+2)S ] +[ (n^-n+1) + Z r—=— + 
" r,s=l 
r?^s 
+ 2(n-l) Z ^]cr^ . 
s=l ^s 
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VI. RANDOM FRACTIONAL REPLICATION 
A. Introduction 
1. Aims 
We will now consider the case in which the lattice of 
points at which we take observations are the points of a 
standard fractional replication plan. The experimenter in­
tending to perform a fractionally replicated experiment makes 
assumptions about the negligibility of certain effects and 
interactions. From the relationships which define effects 
and interactions in terms of the treatment combinations of 
the full factorial system and negligibility assumptions he 
obtains a reduced model involving effects and interactions 
which can be estimated with well defined subsets of treatment 
combinations, called fractions. A plausible general procedure 
is to choose at random one of the possible fractions of 
treatment combinations for use in the experiment. If the 
negligibility assumptions do not hold the estimates of the 
effects and interactions in the reduced model are biased. 
From the theory of least squares, we can obtain an expression 
for the bias in terms of the deleted effects and interactions, 
but general results of this nature are not available in the 
literature. Also, results which take into consideration 
the effect of a particular choice of a fraction on the nature 
of the bias have not been considered in the literature. In the 
present chapter we examine this spectrum of investigative 
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situations/ and evaluate the J-criterion considered in the 
previous chapters for other situations. 
2. General properties and definitions for the factorial 
system 
Let p be a prime integer denoting the number of levels 
of each of the n factors under consideration# and let eadi 
treatment combination be represented by a n-tuple 
X = (x^,.../x^) where x^, i=l,...,n, is a positive integer 
modulo p, which denotes the level of the i-th factor. We 
then have p^ n-tuples or treatment combinations describing 
the ways in which treatments and levels can be assigned to 
experimental units. We abstract the necessary general ideas 
from Kempthorne (19 52) to which reference can be made for 
detailed exposition. 
Factors are usually denoted by Latin capital letters 
such as A,B,C, and so on. The i-th level of the main 
effect A, denoted by A^, is equal to the mean of true yields 
of all treatment combinations for which x^=i(p) minus the 
overall mean of the true yields which is denoted by y. 
a «2 
Similarly the j-th level of an interaction A B ..., 
^1 ^2 denoted by (A B ; is defined as the true mean of all 
^ n 
treatment combinations for which 2 a-x. = j(p) minus li. 
i=l ^ ^  
The linear form, L(x) = a,x- + a_x_ +...+ a x . 
* a. 
associated with each effect or interaction such as A B 
splits the p^ treatment combinations into p sets of p^ 
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according to the value of L(x) modulo p. There are in 
all (p^-l)/(p-l) effects and interactions, each with (p-1) 
degrees of freedom. This number results from the fact that 
two L(x)'s differing only by a multiplicative constant 
induce the same partition. 
The above definitions allow the expression of each 
treatment combination in terms of the mean, effects and inter­
actions in the following way 
n(x) = u+2 X (i) 
j=0 s=0 ® ® 
where x = (x^,...,x^), M= (p^-1)/(p-1) , denotes the 
s-th level of the main effect or interaction X^^^ and 
L^^^(x) the linear function corresponding to X^^^, and 
(x) _ 2 if L^^^(x) = s and zero otherwise. 
3. Fractional replications 
Often we are restricted on the number of experimental 
units we can use and we cannot run a complete p^ factorial. 
In such cases, a fraction is chosen by observing only 
the combinations x that simultaneously satisfy k linearly 
independent equations 
l/^)(x) = Uj^, (x) = U2 / ... (x) = Uj^ 
where each u^e{0,1,2 ,...,p-l}. 
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The linear forms (x), i=l,2,...,k must be chosen 
with care because the effects or interactions associated with 
these are then not estimable, or are confounded with the mean. 
Furthermore an effect or interaction corresponding to L(x) 
is completely confounded with effects or interactions associated 
with 
V [L(x) + Z c. 
j=i : 
for any permissible set of numbers c^,c2,...,c^ where v 
is to be chosen so that the resultant linear form is one of 
the (p^-l)/(p-l) possible forms, which are conventionally 
chosen so that the first non-zero coefficient in the linear 
form is unity. It is this fact which necessitates care in 
the choice of (x) , because it is usually desired to have 
no initial confounding of main effects or pf these and two 
factor interactions. 
We will refer to the k linear independent effects or 
interactions which determine the fractions as the linear 
independent effects or interactions of the defining identity 
and we denote them by ,... and write 
i = x^i) = x(2) = ... = = 
where consist of all the generalized inter­
actions of X^l) to X^k). If &(])(%), j = l,2,...,k 
are the linear forms associated with X^^^ ,X^^^,... ,X^^\ 
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then the linear forms associated with the totality of X's 
in the defining identity are all the forms 
v[c^l^(x) + cglgfx) +..•+ c^l^(x)] 
where each c\ E{0,l,2,...,p-l} not all being zero and v 
is the scalar multiplier necessary to make the first non­
zero coefficient of an equal to unity. The total 
k 
number of terms in this defining identity is (p -l)/(p-l). 
Since we have only p^ ^  treatment combinations in 
each fraction we can estimate only (p^ ^ -l)/(p-l) effects 
or interactions with them. 
By considering the effects or interactions corresponding 
to all linear combinations of the linear forms of the linear 
independent of the effects or interactions of the defining 
identity and determining the effects or interactions correspond­
ing to the sum of the linear forms of the effects and inter­
actions of the reduced model with each of the linear forms 
mentioned above, the generalized interactions, we determine 
the confounding. In conformity with much of the literature 
a set of effects and interactions which are mutually confounded 
are called aliases of each other. Subsequently a model will 
be fitted picking only one or none of any set of mutually 
confounded effects or interactions. 
We now give some general statements about the relation­
ship between the partitions of the set of p^ treatment 
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combinations determined by the effects and interactions. 
Statement 1; The class of ^ treatment combinations 
having the same level with respect to effect or interaction 
can be partitioned into p disjoint sets of p^ ^  treatment 
combinations » each set having the same level with respect 
to any other effect or interaction. This is the well-known 
orthogonality property of prime power factors (Kenpthorne, 
1952) . 
Statement 2; Each effect or interaction which is not a 
member of the defining identity divides the p^ ^  treatment 
combinations of a fraction into p disjoint sets of p^ ^  ^  
treatment combinations, each set having the same level with 
respect to the effect or interaction under consideration. 
Proof: A 1/p fraction of a p factorial is the 
set of p^ ^  treatment combinations x = (x^f...,x^) such 
that 
(x) = Uj^(p) /... (x) = u^(p) , 
where each is a member of the set {0,l,...,p-l}, and 
L (x) /,, .L (x) denote the linear forms corresponding 
to the linear independent interactions of the defining 
identity. Every effect or interaction which is not a 
member of the defining identity is such that its corresponding 
linear form (x) cannot be written as a linear combination 
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of the linear forms of the elements of the defining identity. 
This implies that the system above and (x) = ij (p) have 
^n-k-l solutions for every positive integer modulo p, and 
the statement above follows immediately. 
Statement 3; Each alias of an effect or interaction X 
partitions the treatment combinations of a fraction into the 
same sets as X. 
( j J  k  
Proof; Let us denote by L (x), r = l,.../p -1 
the linear forms corresponding to aliases of effect or inter­
action with linear form (x) which does not belong to the 
defining identity. 
(if) 
Notice now that L (x) is given by 
= v[l(i)(x) + z cpl^^^cx)] 
p=l 
where c^ is a modulo p integer positive number and 
(£) 
L (x), a = l,...,k are the linear independent linear 
forms corresponding to the linear independent elements of the 
defining identity, with the c^'s not simultaneously equaling 
zero, and v a scalar multiplier chosen so that the right-
hand side is an admissible linear form. 
The statement above will follow from the fact that 
L(x) /... ,L(x) assume constant values over all treatment 
combinations of a given fraction and so the set of treatment 
hi (if) 
combinations on the fraction for which L (x) and L (x) 
are constant is the same. 
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Statement 4; In every fraction, at each level of an 
effect or interaction which does not belong to the defining 
identity, there are ^ ^  treatment combinations at each 
level of any other effect or interaction which also does not 
belong to the defining identity and is not an alias of the 
first effect or interaction. 
Proof; Let us denote by (x) and (x) , 
s ^  t, the linear functions corresponding to the two effects 
or interactions under consideration. 
By Statement 2, (x) divides the p^ ^  treatment 
combinations of a fraction into p disjoint classes of 
pn k 1 treatment combinations, where each class is deter­
mined by a system such as 
(x) = u^(p) ,... (x) = U]^(p) 
and 
l^®^(x) = ig(p) 
with u^(p),...,u^(p) and ig(p) modulo p positive 
integers. 
Note now that L^^^(x) and (x) are not multiples 
of each other, i.e., (x) r i (p) L^^^(x), and are not 
linear combinations of the linear forms of the elements 
of the defining identity. 
It then follows that (x) divides the treatment 
combinations which satisfy the system above into p disjoint 
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classes with ^ ^  treatment combinations each. 
Statement 5; In each fraction an alias of an estimated 
effect or interaction of the reduced model has the same 
number of treatment combinations at each of its levels. 
(if) 
Proof; The linear function L (x) corresponding 
to an alias of (x) can be written as 
= v[l(i)(x) + I cgl^®^(x)] . 
e=l 
k (e) 
Note that Z c L (x), e = are the linear 
e=l 
forms corresponding to the linear independent effects or 
interactions of the defining identity. It then follows that 
(jJ 
L (x) will assume p different modulo p positive integer 
values as L^^^(x) varies from 0 to p-1. 
3. Statement of the problem 
In the present chapter we obtain the value of the 
J-criterion corresponding to fractional factorials in situa­
tions for which the interactions which are assumed negligible 
are not in fact so, and when the fraction used for fitting 
is chosen at random, with equal probability assigned to every 
fraction. 
Once a particular fraction is chosen and the estimates 
of the parameters obtained, the J-criterion for that fraction 
will be evaluated by computing the average mean square error 
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resulting from prediction at the p^ points of the lattice. 
We will then obtain the expected value of the J-criterion by 
averaging over the population of fractions. 
4. Illustrative example 
3 Suppose we are interested in a 3 factorial system 
but can take only 9 observations. Assume also that we want 
to estimate only the main effects A,B,C and the interaction 
AC f and that the remaining two and three factor interactions 
are assumed to be zero. 
In the situation described above it is immediate that 
a fractional replicate can be used to perform the experiment. 
Consider the 1/3 fraction of the. totality of the 3^ treat­
ment combinations in which the three factor interaction 
2 
ABC is confounded with the mean. The defining identity 
for this plan is given by 
1 = abc^ 
and the table of aliases is 
2 2 2 U = A B C  =  A B C  
2 2 A = AB C = BC 
2 2 2 B = AB C = AC 
C = AB = ABC 
AC = AB^ = BC. 
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It follows from the cibove, that the elements of each 
fraction are given by the points for which L(x) = 
= u(3) / where u(3) stands for a modulo 3 positive integer. 
The eleitents of the fractions are then the following: 
fraction number 0; (000), (Oil), (022), (101), (112), 
(120), (202), (210), (221); 
fraction number 1: (100), (111), (122), (201), (212), 
(220), (010), (021), (002); 
and 
fraction number 2; (200), (211), (222), (001), (012), 
(020), (102), (110), (121), 
where fractions number 0, 1 and 2 have the treatment combina-
2 tions with respectively these levels with respect to ABC . 
Without loss of generality let us consider the case 
where the fraction that is chosen for fitting is the first 
fraction. 
The normal equations for the first fraction are given 
by 
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30 
36 
36 
36 
38' 
31 
36 
31 
36' 
31 
36 
31 
y t 
^0 
^1 [ai 
^2 [a2 
^0 
^1 t^l 
®2 [^2 
0
 
0
 
icq 
cl 
s [c2 
[acQ 
[ac^ 
ac2 [acg 
where 6' = (1,1,1), J is a 3x3 matrix of unities, I 
is a 3x3 identity matrix, and the square brackets enclos­
ing a given effect or interaction level denote the total 
of all observations in the fraction with that level with 
respect to the effect or interaction under consideration. 
By the definitions of the effects and interactions 
it follows that the sum of any effect or interaction over 
its levels is zero, so 
2 
z a 
x^=0 ^1 
2 
% b 
=2=0 *2 
2 
^ cx 
x3=0 *3 
2 
Z 
xi+x3=0 
AC 
x1+x3 
= 0 
Iitposing these side conditions to the solutions of the 
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normal equations, we will have; 
9y = [T] 
3y + 3Aq = [AQ] 30 + 30Q = [Cq] 
3w + 3a^ = [a^] • 3% + 3c^ = [c^] 
3y + 3Â2 = [Ag] 3p + SCg = [Cg] 
3u + 3BQ = [BQ] 3u + 3ACq = [ACQ] 
3p + 3ê^ = [B^] 3W + 3AC^ = [AC^] 
3y + 3§2 = [Bg] 3Û + 3AC2 = [ACg] 
and it follows that the least squares estimates are given 
by 
U = [T]/9 
Aq = [AQ]/3 - [T]/9 ÊQ = [BQ3/3 - [T3/9 
= [Ai]/3 - [T]/9 = EB^]/3 - [T]/9 
^2 = [A2]/3 - [T]/9 Ô2 = [B2]/3 - [T]/9 
Cq = [Cq]/3 - [T3/9 ACQ = [ACQ]/3 - [T]/9 
Cl = [C^3/3 - [T]/9 AC^ = [AC^j/S - [T]/9 
C2 = [C2]/3 - [T]/9 ACg = [AC2]/3 - [T]/9 
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Since in every fraction, in the set of treatment com­
binations of the same level with respect to an estimated 
effect or interaction we will find an equal number of treat­
ment combinations at each level of another estimated effect 
or interaction, the form of the normal equations will be the 
same for each fraction. It follows that the form of the 
estimates of the effects and interactions is independent 
of the fraction. 
If the effects and interactions not present in the 
reduced model are not negligible, the least squares estimators 
of the fitted parameters will be biased, and from the ex­
pressions above, it is easy to see that the expected values 
of the effects and interactions estimates will be as follows. 
Fitting with treatment combinations of tl^e 0-th fraction 
we will have: 
E(u|0) = y + ABCq 
E(Âq|0) = AQ + AB^CQ + BCQ 
e(a^lo) = + ab^c^ + bcg 
efaglo) = ag + ab^c^ + bcj 
e(bolo) = bQ + ab^cg + acg 
e(ê^lo) = b^ + ab^c^ + acg 
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ecbglo) = bg + ab^c^ + acj 
E ( C q I O )  =  C Q  +  A B Q  +  A B C Q  
e(cj_l0) = + ab^ + abcg 
eccglo) = cg + abg + abc^ 
E ( A C Q I O )  =  A C Q  +  A B Q  +  B C Q  
E ( A C ^ l O )  =  A C ^  +  A B g  +  B C g  
E (ACg I 0 ) = AC 2 + ,;iB^ + BC^ 
The general form of the above equations is as follows. 
We let u= 0,1, or 2 denote the fraction that is used. We 
let E(@|u) denote the expectation of ê as determined by 
the u-th fraction. Then inspection shows that for u = 0, 
1,2, 
E(iilu) = U + ABCy, 
and (6.1) 
^'"xg^+xg 2(u+x^+x2) ^  ^ ^^u-x^-xg 
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To indicate the general form that will be needed, we 
let X ,X . be the effects and interactions that are 
fitted. Denote by (X^^^ju) the estimate of the i-th 
level of effect X^^^ determined from the u-th fraction. 
Then the general structure is that 
e(x!i)|u) = xji) + x^^l + x^^2 , 
(in) (],) 
where X and X are the effects of interactions 
that are completely confounded with X^^^ in the fractional 
plan, and the subscripts i^ and i^ are computable. The 
general form of relationships like the above will be given 
in Theorem 6.1. 
The expectation of the estimator of a effect or inter­
action when we choose the fraction at random is given by: 
E(xfi)) = Ey{E(xfi) |u)} 
where E(X^^^)lu) stands for the expected value of the least 
squares estimator of ^ given by the u-th fraction 
and E^ for the expectation of the above over the population 
of fractions. 
Let us now continue with our example and obtain the 
expectation over the population of fractions of the least 
squares estimators of the effects and interactions in the 
reduced model. 
If for example we consider the effect A we have 
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and since 
^ 2  ^ 2  Z AB^C. = Z BC. = 0 
&=0 ^ &=0 
it follows that 
e(a ) = a 
xi x^ 
so A is an unbiased estimator of A with respect to 
xi 
observational error and random selection of a fraction. 
It is easy to see that the above holds for any level 
of A as well as for any other estimator of effect or 
interaction of the reduced model. Theorem 6,2 proves this 
result in general. 
We now obtain the expression of the average square bias 
resulting from fitting the reduced model when the complete 
model, i.e., the model with all effects and interactions in­
cluded, is the true one. 
The general form of the average square bias when using 
the estimates of parameters from the reduced model to predict 
at all N=p^ points of the lattice by the p^ ^  treatment 
combinations from the u-th fraction, is given by 
19 3 
N ) 
B,..x = ^ I [En(x|u) - n(x)] (u) n 
where n (x) is the expected value of the treatment combina­
tion X under the true model and n(x|u) is the predicted 
value at the same point based on the u-th fraction. 
Let us now denote by the bias of the esti­
mator of the i-th level of the interaction X^^^ when we 
use the treatment combinations of the u-th fraction, 
u = 0,1/2. 
We then note that the biases at individual points have 
the following nature. 
For points of the 1-th fraction fitted by the obser­
vations from the 0-th fraction 
En(x^,x2,x2|0)-n(x^,x2,x2) = (A y-A y)-i-(AA^^-A ) 
+ (a (0)5 )+(a^°^c -a^l^c )+(a^°^ac 
x2 ^2 ^3 ^3 *1^x3 
Similarly for points of the 2-th fraction the same 
expression with the superscript 1 in the A's replaced 
by 2. 
In general for a point in the v-th fraction estimated 
from observations in the u-th fraction 
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En -n (x^,X2/X2) = (A 
+ (a^^^b )+(a^^^c -a^^^c ) 
^2 ^2 ^3 *3 
+(a'"'acxi+x2-a'^^a=x^+x,) • 
Note that the sum of the biases of all levels of the 
estimators of an effect or interaction is zero. For the 
effect A, for example, we have 
a'")a„+a<"'a^+a<'^)a2 = = 0 
If we denote summation over the treatment combinations of 
the v-th fraction by Z , it follows from Statement 1 and 
the remark about the bias given above, that the sum of the 
squared biases over the points of the v-th fraction when 
we estimate with the treatment combinations of the u-th 
fraction is given by: 
= Z [En(x|u)-n(x)] = 9[(A(*)%-A(v)%)2] 
+ 3[ Z (A^^^A -A^v^A )^ + Z (A^^^B -A^^^B 
x^=0 ^1 ^1 x2=0 ^2 ^2 
+ 2(a^^^c -a^^^c ) + 
x^=0 ^3 ^3 
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+ z (&(*)&€ .-a(v)ac 
xi+x3=0 *1 *3 *1 *3 
Hence, the average square bias resulting from fitting 
the reduced model by the treatment combinations of the u-th 
3 fraction and predicting at all 3 points of this factorial 
system is 
° ^  jo ' 
v^u 
and the average over the fractions of this average square 
bias is 
^ " v®(u)^ = i jq ®(u) * 
From the above 
B = |-[ S (A(*)u-A(v)%)2] 
u,v=0 
uf^v 
A  z z -a^^^a 
x,=0 u,v^O n ^1 
^ u^v 
+ z z -a^^^b )2 
x_=0 u,v=0 ^2 *2 
u^v 
+ Z Z (A(*)c -A^^^C + 
x.=0 u,v=0 ^3 ^3 
uf(v 
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+ e z )2] 
x,+x-=0 u,v^o *13 *13 
^ ^ u^v 
Note now the general identity for a set of numbers 
1' =2'''''zn: 
, N 0 N _ _ _ 1 N 
2N ^ (=]-=) ' : = N .f. =i ' 
m,n=l ]=1 •' 1=1 
itç^n 
As mentioned above^ the biases of the estimates of an 
effect or interaction add to zero over the fractions. It 
follows that: 
B = |  Z  +  I  \  E  { ( A ( * ) A  ) 2 + ( A ( " ) B  ) 2  
u=0 ^ &=0 u=0 ^ ^ 
+ (a(*)c2)2+(a(*)ac^)2} . 
We now consider for example the expression for the sum 
of squares of the bias associated with A over its three 
levels : 
e z (a^^^a )^ = {(ab^c.+bc^)^ + (ab^c^+bc^)^ 
x^=0 u=0 *1 " " ^ 
+ (ab^c^+bc^)^ + (ab^cg+bcgi^ + (ab^c^+bcQ)^ 
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+ (ab^cq+bcJ)^ + (ab^c^+bc^)^ + (ab^cq+bcJ ) ^  
+ (ab^c^+bcg)^}. 
From Statement 1 and because the sum of an effect or 
interaction over its level is zero, it follows that 
2 2 
z e = 3{(ab^c.)^+(ab^c,)^+(ab^c,)^ 
x^=0 U=0 *1 " ^ ^ 
+ (bcQ)^+(bc^)^+(bc2)^}. 
We obtain similar expressions for the sum of squares of 
biases associated with its other effects and interactions 
that are fitted in the reduced model. 
The sum of squares for the aliases of the mean is given 
by; 
s = 18[(abcn)^+(abc^)+(abc^)^] . 
u=0 u i ^ 
Hence 
B = I ^E^{(ABC^)^+(AB^C^)^+(BC^)^+(AB^C^)^ 
+ (AC^)(AB^)(ABC^)(AB^)(BC^)^}. 
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Under the fitted reduced model the expected value of 
a fitted treatment combination is given by 
n(x|u) = 5 + 
where, from the normal equations, the least squares esti­
mates are given by: 
= [A^ ]/3 - [T]/9, = [C 3/3 - lTl/9 
^1 ^1 *3 *3 
% = - [T]/9, 
It is easy to see that for any fraction 
.2  
-, and Vt (A 
^1 "2 
V[(ii|u] = [ Â^ [u)3 = V[ (B^ [ u) 3 
= v[(e^ju)] = [(ac^^+^ju)3 = 
and that all these estimates are un correlated. Hence the 
variance of n(x|u) for any x estimated from the u-th 
fraction is given by 
V[f] (x) ju3 = |- (7^ + 4 X = 0^ 
Because this is the same for every point and for every 
fraction, the average of variance of prediction averaging 
2 
over the points and the fractions is also a . The general 
proof of this result is given in Theorem 6.5. 
We can now write the final expression for the J-
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criterion, when the fitted model uses the effects associated 
with A, B, C and AC as 
J = 0% + & E KABch^ + (AB^Co)^ + (BC^)^ 
3 a=0 ^ 
+ (ab^cj)^ + (ac^)^ + (ab^)^ + (abc^)^ 
+ (ab^)^ + (bc^)^3. 
The average square bias is equal then to two-thirds of 
the sum of squares of true effects and interactions not 
included in the reduced model. This conclusions holds in 
general and is stated later as Theorem 6.3. 
B. General Expression for the J-Criterion for Randomized 
Fractional Replication of the p^ System 
1. Introduction 
We give a general approach to the study of the properties 
of the estimators of effects and interactions as well as the 
value of the J-criterion for fractional replication of the 
p^ factorial system when the reduced model is fitted and the 
complete model is the true one. 
We note that the example treated in the preceding section 
is saturated, and we confine ourselves to this case in what 
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follows. 
2. Expectation of the estimators of the parameters in the 
reduced model 
The reduced model for the yield of a treatment combina­
tion is given by 
^ (0\ (q) 
y(x) = y + E Z 6 '(x) X/ + e(x) 
e=l s=0 
s=0 ,.. ., (p-1) 
where 
X = (x^,...,x^), M= (p^ ^ -l)/(p-l) , 
xjG), e = 1,...,M, and 6^^ 
is as defined previously. Here M is the number of effects 
(e ) 
and interactions in the fitted model and the L (x) are 
their associated linear forms. 
From the above we can write the design matrix for the 
treatment combinations of the u-th fraction, u = l,2,...,p , 
and it follows from Statements 1 through 4 that the normal 
equations for the estimation of the main effects and inter­
actions of the reduced model are: 
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p°"^5 + +...+ ph'k-l J j(m) _ JJJ 
i=0 1 i 
ph-k-lj ^  pn-k-l-(l, ^ pn-k-2 p-1 x(2)+...+pn-k-2 «<«) 
" 1=0 ^ i=0 '• 
= ix'l'i 
pK-k-lG + p"-k-l x'l) 4. p"-!:-^ x(2) + ...+p"-k-2 X<"> 
^ i=0 ^ i=0 ^ 
= 
p"-k-l; + p"-k-l x'l) + pG-k-Z x(2) + ...+p"-k-2 "z" X.»« 
i=0 ^ i=0 ^ 
= [xji)] 
^n-k-lj ^  pR-k-Z P/ x(l)+...+pn-k-2 xj^) 
i=0 ^ i=0 1 
We now impose as side conditions on the solutions the 
conditions coherent in the definitions of the effects and 
interactions, namely. 
"E"- X.<1> = x.'2> . ...  T X.W = 0 . 
i=0 ^ i=0 ^ i=0 ^ 
The normal equations then reduce to 
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p° = [Tl 
pg-k-iq + 
pp-k-lg + pi-k-l^u) = [3xi) 1 
pii-k-ij ^ pd-k-ija) , [xjd] 
p"-k-lû + pn-k-lxj^^ = [xp_^] 
and the solution is: 
5 = [t]/p^ ^  
2(1) = [x^^l/p""''"^ - û 
xf = [x(i:]/p"-k-i - 5 
xji' = - 2 
^p-i= - 2 
Thus, the least squares estimator of the i-th level 
of the interaction is given by 
xfi) = [x^i)]/p*"k-i _ [t]/p*"k . 
statement 4 says that the treatment combinations with 
level i with respect to any estimable X^^^ are divided 
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into p subsets of treatment combinations with different 
levels with respect tcr any other interaction which neither 
belongs to the defining identity nor is an alias of 
4  •  ^ 6  )  
Also, for any effect or interaction X 
"i' xf = 0 . 
i=0 
It then follows from the above and the model expressions 
for the treatment combinations in terms of the effects and 
interactions in the true model that the expected value of 
the total of the observations with level i with respect 
to X^i) will not have any contribution due to other 
estimated effects or interactions or their aliases. 
From Statements 3 and 4, it follows that 
[Xp'l E (li ) , K (j ) 
E ( -L-1 ) = y+ï X. ® + x':' + z X ^ , 
P* " ^ e=l ^ e ^ r=l ^r 
where 
K = p^-1, and R = , 
(jJ 
i^ is the level with respect to X of any treatment 
combination with level i with respect to X^^^ in that 
(w*) 
fraction, and X. / e = 1,...,R, denote an effect or 
• e 
interaction which is completely confounded with the mean. 
Similarly, by Statements 2, 3 and 4, it follows that 
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ttl ^ (%*) 
 ^(-#) =  ^
p e=l e 
We then have : 
E ( x f i ) | u )  =  x f i )  +  z  =  x j i )  +  
^ r=l ^r 
where stands for the biases of X^^^ when we use 
the u-th fraction. Hence we have 
Theorem 6.1; Suppose that a reduced model is fitted 
with the treatment combinations of the u-th 1/p fraction 
of a fractional replication and the complete model is the 
true one. Then the expected value of the estimate of ji 
is biased and given by 
E(ii|u) = y + A^^^y = S X. ® , 
e=i e 
(u ) k 
where X ,  e -  1 , . . . ,  (p -l)/(p-l) are the aliases 
of y, and i is the level of the treatment combinations of 
* the u-th fraction with respect to X . The least 
squares estimator of the i-th level of any fitted effect 
or interaction is also biased, and its expected value is 
given by 
e(&ii)|u) = xji) + a^^^x^i) 
where 
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^(u) (j) ^  g , K = pk-1, 
^ r=l 
(if) 
and i^,...,i^ are the levels of the aliases X , 
ic / 4 \ 
r = l,...,(p -1), associated with X in the u-th 
fraction. 
(if) (i) 
The linear form corresponding to an alias X of X 
is 
(jy.) / ^  \ ^ ( a \  
L ^ (x) = v EL^^M x ) + Z c ^ 1/ '(x)] , 
e=l ® 
/a \ 
where L (x), e = l,...,k are the linear forms 
corresponding to the effects and interactions of the defining 
identity. Thus, for xj^^ we have 
^r 
^ (e) i„ = V[i + Z c L (x)] = V[i+t(u)] 
^ e=l ® 
where t(u) is constant for the u-th fraction and takes 
over the different fractions each of the values 0,1,..., 
. ,, k-1 , . (p-1), p times. 
It then follows that i^ assumes each of the values 
k—1 0,1,...,(p-1), p times, and since the sum of an effect or 
interaction over all its levels is 0, have the following 
result. 
Statement 6 : The sum over the fractions of the biases 
of a given level of an estimated effect or interaction is 
zero. 
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Our estimation procedure consists of first choosing 
a fraction at random with equal probability 1/p assigned 
to each fraction, and then fitting the reduced model using 
the treatment combinations of that fraction. 
The general form of the expected value of the estimator 
of an effect or interaction is given by 
EXafi)) = E^{E(Xp^ |u) } 
where Efxji^ju) stands for the expectation of the least 
squares estimator given that fraction u was chosen and 
denotes expectation of over the fractions. 
Using the general form of the expectation given above, 
from Theorem 6.1 and Statement 6, it follows that 
e(xp^) = ^  z (xfi) + 
^ P^ u=l ^ ^ 
= x!i) + ^  e = xfi) . 
^ p^ u=l "• 
We can summarize the above as follows. 
Theorem 6.2: If we randomly choose a fraction with 
equal probability, the estimator of the mean or any effect 
or interaction in the reduced model is unbiased with respect 
to observational error and random selection of a fraction. 
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3. The expectation of the average square bias 
It follows from Theorem 6.1 that 
k (if) • -
where K=p -I, and X for r = 1,2,...,k are the effects 
or interactions confounded with and i (s) is the 
< ^ r >  .  ( i )  
level of X associated with level s of X . 
The linear function corresponding to any of the aliases 
of X^i) can be written as 
( A )  ^ ( q )  
L f (x) = v[Ll]'(x) + Z Cg l/G'(x)] 
e=l 
where L^®^(x), e = l,...,k are the linear independent 
interactions of the defining identity and its coefficients 
are positive integers modulo p. 
f 0 \ Since L (x), e = l,...,k are constant for the ele­
ments of a particular fraction, we will have: 
L ' ^  (x) = V (x) + t(u) ], r = 1,..., (p^-1) 
^ (e) 
where t(u) is the constant value of Z c L (x) , 
e=l ® 
corresponding to the u-th fraction. 
(j ) 
It then follows from the above expression of L (x) 
( i )  ( i r )  
that for L (x) = 0,1,..., (p-1) , L (x) will take p 
different values, which implies the following. 
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Statement 7: The sum of the biases of the estimates 
of the p levels of any fixed effect or interaction is 
zero, i.e., 
(i) = 0 . 
i=0 ^ 
The expression of the true yield in terms of the effects 
and interactions of the complete model is 
n (x) = y + E Z 6^ with P = (p^-1)/(p-1) , 
m=l s=0 ® ® 
where X^^\m = 1,..., (p^-1)/(p-1) are the effects and 
interactions and the L^"^^(x)'s are their corresponding 
linear forms. 
With the reduced model a predicted point is given by 
M (s ) 
n(x|u) = y + Z xj®) , M = (p" ^ -l)/(p-l) . 
e=l ® ® 
But since the conplete model is the true one 
En(x|u) = u + + I (x(®)+A(*)x . 
e=l ® ® ® 
By Theorem 6.1 we can write the expected value of a 
fitted treatment combination in the v-th fraction under the 
complete model as 
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En(x|u) = u + + E )(x)(x(e)+A(v)x(e)) 
e=l s=0 s ^ ® 
where M=(p^ ^ -l)/(p-l) and the are the effects 
and interactions of the reduced model. 
The bias at a treatment combination of the v-th frac­
tion after fitting the reduced model with the treatment com­
binations of the u-th fraction, is then given by 
En(x|u) - ri (x) = 
+ E 6^ Cx) (e)j . 
e=l ® ® 
If we consider all treatment combinations of the v-th 
fraction, the sum of the square bias due to prediction is 
S = E [En(x|u)-n(x)]2 = E [(A(*);-A(v)u) 
xe4y xg*y 
+ E 6^^ )(x)(^(u)%(e)_^(v)x (e)^y2 
e=l s s s 
By Statements 4 and 5 we can write the above as: 
S^, . pn-k(a'")w-A(v)w,2+pn-k-l " (a X<®'-A ' ) ^ 
e=l 
+ ...+ (a(*)x(g)_a(v)x(e))2 ^ 
p-i p-i 
We can then write the general form of the average 
square bias, resulting from fitting the reduced model with 
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the treatment combinations of the u-th fraction and 
predicting at all p^ treatment combinations of the factorial 
system as: 
vjr^u 
p^ v=l e=l i=0 
vt^u 
The expected value of the average square bias over 
the population of fractions is given by the expression: 
B = V^u)>= ^  J, ^u) 
Substituting for in the above expression and using 
Statement 6 and the identity 
^ n tl 
z (y.-yj = 2 Z (y.-y)"= , 
i,i=i : i=i ^ 
we obtain 
b = ^  s  f  e  
p u=l p u=l i=0 j=l 
with M = (p^ ^ -l)/(p-l) . 
When we expand A^^^y and any of the terms of the type 
^(u)x(j) and square and then sum, because of the orthogonality 
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described in Statements 1 to 5, all cross product terms sum 
to zero and we find 
R p-1 (U ) 2 M p-1 K (j ) 
B = ^ [ Z Z (X. ) + % Z Z(X. ^ )^2 . 
P e=l i=0 j=l i=0 r=l ^ 
The above can be summarized as follows. 
Theorem 6.3. Suppose a saturated reduced model is 
fitted from one observation on each treatment combination of 
a 1/p fraction of a fractional replication plan chosen at 
random with probability 1/p , then the average square bias 
over the full set of lattice points and the population of 
fractions is given by 
2 B = — [sum of squares of effects and interactions ignored 
in the fitted model] . 
4. The expectation of the average variance 
We next obtain the average variance component of the J-
criterion. Using the same notation as earlier, under the 
reduced model we can write a predicted treatment combination 
value as; 
M 
n (x| u) = Û + z xj^) .  
e=l e 
By the normal equations, the least squares estimators of 
U and xj^^ are respectively given by 
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a = tTl/p"^"^ and _ [T]/p^"^, 
It easily follows that ~ 
V[iil = -^ and Vtx'i)] = _ 
P P 
Further, from Statement 1 it can also be seen that 
Cov[&,xfi^] = 0 and Cov[xji^,&ji ^] = 0 
ij ij ij. 
for all '. 
Thus, since there are (p^ ^ -l)/(p-l) effects and 
interactions in the fitted model, it follows that 
V[n(x|u)l = ^  . (E^)(^,a2 = ,2 . 
It is immediate from the above that the average variance 
in fitting all p^ treatment combinations with the effects 
and interactions estimates obtained from the u-th fraction 
is given by; 
n 
V, \ Z V[n (x[u) ] = cr^ 
p i=l 
It is then also immediate that if we choose the fractional 
replicate at random as described earlier the expression of 
the expected value of the average variance over the popula­
tion of fractions is 
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From the result above and Theorem 6.5 we can state the 
following final result. 
Theorem 6.3. Suppose a saturated reduced model is 
fitted from one observation on each treatment combination of 
a 1/p fraction of a fractional replication plan chosen at 
k 
random with probability 1/p , then the mean square error 
over the full set of lattice points and the population of 
fractions is given by 
2 2 J = a + — [sum of squares of effects and interactions 
Theorem 6.4 holds for the case in which the effects and 
interactions fitted to a fraction give a saturated model. 
To extend the result to the case of fitting an unsaturated 
model, the following reasoning is useful. Suppose the un­
saturated model that is fitted contains the effects and inter­
actions j = l,2f...,M', with M'<M = (p^ ^-l)/(p-l). 
Then we can complete the fitted set to a saturated set by 
adjoining effects and interactions j = M'+1,M'+2,...,M. 
We then have 
P 
ignored in the fitted model] . 
j=l 1 
Also for X belonging to the v-th fraction 
P p-1 ^ (m) 
n (x) = u (v) + Z Z Ô 
m=l s=0 
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where 
and 
(v) = E(%^i)|v) 
We have seen that 
E (y j u) = y + A y. 
e(xfi)|u) = 
1. s -s-
Hence 
En (xl u)-ri (x) = (A y-A y) 
e=l s=0 ^ ® 
- z [x^®^+a x^®^ ] . 
e=M'+l s=0 f ® ® 
This expression must be squared, averaged over all x's 
and over all u. As before all cross pro ducts of terms from 
different effects sum to zero, because of the orthogonality 
properties. 
The contributions from the effects and interactions that 
are fitted are the same as in the saturated case. For the 
non-fitted effects and interactions which appear with negative 
sign in the last equality, we use the following derivation. 
We use ^, to indicate summation over the x's that 
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are in the v-th fraction. Then the contribution to the 
overall sum from the negative term in the last expression 
u=l v=l s=0 ^ ^ 
= f f s 6l'gl|x);l(e)(x) [ x (e) + A (v) x (e) 
_ _ , S S S 
u=l v=l xe(j)^ SyS '=0 
=  1 1  
u=1 v=1 8,3'=0 
[xj®'+âx'®'l z .  
But 
l/G) (x) gl/G) ^ g 
s s' s ss ' / 
because a particular x is associated with one of the 
levels of any effect or interaction. 
This term gives therefore 
? i z [x^®^+a 
u=l v=l s=0 xecj)^ ® ^ ^ 
v=l s=0 XE#y ^ ^ ^ 
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s=o v=l ® ® ® ® 
+  ( 6 . 2 )  
The summation involving crossproducts may be written as 
2^E x(^) Z Z 6^^ ^ (x)^(v)jj(e) 
s=0 ^ v=l xe(j)^ ^ ® 
2^e x/®) ^ z a(v)x(e) pn-2 ^  
s=0 ® v=l 
because by Statement 5 
Z A(v)x(e) = 0, 
v=l ^ 
(0 ^ 
for any X of a saturated model. Similarly the last 
term of 6.2 gives 
pk z^ z' , 
8=0 v=l xE^y ^ r=l ^r 
k 
where K = p -1. 
A similar expression and rearrangement shows that all cross-
product terms here sum to zero. Consequently, the square of 
the negative term in 6.2 gives 
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pH+k-l of squares of non-fitted effects and inter­
actions of a saturated model and their aliases], 
and we have to divide by p . Consequently, the B measure 
is equal to 
2 
— [sum of squares of effects and interactions that 
are aliased with the mean or fitted effects and 
interactions] 
+ ^  [sum of squares of all effects and interactions which 
are not fitted or are not aliased with the mean 
and fitted effects and interactions]. 
Since the estimates of \i and any fitted effect or inter­
action are the same as in the saturated case, and these esti­
mates are uncorrelated it follows that when we fit 
xx ~3c • • M'< (p -l)/(p-l) effects or interactions the variance of 
a fitted point is given by 
and this will also be the value for the expected average 
variance because it does not depend on u. 
We can summarize the results above on bias and variance 
as follows. 
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Theorem 6.5. Suppose a reduced model involving M' 
effects and interactions is fitted from one observation on 
each treatment combination of a 1/p fraction of a 
fractional replication plan chosen at random with probability 
k 1/p , then the mean square error over the full set of lattice 
points and the population of fractions is given by 
,2, is, + is,, 
where 
Sj = the sum of squares of effects and interactions 
that are confounded with the mean or fitted effects 
and interactions, and 
Sii= the sum of squares of all effects and interactions 
that are not fitted or not confounded with the 
mean or fitted effects and interactions. 
We note that if the fitted model is saturated, then 
M' = (p^ ^ -p)/(p-l), the variance contribution becomes , 
the term becomes null, and we have the result of 
Theorem 6.4. It is easy to see that the argumentation used 
above for the case of p levels with p prime number can be 
modified directly for the case of p^ levels of each factor 
with p prime and m an integer greater than unity. The 
only difference is that the linear forms are defined over the 
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galois field of p™ elements rather than the galois field 
of p elements. 
It is of some interest to compare the result for the 
saturated case with the corresponding result for the random 
star-design described in Chapter V which is also saturated. 
It is immediate that the average variance of the fractional 
design is smaller than the variance of the star design. To 
compare the biases of the two designs we note that the sum 
of squares due to interactions of r-th order in the analysis 
of variance of the whole set of nCx)'s, which was denoted 
by is equal to p^ (r), where S(r) is the sum of 
squares of the factorially defined corresponding interactions. 
Hence for the star design 
B = i[4S(2) + 8SC3) +...+ (r^-r+2)S(r) + ...+ Cn^-n+2)S(n)] 
while for the fractional design 
B = |-[S(2)+S(3) +...+ S(r) +...+ S(n)3 . 
Clearly the star design has an average square bias which 
is at least twice the average square bias of the fractional 
design. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Model fitting consists in the determination of the best 
relation between the independent variables and 
a dependent response y. Usually two important kinds of 
errors arise in this process: error due to bias and error 
due to variance. By bias error is meant the error that is 
due to wrong model assumptions, when the mathematical function 
which is chosen to express the relation between the x's and 
y is not the true one. If instead of observing the true 
response value we observe it with error having some random 
structure we are said to have variance error. If the proper 
model is fitted and the errors have expectation zero, the 
method of least squares provides parameter estimates that on 
the average are equal to the true values. If the proper model 
is not fitted this is not so in general, and the model fitted 
will be biased. We can, however, reduce the possible biases 
by choice of pattern of observation, that is, by choice of 
the design. 
A major part of this dissertation was directed to the 
choice of design in relation to criteria of value of the 
fitted model. Several functions of the bias or of criteria 
related to bias can be defined. The first we focused our 
attention on was the maximum bias criterion, which gives the 
maximal deviation between the fitted and the true model over 
the region in factor space of interest. The case considered 
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was the one in which there is just one independent variable 
which lies inside a finite interval. Furthermore we restrict 
ourselves only to the fitting of polynomial models and the 
problem was how to allocate the observations to minimize 
the maximal bias when the fitted polynomial jaas degree s 
and the true polynomial has degree t>s. Results were obtained 
for the case when the polynomial fitted has degree s and 
the true polynomial has degree s+1. An optimal design for 
this criterion which received special attention consisted of 
the allocation which places equal number of observations at 
the zeros of a Chebyshev polynomial of degree equal or greater 
than s+1. Besides being optimal for the maximum bias cri­
terion these designs have the important feature of providing 
good polynomial approximation even when the true underlying 
model is an unknown continuous function having at least two 
derivatives at each point of the interval. If we use the 
Chebyshev allocation and a linear combination of Chebyshev 
polynomials is fitted to the data these designs provide 
orthogonality or independent estimates of every parameter 
in the fitted model. It is also shown that there does not 
exist an optimal allocation for the maximum bias criterion 
when the difference between the degree of the fitted model 
and the true model is greater than one. 
The next problem considered is related to the fitting 
of a polynomial model of degree lower than the one of the 
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true underlying polynomial model. The criterion under con­
sideration was the average square bias considered by Box 
and Draper (1959) and Folks (1958). For the designs obtained 
a linear function of the sum of squares due to lack of fit 
can be used to estimate the average square bias and to give 
the experimenter an idea of how far off on the average his 
fitted model is from an assumed true model. These designs 
also minimize the average square bias criterion. A detailed 
study is made of the optimal designs with respect to the 
above criterion and it is shown that for the one-dimensional 
2 
case these designs have (bias) and variance functions which 
have the undesirable feature of assuming very large values 
at the extremal portions of the interval. This motivates 
the consideration of criteria which correct that deficiency 
by giving more weight to those portions of the interval. 
Conditions are obtained for optimal designs with respect to 
the average square bias weighted with a positive function 
with respect to which all moments exist. In particular, it 
is shown that if three well-known classes of probability 
density functions of the beta, the gamma, and the normal 
are taken as weight functions the designs which minimize 
the average weighted bias when a polynomial of degree s is 
fitted and the true model has degree s+1 place the obser­
vations at the zeros of Jacobi, Laguerre, and Hermite poly­
nomials of degree s+1 respectively. A special case of the 
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above is the beta Be(l/2,l/2) density function. It is 
shown that the allocation at the zeros of a Chebyshev poly­
nomial of degree n^s+t is also optimal with respect to the 
average square bias weighted with the Chebyshev weight 
when the model fitted has degree s and the true model has 
degree t, with t>s. It is also proved that optimal designs 
with respect to this criterion and the maximum bias designs 
are the same. The considerations, with respect to polynomial 
models are concluded with comparisons between the optimal 
designs obtained in this study and other designs available 
in the literature. The comparisons are made not only with 
respect to several criteria related to bias but also with 
respect to criteria related to variance. The general con­
clusion is that one-dimensional designs which are optimal 
with respect to criteria related to variance give poor 
efficiency with respect to criteria related to bias, while 
optimal designs for criteria related to bias have at least 
acceptable performance with respect to variance. It is also 
shown that the optimal designs with respect to the maximum 
bias criterion or minimax bias designs are highly efficient 
when both bias and variance errors are present and so are 
the ones indicated for use in practical applications. 
We next considered the case where the dependent 
variable is a function of the levels of qualitative factors 
and a fraction of the totality of points in the factorial 
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system is chosen for estimation and testing purposes. In 
order to obtain useful average properties, an element of 
randomization is introduced in the design. Random star 
designs which permit the estimation of all main effects 
are introduced and a general form for the mean square error 
resulting from the prediction at all points of the factorial 
space is obtained. 
An alternative design possible for prime power factorial 
systems is the use of a random fraction defined by finite 
geometry considerations. Such designs are called random 
fractional replication designs. Biases and variances are 
obtained for this class of designs. The overall mean square 
error was found to have a very simple form, in terms of 
variance of observation and sums of effects or interactions 
that are ignored in the fitted model. It is noted that for 
the case when both star and random fractional designs are 
saturated, the latter is clearly superior. 
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